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ABSTRACT

Hospitals have a SOO-year history in the Americas but have been the focus of

study by only a few researchers. This is particularly true of Latin American hospitals

operating during the Spanish Colonial Period, the 16th through early 19th centuries. This

work seeks to redress this problem by examining the Hospital de la Real Caridad, an 18th

century hospital intended for indigenous people, within the colonial city of Riobamba in

the Ecuadorian Andes. Combining existing published sources, archival evidence, and

archaeology, this work examines the role of the Hospital de la Real Caridad's beyond

medical provision: namely its social role.

The theoretical framework used to examine the social context in which the

hospital operated is drawn from Erving Goffman's study of the "total institution". Total

institutions were facilities designed to isolate their inmates, strip them of their identity,

and model new behaviour. Using documentary and archaeological evidence, the Hospital

de la Real Caridad is shown to engage in this process. Through the use of surveillance,

religious teaching, colonial medicine and majolicas, a form of glazed ceramic typically

associated with the elite in colonial society, indigenous people were isolated and

modelled behaviour that was designed to support the colonial system.

Archaeological testing at the Hospital de la Real Caridad resulted in the recovery

of large quantities of brick and carved stone; building materials typically associated with

elite structures and designed to demarcate the hospital from the rest of colonial society.

The separation of artifacts typically associated with Indigenous women from material
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associated with the preparation of drugs confinns the trepidation with which the Spanish

colonial administration felt towards indigenous women and medicine while. Majolica

recovery rates consistent with mestizo assemblages in the Andes are interpreted as being

used to symbolically portray the ideal behaviour the institution sought to model for its

indigenous patients.

Indigenous people did not experience the institutional process universally when

engaging with the medical system and on occasion they were able to use it to their own

advantage. For example, a series of applications were made for release from mita (tribute

labour), owed to the Crown by indigenous people, due to medical reasons. Changes in

the application process are interpreted as an attempt by the Spanish colonial

administration to curb a perceived abuse of release from tribute labour for medical

reasons.

Hospitals played important roles beyond the provision of medical care. They

were fundamental components of the urban landscape, settings where important changes

in medical philosophy were implemented, and unique locations where the colonial

process was experienced by indigenous people.

Keywords: Andes, Hospital, Spanish Colonies, Ecuador, Institution, Archaeology,
Colonial Period, Material Culture.

Subject Terms: Archaeology, Historical Archaeology, History, Medicine,
Colonialism, South America, Ecuador.
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION

In 1494, two years after Columbus's arrival, the first Spanish hospital was

established in the New World. During the following decades, increasing numbers of

these institutions began operating in an attempt to meet the medical needs of Spanish and

Indigenous populations. Although intended as medical facilities, hospitals must be

viewed in a broader social context in which they operated; as locations where the

mechanisms of colonialism could be focused on individuals. My goal in this dissertation

is to examine through material culture and documentary evidence how the colonisation

process operated on individuals within a hospital in colonial Riobamba, in what is now

Ecuador. By showing the social context in which hospitals operated I also intend to

demonstrate the importance of situating other institutions in a broader social context.

With that goal in mind, my dissertation will situate hospitals theoretically, review

existing literature by historians and archaeologists on the topic, and examine archival

evidence for the colonial hospital in Riobamba and indigenous attempts to use it to their

own advantage in order to understand the social context in which these institutions

operated.

Chapter two provides a theoretical positioning for the understanding of the social

role hospitals played during the Spanish colonial period. Drawing on the work of Erving

Goffman (1970), hospitals can be seen as important in the colonial endeavour by

operating with an intent to undermine indigenous culture and reform patients to achieve a

colonial ideal. References to how this process occurs in the context of existing works



examining other institutions such as prisons and asylums helps demonstrate that these

facilities help maintain hegemonic structures.

Chapter three outlines a history and historiography of European and New World

hospitals until the 19th century. The complex topic of medicine in Spain and its colonies

is addressed in order to show how religious institutions played key roles in the provision

of health care. An overview of the limited archaeological work conducted on hospitals is

also provided. Colonial Riobamba, Ecuador, and the Hospital de la Real Caridad and the

Hospital San Andres, the location of my study, are placed in historical context.

Additionally, drawing on my archival research, chapter three also shows that hospitals

and the institutional process could sometimes be used to the advantage of Indigenous

people. Thirty-five petitions seeking exemption from tribute labour to the Spanish

Crown for medical reasons are examined. A radical change occurring in the way the

petitions were made has been interpreted as an attempt to curtail false applications by the

colonial administration.

Chapter four details where the hospital was located and how sites were chosen for

excavation. Excavation methodology and results are provided on a site by site basis.

This section is followed by a rationalisation for how analysis was conducted and the

results. A detailed examination of the techniques employed to analyse and quantify

ceramics from the hospital is also provided. The discovery of human remains on the

former hospital grounds associated with a municipal works project but not intended as

part of my research is discussed in a separate section.

Chapter five integrates the excavation results from the hospital and archival data

into the theoretical context of institutions provided in chapter two. Hospitals are
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understood to be more than just locations where medical treatment can be sought but are

important components to promoting and sustaining the colonial system. Material culture

is seen as conveying symbolic messages of isolation and to model desired modes of

behaviour. Finally, directions for future research on the topics of hospitals and

institutions are suggested.

Comment on Approach

I have chosen to interpret one of the primary intents of the Spanish colonial

hospital as a mechanism in the colonisation process and employed Erving Goffman's

"total institution" model as the means to understand how this could be accomplished.

This results in viewing the hospital through a cynical lens and is an approach that can,

and hopefully will, be debated. Within the context of a Spanish colonial hospital

historiography, this is an approach that other authors have adopted (Kubler 1972;

Mecham 1966:35-36; Ricard 1966; Risse 2000).

An interesting avenue to consider when approaching the study of Spanish colonial

hospitals would be to examine the perception of their role. A case could be made for

viewing the colonising effect of the hospital not as an explicit phenomenon but an

unconscious by-product of how they were run. This view would argue that hospitals'

roles were ultimately charitable; primarily to provide for the medical needs of the

Indigenous people in the New World. This could be implied by the name of the hospital

that is the focus of this study: £1 Hospital de la Real Caridad (the Hospital of Royal

Charity). This line of reasoning differs from the approach I have adopted as it focuses on

the perception of the hospital role. A particularly interesting line of study would be

3



examinations of the dialectic between the hospitals' perceived role by those within them

and their intended role by those ultimately responsible for their establishment.

I am concerned with the Spanish Crown's intent to use hospitals as mechanisms

in the colonial process and less with how they were perceived within the communities in

which they operated. The naming of hospitals, their use as hospices, and the hospital's

role as charitable institutions are all important elements to Spanish colonial hospitals. I

will discuss these issues but only in limited ways in this dissertation. My primary

concern is to examine the material culture and documentary record to show how hospitals

could be used as one of the mechanisms in colonial process.
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CHAPTER 2 THE "TOTAL INSTITUTION": A
THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVE FOR THE SOCIAL ROLE

OF HOSPITALS IN COLONIAL CONTEXT

Introduction

This chapter provides the theoretical basis of the hospital's social role as a

mechanism in the colonial process in Ecuador. My approach is rooted in Erving

Goffman's (1970) "total institution" and supported by select contributions of Michel

Foucault's examination of prisons (Foucault 1979, 1980). The characteristics of total

institutions and inmates' responses to them are outlined, followed by a discussion of total

institutions in colonial context. Drawing on existing archaeological literature I

demonstrate how other researchers have approached the study of total institutions and

posit ways in which the colonial period hospital in Riobamba may be examined with the

same approach.

A Theoretical Perspective on Institutions

Institutions play important roles in society in structuring, classifying, controlling,

and reforming people. Although the study of institutions is not new for historical

archaeologists, most research to date has been focused on feminist interpretations of

prisons, asylums, or almshouses (Baugher 2001; Casella 2001 a, b; Singleton 2001;

Spencer-Wood and Baugher 2001a, b). Unfortunately, this work has not articulated a

cohesive theoretical approach to institutions from an archaeological perspective
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comparing how institutions such as prisons, asylums, military barracks, hospitals, or

orphanages employed similar techniques in order to accomplish their mandates.

A theoretical basis for examining institutions and allowing for future comparative

studies is available in Erving Goffman's (I 970) Michel Foucault's (I979; 1980) and

Pierre Bourdieu's works. For my examination of the colonial period hospital in

Riobamba I have drawn heavily from Goffman's work with some supplementary work

from Foucault and Bourdieu, and other early social constructionists where appropriate.

Goffman's "Total Institutions"

Erving Goffman's work on asylums was born out of researching the social world

of inmates at mental institutes in the 1950s. His work was largely sociological in nature

and designed to examine institutions as a social phenomenon within western culture. His

examination of total institutions falls into a larger theoretical body of literature examining

colonialism and social constructions, particularly Garfinkel's work on denunciation

ceremonies (1956) and Gluckman's examination of conflict in Africa (I955; 1965).

Despite the context in which Goffman's study was conducted, I believe the

characteristics he uses to define total institutions and the mechanisms operating within

them are transferable to the Spanish colonial period and, in some regards, are even more

pronounced in colonial contexts. The following discussion highlights the key aspects of

institutions such as asylums, prisons, and hospitals, by examining how these facilities

operate and the typical responses of inmates subjected to the institutional experience.

In Goffman's examination of asylums, he makes a distinction between what he

calls "institutions" and "total institutions" (Goffman 1970: 3-4). Institutions are "social
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establishments" such as train stations, rooms, homes, or factories. In many ways these

are unstructured phenomena, consisting of formal or informal membership and provide a

location where individuals with similar interests can congregate for various social,

economic, or status reasons. Institutions typically house only a single activity, such as

work or leisure, and are rarely defined by rigorous regulations outside those established

in law. At times, defining where an institution's physical limits end can be difficult.

'Total institutions" are markedly different in that they house typically separate

aspects of an individuals' life: work, sleep, and play, in the same location under a single

authority (Goffman 1970: 6). Inmates' day-to-day activities are regulated and scheduled

under a single autonomous administrative body that is granted special dispensation to

achieve defined goals. An important element of total institutions is that their internal

regulations often supersede society's broader laws (Foucault 1995: 246-248), typically in

the realm of the facility's capacity to restrain and punish inmates. The "total" aspect of

institutions as defined by Goffman is also reflected in Foucault's work. In his

examination of prisons, he suggests that it is an extension of an institutional form

designed with the goals of,

" ...distributing individuals, fixing them in space, classifying them,
extracting from them the maximum in time and forces, training their
bodies, coding their continuous behaviour, maintaining them in perfect
visibility, forming around them an apparatus of observation, registration
and recording, constituting on them a body of knowledge that is
accumulated and centralized (Foucault 1995: 231)".

The goals of total institutions vary based on their mandates but can include:

effective criminal incarceration, treating and healing disease, raising parentless children,

or offering seclusion for religious pursuits. All total institutions develop internal
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mechanisms to support their particular goals. These mechanisms are what Goffman

employs to describe the characteristics of total institutions. He notes that these

characteristics are not universal and do not always appear to the same degree in every

total institution.

Goffinan identifies five types of total institutions in his study (Goffman 1970: 4

5). The first cares for individuals identified as incapable of doing so on their own but are

deemed harmless (orphans, the blind, homeless). Second, are composed of institutions

for individuals unable to care for themselves and considered a danger to the community

(TB sanitaria, mental hospitals, and leper colonies). Hospitals fall into this category of

institution and are the focus of this study. Third, institutions designed to protect the

community from perceived threats (jails, penitentiaries, concentration camps). Fourth,

those institutions designed to pursue specific work tasks (army barracks, ships, boarding

schools, work camps). Fifth, religious institutions designed as retreats from the world

(abbeys, convents, monasteries).

As Goffman points out (I970: 5), these categories should not be considered

mutually exclusive nor will they share all characteristics of total institutions. Foucault

echoed this point, and the focus on the encompassing nature of institutions, in his

discussion of prisons when he commented: "[t]he prison was meant to be an instrument,

comparable with - and no less perfect than - the school, the barracks, or the hospital,

acting with precision upon its individual subjects (1980: 40)."
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"DiscuIturation" and the Inmate

As Goffman highlights (1970: 12), inmates arrive at institutions with what he

calls a "presenting culture". The presenting culture includes all aspects of a person's life

that he or she engaged in outside the institutional context and are typically accepted as

daily routine. This includes: deciding when to wake up, what to eat or wear, and what

activities will be engaged in during the day. The concept of the presenting culture

parallels Bourdieu's notion ofhabitus. Habitus can be viewed as an containing all

aspects of "presenting culture" but also the way in which an individual views and

constructs the world: values, beliefs, relation to other people in society (Mahar, et al.

1990:10-12). One of the goals of the hospital, as a total institution, is a realignment ofa

patient's habitus so that the colonial system is supported.

Upon entering an institution these routines are surrendered to the facility's

administrative control, curtailing inmate autonomy. Inmates no longer have the capacity

to make the same choices they once made because of the confines imposed upon them by

the regulations and schedules adhered to within the particular facility, be it a hospital,

orphanage, asylum, or prison. Entry into an institution necessarily results in

subordinating inmate autonomy to a high degree and commences the process of

"disculturation".

Goffman chooses to employ the term disculturation, as opposed to encu1turation

or acculturation, because he does not view the institution as attempting wholesale

replacement of the inmate's existing culture with that operating within the institution

itself. Instead, he views the institutions as creating a tension between inmates,

particularly those interned for prolonged periods of time, and the outside world. This
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tension arises from the limited choices inmates have within the institution and an inability

to keep pace with change in the outside world. Discultration is achieved through the

calculated use of space, time, material culture, and regulations to isolate and subordinate

inmates to maximise the institution's capacity to manage people. Institution staff are also

employed to either model or guide inmates to behave in an ideal way. Within the context

of Bourdieu's work (1977) the hospital becomes a field in which a patient's habitus is

subject to attempted alteration.

A key component of "disculturation" is the overt process of undermining inmates'

identity. This is accomplished through both physical and psychological means. Isolation

is a principal component of this and is accomplished first through isolating the institution

from the outside world and then isolating the inmate within the facility itself. In the

context of defining an institutional space on the landscape, Goffman comments that total

institutions are consciously designed to symbolize" ... the barrier to social intercourse

with the outside [world] ... that is often built right into the physical plant, such as locked

doors, high walls, barbed wires, cliffs, water, forests, or moors (1970: 4)."

Isolation from the outside world strips inmates of their previous relationship and

support systems (Foucault 1995: 238). In extreme cases, such as asylums or prisons

where legal rights can be suspended altogether, Goffman calls this process civil death.

Individual isolation within the confines of the institution can be enhanced by stripping the

person of familiar, personal objects, including clothing or jewellery, which may be key

signifiers of their identity. Storage of personal belongings and institutional provision of

uniforms are the principal means by which this is accomplished but, in some contexts, the

institution may insist on additional depersonalising activities such as shaving hair, or
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assigning inmates numbers or monikers indicative of their recent admission into the

facility in place of their names.

Segregation of institutional populations can also act to erode identity. Frequently,

inmates are categorised based on particular criteria such as type of disease in hospitals,

severity ofcrime in prisons, or perceived physical threat in asylums. This can result in

reordering those social categories operating outside the institutions. Separate social

groups based on age, ethnicity, or class, may be housed together leading to what Goffman

suggests is a sense of"contamination," because the outside world's social boundaries

become crossed. A particularly powerful tool sometimes employed is restricting or

prohibiting interactions between the sexes. In prisons where heterosexual opportunities

are either highly limited or removed altogether this prompts fears of emasculation when

only homosexual activity is available.

Social interaction between staff and inmates is generally minimal and formally

structured with decreasing interaction between inmates and those with increasing

seniority within the institution's staff hierarchy. Inmate interaction with institutional staff

may also be structured in ways to force inmates to acknowledge staff authority (Foucault

1995: 242) by using official titles or being required to make requests in overly polite or

formalised ways. Goffman suggests these interactions take the form of parent-child

relationships and are intended to underscore the disparity in power held between inmates

and staff through deliberate inmate infantilisation (Goffman 1970: 43 and 72). The

structure of these relationships may be maintained after inmates are discharged and may

shape their interactions with those in the outside world. This can lead, either positively
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or negatively, to social stigmatisation. An additional, important element to the

inmate/staff relationship is access to information.

Information control helps subordinate inmates to the institution's administration.

Not only does this take the form of inmates not knowing what plans the facility has

regarding their well-being but may also entail collecting personal information from

individuals. The lack of interaction between inmates and senior staff is paralleled in the

limited information flow regarding decisions made directly related to inmate welfare. In

hospitals, for example, lack of information is apparent in a range of activities at the

institution from not being involved in the diagnostic and treatment processes to being

unable to choose the clothes they wear, food they eat, or their access to medical

practitioners. Goffman indicates that the deliberate efforts to erode inmate autonomy in

this way are a significant means of maintaining control over inmates.

The mechanisms employed by institutions resulting in disculturation are

ultimately dependent on institutions' capacity to effectively observe inmates. Through

effective control of inmates, deviation from regulations or daily schedule can be

effectively identified and either corrected or sanctioned. By homogenising inmates

through the combined use of uniforms, schedule, structured space and structured

interactions with staff it was possible to identify those deviating from institutional

standards for inmate conduct. This maximises the institution's capacity to observe

inmates and, according to Foucault became a coercive mechanism. Effective observation

was not only a resulted of how patients were manipulated within the hospital but encoded

into the architecture of the institution itself. In this way the hospital became a

"therapeutic operator" or "instrument of medical action." (Foucault 1995: 172)
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Foucault (1995: 195-228) and others (Gomez Romero 2002; Singleton 2001;

Spencer-Wood and Baugher 2001a) comment on what is generally viewed as the pinnacle

of architectural surveillance, Jeremy Bentham's panopticon (Moore 1996: 168). The

panopticon was an architectural form conceived in the 19th century and designed for

prisons so that institutional staff could observe all inmates. The architectural expression

of this was varied but generally consisted of a central observation tower with inmates'

cells being located in a radial orientation around the tower. By enclosing the tower

inmates could never be sure if they were the particular target of observation at any

moment and would thus begin policing their own actions.

Although the panopticon may be considered an extreme manifestation of

surveillance methods operating in certain institutions, particularly prisons, many other

forms existed, including: tossing inmates' cells or sleeping quarters, unannounced

inspections, patrolling wards, or in some asylums, having shuttered windows which look

into cells. Inmate surveillance leads to a complex relationship with the institution's staff

which is typified by inmates often feeling "inferior, weak, blameworthy, and guilty"

(Goffman 1970: 7).

For individual patients the height of observation would have been the examination

by the doctor or surgeon. Foucault describes this as the "ceremony of power" (Foucault

1995: 186) in which the full weight of the medical system is brought to bear on the

individual. In the examination the patient was observed, objectified, and, through the

process of diagnosis, medical knowledge could be constituted on the individual. This had

the effect of reinforcing hierarchical relationships within the hospital and emphasizing

the patient in the subordinate position.
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Display at institutions is particularly important in maintaining and socially

justifying control over inmates. Goffman (1970: 101-105) points to several ways this is

accomplished from having periodic open houses, tours for the public, and performances

put on by inmates. On a more day-to-day level, similar messages justifying institutional

control over inmates is symbolised by well-kept gardens, clean facilities and, although

not specifically mentioned by Goffman, impressive architecture. These demonstrations

are designed as a symbolic, public justification of the institution's role but also geared to

convey similar messages to inmates. Seemingly utilitarian objects such as "kitchen

equipment" (1970: 105) or other aspects of material culture are also important in the

display process. Goffman suggests that the display value of some objects may be the sole

purpose for their acquisition.

Institutions are complex social phenomena that, although intended to perform

specific goals, have internal mechanisms with broader social implications. Not only do

these mechanism allow for the most effective means of inmate control and reform but

symbolically convey to the broader population justification for the power instilled within

them. In Foucault's discussion of 19th century prisons, the effectiveness ofthese

messages to a broader audience may be viewed in the presumed "naturalness", ofthe

penal system (Foucault 1995: 246-248). He argued that the 19th century penal system

appeared to be the most logical solution to a specific social problem: crime. More

broadly, an institution's effectiveness at socially justifying its existence might be

measured as a product ofa population's inability to conceive of an alternative method for

solving the social or medical problems the institution is believed to resolve.
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Inmate Responses to Institutions

Goffman acknowledges that inmates are not passive recipients of the institutional

experience and identifies five behavioural responses. The first response is "situational

withdrawal" where inmate attention becomes focused around their bodies' immediate

vicinity and which can, in extreme situations, be irreversible. From an institutional

perspective this response is desirable in that it permits minimal attention to be focused on

the inmate and is typically associated with compliance to institutional demands.

A second response is the "intransigent line" which entails meeting institutional

processes with overt hostility or non-compliance. Goffman points to the inherent

paradox for those adopting the intransigent line because for this response to be effective

and sustained it requires a sophisticated understanding of the institution's mechanisms for

control, which are acquired as a result of engagement with the facility. Institutions

typically respond to this tactic by increased attention to intransigent individuals, which

makes the inmate's aim (to undermine how institutions manage them) successful because

it forces the staff to acknowledge the person's individuality through more attention.

Goffman notes that this tactic is typically unsustainable in the long term and is frequently

only a situational reaction or initial response to admission.

"Colonization" is the third response by inmates to the institutional experience and

is characterised by inmates who begin to view the institutional world as inherently better

than the outside one and work towards a permanent life in the facility. Those adopting

this response often become a source of embarrassment for the institution and when the

institution attempts to discharge the inmate some infraction, or claim to illness, is

committed in order to remain within the facility.
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The fourth response by inmates is "conversion". The convert embraces the

institution's mission and forces it on other inmates, often in a more extreme manner than

the institutional staff. This last response is one Goffman describes as particularly

important for defining total institutions and, within a colonial context, a sought after goal.

Goffman comments that the aim is to, " ...offer the inmate an opportunity to live up to a

model of conduct that is at once ideal and staff-sponsored... (1970: 64)". Once converts

are identified they can then be used as surveillance mechanisms by the institution itself.

Although the above responses are four archetypical behaviours exhibited by

inmates Goffman indicates that most inmates will favour "playing it cool". Playing it

cool employs various combinations of the four archetypical responses at different times

and within different social contexts in the institution in order to escape with minimal

physical or psychological damage.

The Total Institution in Colonial Context

Goffman conducted his research on total institutions as primarily sociological

investigations in the context ofwestern culture. Archaeological work employing

Goffman's view on the roles of total institutions has likewise been conducted outside of

colonial contexts in terms of the facility's inmates even if the institution is in a colony

(Casella 200 Ia, b). In the context of Spanish colonialism "disculturation" takes on added

significance because of the increased distance between indigenous people and the

Spanish administrators with the end goal of "conversion" being sought.

Hospitals were established as early as 1494 (Deagan and Cruxent 2002: 104 and

151) in the Spanish colonies and were present in most, if not all, cities. Hospitals, at least
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in the Andes, rarely treated the wealthiest classes (Alchon 1991: 68) and were designed

primarily for indigenous populations. They played important roles within the colonial

economy as property and business owners, locations where indigenous tribute labour

owed to the state was used, and a location where, through the treatment of disease,

Indigenous people were confronted with Spanish medical knowledge and religion. Also,

hospitals were one of a few locations where the full weight of the institutional process

could be applied to indigenous people. Employing Goffman's conceptualisation of this

process provides important insight into the colonial process.

Within a colonial context, the processes operating within total institutions were

enhanced. In particular, mechanisms employed to distance indigenous people would

have had greater impact. The hospital's capacity to control information was enhanced

because, at least at an administrative and senior medical practitioner level, they employed

literate staff who functioned in either Spanish and/or Latin and employed a medical

system unfamiliar to indigenous peoples (Risse 1987). The use of information in this

way is described more fully by Foucault in his examination of "complete and austere

institutions" (Foucault 1995: 231). In addition to distancing patients from the medical

process, the language and means to transmit information was a method of colonising

medicine and making the health the sole purview of the Spanish colonial administration.

It is also important to recall that, as fundamentally religious institutions, the authority of

the church would have been an important aspect governing the relationship between

indigenous people and the staff and lending greater authority to the facility.
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Archaeological Correlates of Total Institutions

This section outlines three areas where Goffman and Foucault's ideas regarding

the mechanisms operating within institutions may be explored archaeologically. I group

those mechanism operating in institutions into three broad categories: 1) Structured

Space and Time, 2) Inmate Isolation and Surveillance, 3) Modelling Ideal Behaviour.

While examining these categories, whenever possible, I draw on existing archaeological

investigations to provide examples of how they can be studied.

Structured Space and Time

Material correlates for the ways institutions structure space are aspects most

frequently studied by archaeologists, as the techniques employed to do so are typically

the most visible features of institutions in the archaeological record (Casella 2001b; De

Cunzo 200 I; Piddock 200 I; Spencer-Wood and Baugher 200 Ia). Institutions' use of

structured space is designed to convey messages in two directions: to those within the

facility and to the outside world. For those within the institution, architecture is designed

to isolate, while for the outside world architecture assists in the public justification of the

power and resources conferred upon the institution.

One of the most obvious architectural elements designed to demarcate the

institution from the outside world, and isolate inmates, is to bound institutional space

within walls (Spencer-Wood and Baugher 200Ia). The Magdalen Society in New York,

a women's 19th century reform institution, employed 13.5 foot high walls to separate

institutional and public space in an attempt to prevent "fallen women" from escaping or

being tempted by the outside world (De Cunzo 2001). High walls were also employed at

the 19th century Destitute Asylum, in Adelaide (Piddock 200 I). In addition, no outside
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walls contained windows preventing even visual contact with public space. Piddock

noted that the only windows looking out of the institution were found in the chapel. This

suggests, at least metaphorically, the intent of having divine supervision governing all

contact between the institution's inmates and the outside world.

Although walls were often used to separate institutional and public space, other

methods were available. In her study of female prisons in Tasmania, Elanor Casella

(Casella 2001 b) noted that institutional isolation can also be accomplished by

withdrawing the facility to a rural area. This was true of the Launceston Female Factory,

located in northern Tasmania. Not only was the prison located in a rural environment it

was situated in a valley, employing the landscape itself to confine inmates. The use of

rural space to facilitate institutional isolation became a popular tool in the early 20lh

century. Female reform institutions in America were moved to rural areas as they were

viewed as conducive to moral reform and limited the corrupting influences of cities (De

Cunzo 2001).

Within institutions, space is also consciously structured with defined areas for

various categories of inmates and areas for staff and administration. The categories used

to group inmates within institutions are frequently different from those operating within

the outside world. One of the most extreme examples of structuring space for various

categories of inmates was explored at the Destitute Asylum in Adelaide (Piddock 2001).

Men and women were segregated with distinctions made between women who had only

one child (redeemable) versus those with two or more ("prostitutes"). One documentary

reference indicated that Catholics and Protestants were segregated.
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Not only was structured space intended to isolate inmates it was also employed to

convey messages justifying the institution's role to society at large. De Cunzo (2001)

highlights the importance of the sitting rooms as liminal spaces between the public and

institutional world of the Magdalen Society. This location was the interface between the

institutional and outside world and was used to showcase the work of the Magdalen

Society within the facility. Special attention was invested in these rooms, as they were

locations where the administration and select inmates interacted with the public. Not

only was the space itself carefully ordered but De Cunzo also suggests that conscious

effort was invested in the material culture, specifically ceramics, presented within this

room with the intent of conveying messages of "refinement, taste, and affluence (De

Cunzo 2001)."

Goffman discusses the importance of these locations as not only demonstrating

institutional authority to the public but, by allowing the public to interact with select or

favoured inmates, it can show that institutional goals are being accomplished. Those

inmates selected to participate in these types of interactions were typically the well

behaved or those well on the path to "reformation" within the institutional context. The

areas where interaction between the institution and the outside world were not restricted

to places like the sitting room in the Magdalen Society. Goffman suggests that

manicured grounds seen by the public, tours of new facilities to showcase new "modem"

wards, kitchens, or operating suites were also possible.

Within the context of the hospital, the expression of structured space and time

should manifest itself in discrete activity areas occurring in the bounded space that was

the colonial hospital grounds. For example, discrete wards should exist to house various
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categories of patients. Other locations within the hospital, such as the kitchen, storage

area, or pharmacy, should have limited accessibility by patients. Additionally, although

difficult to prove with archaeological evidence alone, some capacity to maintain

schedules should be observed. This might take the form of some method for tracking

time within the hospital but evidence for this will likely only be discovered in

documentary evidence.

Inmate Isolation and Surveillance

An institution's ability to isolate and observe inmates is another topic explored in

recent archaeological examinations. Inmate isolation is, in part, a product of both how

the institutions structured space and time but included other factors as well. An

important aspect to isolation is the conscious effort on the part of the institution to

weaken or destroy family ties (Goffman 1970). This includes both the inmate's family

outside the institution, or the separation of family members if the family itself is admitted

into the facility (Spencer-Wood and Baugher 200Ia), and inmate attempts to form

families within the institution. This latter aspect is most apparent in Casella's (200 Ib)

work on Tasmanian female prisons, particularly the Ross Female Factory, where women

who were caught engaging in illicit sexual encounters with one another were punished by

being put into solitary confinement. These confinement cells were situated at a distance

from the main prison complex, were semi-subterranean, measured 4 feet by 6 feet, and

were overlooked by the chapel. Isolation as a form of punishment was designed not only

to prevent further sexual activity but in the context of Goffman's total institution, it acted

to prevent inmates establishing familial bonds. Within this theoretical context, sexual

behaviour between inmates, be it homosexual or heterosexual, could be viewed as a form
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of familial recreation within the institution and would weaken the facility's capacity to

isolate inmates and was thus necessarily a threat.

Isolation within institutions, according to Goffman, not only employed calculated

space use but also strategic use, or removal, ofmaterial culture in ways to strip inmates of

their links to the outside world and to minimise individuality. The most obvious means

of doing this was to collect inmates' personal belongings at the time of admission to the

institution (Piddock 2001; Spencer-Wood and Baugher 2001 a) and to issue them a

standard uniform (Casella 2001b; Piddock 2001). Frequently, periodic inspection of

inmates' spaces with the intent to discover any personal belongings and remove them

were undertaken (Casella 200Ib). Inmates' limited access to knowledge facilitates

isolation. Information control is also an important element to institutions because it

undermines the possibility of inmate resistance (Goffman 1970: 81).

Surveillance takes several forms within institutions. Not only does the facility

itself keep an eye on the inmates but also inmates are rarely afforded the opportunity to

be alone as they are housed in wards. This can be exacerbated by forcing inmates to

perform typically private acts, such as bathing or defecating, within sight of other inmates

or staff. Searching quarters, beds, and bodies, also acts to underscore the disparity in

power experienced by the inmate while potentially preventing reconnection to the outside

world or the inmates' identity by removal of any personal objects found.

In a hospital, patient isolation and surveillance can be tested in multiple ways

through archaeology and architectural analysis. In part, finding discrete wards with some

means of identifying who was occupying them may access this. As in the case of

Casella's study, finding individual inmate cells could also be evidence for a means of
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isolation. Also, finding wards with restricted access may show a means of maintaining

rigid control over certain categories of patient, such as those suffering different illnesses.

Additionally, finding caches of what might be considered patients' personal affects in

middens, indicating they were disposed of, or in areas with restricted access could be

interpreted as ways of stripping inmates of their identity. A particularly interesting

avenue for future research will be the examination of paleoethnobotanical remains in an

attempt to identify medicinal plants. Within the framework established by Goffman, use

of medicinal plants originating in the New World would have been predicated on

stripping them of their cultural significance for indigenous people and reassigning them

meaning within a Spanish colonial world view.

During the colonial period, the Spanish began identifying New World botanical

resources, the "green gold" (Schiebinger 2004:38) for both economic and medicinal use.

Some of the most important plants brought back to Europe for their perceived or actual

medical value were guaiacum (Guaiacum officina/e) and sarsaparilla (Smilax regelii) for

syphilis, tobacco (Nicolina labacum) as a salve (Estes 2000), and cinchona (Cinchona

calisaya) for malaria and other fevers (Schiebinger 2004:3-4). Wholesale adoption of

New World medicinal plants into a hospital context would have allowed the social and

religious meaning in which they were used entry into the institution as well. This could

have undermined the colonial mission of the hospital as a total institution by re

establishing bonds between indigenous patients and traditional knowledge. This

necessitated the colonisation of indigenous medicine prior to its use within the Spanish

medical system.
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The colonisation of indigenous medicine can be seen in the Spanish legal system

with its persecution of indigenous curanderos when doctors were called upon to testify

on the validity of plants used by indigenous healers. Medicinal plants had to be

explained using the philosophical framework in which the Spanish medical system

operated. If the plants could be stripped of their religious significance and described in

the contexts of the Galenic principles ofhot, cold, wet and dry they became non

threatening and could enter the Spanish medical system (Risse 2000). A key element of

the colonisation of indigenous medicine was the naming, describing, and transmitting of

medical knowledge through the written record. Jose de Arriga, a 16th century Jesuit

priest from Lima, also argued that medicinal plants employed by indigenous curanderos

held no spiritual threat to patients if their use and administration was supervised by

priests (Griffiths 1999). Not all medicinal plants could be colonised however, and some

were so intrinsically linked to the religious context in which they were used that the

Spanish medical system rejected their value, particularly those that caused hallucinations

(Estes 2000).

ModeJJing Behaviour

Institutions are intended to reform, or alter an individual's habitus in specific

ways which supported the facility. As Foucault commenting on prisons states, " ... [they

were] linked from [their] beginning to a project for the transformation of individuals

(1980: 39)". Although institutions' roles in reform have been examined archaeologically

by several authors (De Cunzo 1995,2001; Spencer-Wood 1991; Spencer-Wood and

Baugher 2001 a) the specific role material culture can play in this process requires further

examination. It is unlikely that a total institution's capacity to reform was universally
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successful and greater understanding of these processes is required. Goffman (1970: 71)

suggests that it is typically religious institutions that are the most successful in instilling

permanent change in inmates.

Archaeologically, one might see the material correlates of reform reflected in the

presence of goods not typically associated with those presumed to be reflective of

inmates' broader social categories. At the hospital, this may mean greater frequencies of

ceramics typically associated with elite or mestizo populations. Also, although not

included in this study, faunal material or meat cuts usually associated with non

indigenous people may be expected. Additionally, material culture associated with

indigenous belief systems may be deliberately disposed of in middens at the hospital in

favour of Christian iconography, such as the cross.

Chapter Summary

Goffman's concept of the total institution was outlined with emphasis on their

characteristics leading to the "disculturation" process. The five responses to inmates

within institutions were also outlined and a discussion of total institutions in colonial

context was provided. This was followed by the ways in which previous authors have

investigated total institutions from an archaeological perspective focusing on three major

aspects: structured time and space, inmate isolation and surveillance, and modelling

behaviour. Included within the discussion of these aspects of total institutions were the

possible means of testing these at the colonial hospital.

The following chapter provides the historical context in which the hospital in

colonial Riobamba operated. This includes a history and historiography of hospitals and
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Spanish medicine in the Andes. Archaeological approaches to hospitals and health will

be provided. Finally, drawing on existing published sources and archival evidence a

history of hospitals in Riobamba from the 16th through 18th centuries will be outlined.
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CHAPTER 3 HISTORY OF RELIGIOUS MEDICINE IN
THE LATE COLONIAL PERIOD

Introduction

This chapter is an overview of the historical context of the Spanish colonial

hospital in Riobamba, Ecuador. The complex topics of medieval and enlightenment

Spanish colonial medicine are introduced with specific emphasis on the role the religious

mendicant orders played in the New World as medical practitioners. A review of

historical and archaeological approaches to the studies of hospitals and health, excluding

colonial period osteological sources outside the Andes, is included to summarise the

current state of "medical archaeology". Historical background on the colonial city of

Riobamba, from its initial founding in the 16th century to its destruction in 1797, is

provided to establish a context for the 1i h and 18th century hospitals which operated

there. Finally, drawing on archival evidence and existing literature a history of hospitals

in Riobamba is summarised.

Hospitals in Europe

The origin of the 20th century hospital as an institution dates back nearly 500

years and can be traced to a merging of several facilities, usually run by religious orders

offering lodging and medical treatment for travellers, orphans, the poor, the elderly, and

ill. However, significant confusion exists regarding the nature of the earliest hospitals,

and because of the limited number of researchers conducting work on this topic

generalisations are fraught with difficulties. As Roger Price and Michael Ponsford
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(1998) indicate, early medieval hospitals, dating to between 500 and 1500 years old, were

a heterogeneous collection of institutions. Gilchrist's (1992) study of English institutions

divided them into 4 broad categories: leper hospitals, almshouses, hospices for pilgrims

and wayfarers, and institutions for the impoverished ill, with more than half dedicated to

housing people for non-medical reasons. The aspect of housing for non-medical reasons

is reflected in the origin of the word "hostel" and its derivatives "hospital", "hospitality",

"hospitable", or "hospitaller" which all originating in Middle English during the 1i h

through 16th centuries and are related to the charitable services provided by religious

orders to travellers, the poor, or elderly (Hoad 1996)1. In the case of "hospitaller" it

refers to the members of the order which provide the services at the hospital (Pearsall

2001). The modem meaning of hospital as related to an institution where medical

treatment was sought to treat illness originated in the 16th century. This is also reflected

in Spanish in the words "hospedaje" signifying accommodations or hostels,

"hospitalario/ria" indicating a hospitable individual, and "hospitalidad" or hospitality.

In England, by the 11 th century religious institutions operating with a

recognizably medical intent were being opened to house a growing population suffering

from leprosy (Gilchrist 1992). In the following two centuries hospitals' mandate slowly

grew to include institutions operating for the poor and ill, which began the trajectory of

institutional development ultimately leading to modem hospitals.

Medieval hospitals in England, as in the rest of Europe, were ultimately religious

institutions operating through a patronage system. Initially founded by prominent, landed

individuals, by the 13 th century it was not uncommon that minor officials, justices and

I Last accessed on the 14th of March 2007:
<http://www.oxfordreference.comiviews/ENTRY.html?subview=Main&entry=t27.e7320>
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sheriffs would support small hospitals (Thomas, et al. 1997: 88-91). These hospitals

were intended to benefit the poor and sick while at the same time ensuring the well-being

of their patrons' souls. As Gilchrist (Gilchrist 1992) pointed out, it was common that

prayers would be said on behalf of the hospital's patrons by both the patients and

members of the order running the institution on a daily basis. The lines between what

was considered a hospital versus a priory were often blurred enough that the terms were

used interchangeably (Thomas, et al. 1997: 91). Frequent hospital refounding was also

common as institutions were destroyed by fire, patrons died and new ones were acquired,

or through relocation, renovation, or change in focus of the institution as it moved from a

charitable orientation to a more contemplative one. Although hospitals have a long

history in London it was not until the 16th century when they began taking on a character

more recognisably medically orientated. This was associated with the introduction of

physicians and surgeons as part of hospital staff beginning in 1515 (Rawcliffe 1984).

Based on available literature, London's hospitals have also been the most intensely

studied (Price and Barber 1998; Price and Ponsford 1998; Rawcliffe 1984; Richards

1989; Sloane and Malcolm 2004; Thomas 2004; Thomas, et al. 1997).

The Spanish Medical System

University Training, Medical Personnel

Although Spain's first recorded university medical program started operating in

1252, at Salamanca, it was not until the early 16th century that the medical training

program at Spanish universities expanded significantly (Risse 1987). Alcala de Hemares,

located 30 km from Madrid, quickly became the major supplier of medically educated

personnel destined for the colonies. Although the Spanish medical education system was
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similar to other European countries, several unique factors influenced Spain's medical

history resulting in perennial shortages of university trained medical personnel. Prior to

the 161h century, Jews and Moors held a near monopoly over medical practices in Spain

(Risse 1987). Beginning in 1492, with the Reconquest, and culminating at the end of the

16th century, a series of decrees expelled Jews, and barred both Moors or Moriscos

(Moors who converted to Christianity) from universities and practicing medicine. These

laws were part of the blood purity regulations or limpieza de sangre and had a significant

impact in the realms of medicine and religious life in Span and the colonies. These

regulations prohibited anyone not of Spanish descent from practicing medicine. This

resulted in a severe shortage of medical professionals both in Spain and the New World

and contributed to the prominent role ofmedical provision by religious orders.

Formal medical training at Spanish universities was a particularly complicated

phenomenon. The structure of the medical programs permitted training as either

physicians or surgeons, with physicians able to acquire either bachelor or doctoral

degrees with only bachelor degrees offered to surgeons. The protomedicato (an oversight

tribunal) was formed in 1420 in order to ensure standards for both physicians and

surgeons and to screen out charlatans through a series of examinations, credential checks,

and the issuing of licenses. In 1477, the protomedicato 's mandate was expanded to

include apothecaries and the membership of the tribunal increased to consist of auditors,

judges, and law enforcement agents (Risse 1987). Subsequent changes in the powers of

the protomedicato increased the office's control over medical practices in part to be able

to integrate more surgeons into Spain's medical system as medical personnel migrated to

the New World.
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Spanish medical education at universities was complex and intensely hierarchical.

At the apex of medical education was the physicians who held a doctorate. This group of

medical practitioners were almost exclusively academics whose careers were dedicated to

teaching the medical philosophies of Galen, Avicenna, and Hypocrates, which proposed

imbalance in the four humors to explain disease causation, (Siraisi 1990: 78-114) to their

students. Acquiring a doctorate was expensive, involving little or no additional education

but a series of expensive examinations, public speeches, and ceremonies (MacLachlan

and Rodriguez 1980: 139). The cost incurred in acquiring a doctorate proved impractical

for most physicians and for those who wished to work outside the academic setting.

Physicians holding bachelor degrees were almost exclusively employed at

hospitals in towns and cities, although most maintained lucrative private practices,

particularly those working in the New World. In the Spanish colonies, physician scarcity

and the appeal of lucrative private practices made maintaining formally trained medical

personnel on staff in hospitals challenging as they could often charge the equivalent of

one month's salary at a hospital for a single house call (A1chon 1991: 68). The role of

the physician focused on employing medical philosophy to develop treatment programs

for those with disease. Exponents of Galenic medical philosophy (Brown 2001; Siraisi

1990: 78-114), the physician's role was to create balance in the diet, exercise, rest, the

environment, and psychological well being of their patients in order to treat disease

(Thomas, et al. 1997).

Surgeons were also trained in Spanish universities but a distinction must be made

between what Risse (1987) called the Latin and Romance surgeons. Latin surgeons held

bachelor degrees from universities whereas the Romance surgeons, although literate,
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acquired their education through apprenticeship and Spanish medical texts. Latin

surgeons were also employed in urban hospitals and were responsible for actual surgery

and the treatment of congenital and acute conditions. Most Romance surgeons, also

called barber surgeons, were employed in the Spanish armies and navy.

Few university-educated physicians ever reached the Spanish colonies and it was

not until the 1750s that Mexico City first recorded having more than four university

trained Spanish doctors (Risse 1987: 16) despite having had a university with a medical

program since 1607 (Lanning 1969). The lack of qualified physicians and surgeons was

exacerbated by the maintenance of blood purity regulations (limpieza de sangre), which

extended to indigenous peoples, and the importation of the protomedicato to major cities

starting in the first half of the 16th century. With a lack of physicians and surgeons it was

difficult to adequately fill the membership of a protomedicato in any given district. This

resulted in potential candidates being forced to travel great distances in order to be

licensed by the examining body. In Guatemala, doctors graduating from the university in

Leon frequently could not make the trip to the University of San Carlos de Guatemala to

be examined by the protomedicato because of the cost. As a result they began practicing

without licences. Unlicensed physicians were often referred to as curanderos, the same

title as indigenous healers, and one that was generally considered to be derogatory

(Lanning 1969). Even with university programs in the colonies, trained physicians and

surgeons were so scarce and in such high demand they could choose where they worked,

which was invariably in major cities.

Outside the major administrative centres of Mexico City and Lima the shortage of

trained medical personnel was even worse. In Quito, Ecuador, numerous attempts were
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made to acquire and keep a physician. One attempt at the end of the 16th century

involved the cabildo (city council) prohibiting the resident physician, Doctor Adolfo

Valdez, from leaving the city without permission for fear oflosing him to another city

(Alchon 1991: 68). Several years later, during a series of particularly vicious

administrative battles between the cabildos of Quito and Guayaquil the cabildo in Quito

raised the resident physician's salary from 100 pesos in 1597 to 300 pesos, and by 1609

the annual salary was topped up an additional 500 pesos with funds solicited from several

convents and prominent individuals (Alchon 1991: 69).

Spanish medical practices by those with formal university training languished in

the colonies despite repeated efforts by colonial administrations to secure adequate

funding for physicians and surgeons. It was not until the mid 18th century and the

introduction of the Bourbon Reforms that medicine began changing. The reforms were

part of a major reorganisation of the fiscal and administrative structure of the Spanish

government associated with the introduction of ideas from Enlightenment Europe. They

were designed to bolster the ailing Spanish navy but also influenced medicine in the

colonies which finally saw a major financial commitment by the crown and a gradual

increase in the number of university trained physicians and surgeons (Hernandez Saenz

2000). As part of the reinvestment in the navy, a hospital was established in the

Caribbean port city of Veracruz, Mexico sometime between 1748-1752. This marked the

beginning of the modem hospital in the former Spanish colonies. Over the course of the

following decades new Enlightenment medical philosophy replaced existing Galenic

explanations for disease causation. However, it was not until the end of the 18th and

beginning ofthe 19th century that Galenic medical philosophy would be replaced by
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Enlightenment ideas in the state sanctioned medical system. Nevertheless, as a result of

the severe shortage of physicians and doctors most medical needs in the Spanish colonies

were met by a variety of different medical practitioners. These were the medical trades,

indigenous curanderos, and mendicant orders.

Medical Trades

The medical trades, or empirics (Risse 1987), filled an important role in Spanish

medical provision. Lacking formal university training, empirics gained their medical

knowledge through apprenticeship. Some of the more common trades were bonesetters,

blood letters, midwives, and hernistas (people who treated hernias). The literature on the

role of the medical trades in the New World is poorly developed, and although it is clear

that medical trades people outnumbered the university trained, they formed a

comparatively small fraction of the medical system in the Spanish Colonies.

Indigenous Curanderos

Indigenous people in the Spanish colonies had a medical system in place prior to

the arrival of Spanish medicine and I take for granted a base level of medical knowledge,

or folk medicine, operating within every community. Folk medicine would have taken

the form of home remedies but once a condition was deemed beyond the skills of folk

medicine to cure it indigenous curanderos would have been sought out for their expertise.

The relationship between indigenous curanderos and the Spanish administration was

complex and riddled with tension (Griffiths 1999; Quezada 1991). One of the major

tensions surrounded how to integrate indigenous medical knowledge into the existing

Galenic system (Risse 1987). Indigenous medicinal plants, long recognised as an
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important economic resource by the crown, had to be reconciled with the Spanish

medico-religious philosophical system. In practice, this manifested itself in the need to

re-ascribe plants' curative properties using humoral system. Plants were given properties

based on their perceived hot, cold, dry, or wet qualities. At times medicinal plants

holding significant religious value for indigenous people had to be abandoned altogether

for fear of potential diabolical qualities. The tension regarding the place of New World

medicinal plants in the Spanish medical system also applied to the role of indigenous

curanderos.

Indigenous curanderos often played both medical and religious roles and became

subject to persecution by the Inquisition. Indigenous women healers, or curanderas,

were viewed with particular suspicion in part because of their importance in indigenous

society but also because of the Spanish perception that medical knowledge held by

women was frequently the product of diabolical acts (Griffiths 1999). This aspect was

glimpsed by the fragmentary remains ofa document describing Fray Joseph del Rosario,

a Bethlemite professor of medicine assisting a woman in Riobamba charged with

"diabolical operations" (AHCC/R 1789). Given that it was a medical professor who

assisted in the woman's defence the case likely revolved around the woman's medical

role in Riobamba.

Examining the role of indigenous curanderos is particularly challenging as

Lanning's (1969) use of the word suggests it was used as a derogatory term to refer to

any medical practitioner who did not hold a degree from a university and to indigenous

healers. Documentary evidence from the 18th century hospital in Riobamba corroborates

this as one of the staff was listed as a curandero (see Appendix A). As a result,
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distinguishing indigenous healers from medical personnel lacking formal education

within the archival record is particularly difficult. This problem is also reflected within

the historical literature and more research examining the role of indigenous curanderos

during the Spanish colonial period is required. Indigenous curanderos occupied

important medical roles, particularly outside cities, as most Spanish colonial medicine

was urban in nature.

The Mendicant Orders

Although university trained doctors and indigenous curanderos participated in the

medical system operating in the Spanish colonies it was the mendicant orders that

provided the bulk of health care. The first mendicant orders were founded in Europe

during the 10th and 11 th centuries and were characterised, at least in part, by vows of

poverty and service to the community (Rosenwein and Little 1974). As part of their

charitable service it was the mendicant orders who operated hospitals during the Spanish

colonial period. In Europe these were the Franciscans, Dominicans, Jesuits,

Augustinians, and Carmelites. These orders were also operated in the New World

although it tended to be the Augustinian, Dominican and Franciscan Orders who were

most active (Ricard 1966: 155-161). Hospitals were fundamentally religious institutions

but, whenever possible, seemed to have employed physicians and surgeons in addition to

their complement of religious medical staff.

In Mexico, ifnot all Spanish colonies in the New World, the mendicant orders

were also the primary missionary workers for the church in addition to providing hospital

services (Foster 1987; Poole 1994). This missionary role was parallel to missionary work

conducted through medieval hospitals in Spain for centuries, and directed at the Moors
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and Jews. During the 16th century when the rest of Europe was experiencing a decline in

the number of hospitals, Risse (1987) notes a dramatic increase in their founding in Spain

and credits this to the important role hospitals played in converting non-Catholic

inhabitants of the Iberian peninsula.

Hospitals' evangelising role was one factor prompting Queen Isabella to order

Nicolas de Ovando to build hospitals for the poor on Hispaniola (Risse 1987) but Deagan

suggested an earlier hospital was built by Christopher Columbus at La Isabela,

Dominican Republic, in 1494 (Deagan and Cruxent 2002: 104 and 151). Some authors

have suggested that the medical function these institutions played was subordinate to

their use in conversion (Mecham 1966: 35-36; Risse 2000). In regards to hospitals in

Michoacan, Mexico, Ricard (1966: 161) suggests that they "were among the most

original creations of the mendicant orders, and one of the most ingenious devices for

making Christian ideals a part of daily life"; a sentiment echoed by Kubler (1972: 225)

when he stated, " [i]fthe Church in America ever achieved a program for the full

incorporation of the Indian to Christian life, it was in the Hospitals established by Bishop

Quiroga". Experiments expanding the role that hospitals played as instruments for

conversion were attempted in Mexico. By the mid 1500s, Vasco de Quiroga was given

royal assent to develop "pueblo-hospitals", which consisted of founding towns composed

of approximately 6000 extended families around a hospital and other institutions. The

plan was hailed a success as a tool for conversion but whether it was enacted outside of

Mexico is unclear.

In the New World, The Brothers of the Charity of Saint Hippolytus, the Jesuits,

the Order of San Juan de Dios, and the Bethlemites along with nearly ISO smaller
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mendicant orders, some ofwhom were solely active in the New World, provided hospital

services (Sowell 2001: 21). In Ricard's (1966: 156) investigation of the mendicant

orders' role in late 16th century Mexico he indicated that Archbishop Monrufar ordered

hospitals to be built in all viIlages so that priests could visit them to administer the

sacraments. The hospitals were typically built by indigenous labour. This situation

appears to have been maintained over subsequent centuries, as documentary evidence

calling for the refounding of the 18th century hospital in Riobamba outlined a plan to

draw on indigenous labour in order to renovate the institution (AHCC/R 1757).

The hospital not only functioned to provide medical services but also collected

offerings. In Tlaxcala, Mexico, the Franciscans operated the Encarnacion Hospital,

which was capable of housing up to 400 people, and drew significant donations from the

indigenous population. In the hospital's first seven months it coIlected nearly 1000 gold

pesos worth oflinen, cloth, animals, fruit and vegetables. Although Ricard (1966: 157)

suggested this was the means by which most of these institutions in Mexico were

maintained, documentary evidence suggests that, at least in Ecuador, crown support was

also common (Freile Granizo 1996; Morga 1991 [1625]: 121).

The Bethlemite Order

The Bethlemite Order, a New World mendicant order also variously known as the

Bethlehemite or Belemite Order, was one of the first to start operating hospitals in the

Spanish colonies, and is the only order known to have operated hospitals in colonial

Riobamba. Founded during the 1i h century, the order's mission was to help the sick,

African slaves, and orphaned children. Pedro de Betancourt (1626-1667), a descendant

of Juan de Betancourt who subjugated the Canary Islands for Spain, founded the order.
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After an arduous journey from Spain, through Havana, in 1651 Betancourt arrived

destitute in Guatemala. He worked in a local textile mill for two years before he joined

the Jesuit College but never completed his studies. In 1655, after leaving the College he

joined the Third Order of St. Francis, eventually becoming the apostle to African slaves,

Indians, and orphans. Three years later he was given a shack in Guatemala City that he

converted into a hospital called "Our Lady of Bethlehem" and over the course of the

following decades attracted numerous followers. In 1673, after Pedro's death, the

congregation was confirmed by Papal decree and with the adoption of Augustinian rule,

became a full order. The Bethlemite order quickly spread throughout Latin America,

establishing or taking over hospital administration in many major cities including Mexico

City, Lima, and Quito. In 2002, Pedro de Betancourt became the first Guatemalan Saine.

Spanish Medical Reform and the Birth of the Modern Hospital

Enlightenment ideology, in the shape of the Bourbon Reforms, named for the

French Bourbon royalty who married into the Spanish monarchy, led to significant

changes in colonial administration. This was part of sweeping rationalisation projects

initiated in the Spanish colonies in the latter half of the 18th century intended, in part, to

reassert the Crown's authority through centralisation of power (Serulnikov 2003: 86). A

new emphasis was placed on administrative procedures, particularly regarding fiscal

management in an effort to increase tax revenue (Serulnikov 1999). These changes were

particularly transformative in the Audencia of Quito and were a major contributing factor

2 Canonization ofBrother Pedro de San Jose de Betancourt Homily ofthe Holy Father John Paulll,
Guatemala City, Tuesday July 30, 2002 from Vatican website (accessed Sept 12,2006).
http://www.vatican.va/holy_father/john---'pauUi/homilies/2002/documents/hfjp-
ii_hom_20020730_canonization-guatemala_en.html
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for the independence movement in the early 19th century (Andrien 1995: 210-211). They

also resulted in revolutionizing disease conceptualisation and treatment.

In 1767 the Jesuit Order was expelled from the Spanish colonies, resulting in a

dramatic curtailment of the order's influence. The closing of the Jesuit colleges also

marked the introduction of enlightenment ideals of observations, reason and naturalism to

the colonial educational system (Jamieson 2000: 42). The existing Galenic medical

system, taught at universities and underpinning disease conceptualisation for centuries,

was replaced as the state sanctioned medical system. The latter half of the 18th century

saw increasing concerns over public hygiene as the origin for disease became viewed as

rooted in nature; specifically in miasmas, or bad air. Miasmas were believed to emanate

from rotting plant and animal matter, sewage, and swamps and, when inhaled, led to

disease. The new emphasis on public sanitation and personal hygiene was an attempt to

limit people's exposure to miasmas by controlling where certain, potentially dangerous

activities such as butchering, took place or in public projects designed to enclose sewers.

In Cuenca, restrictions were placed on livestock slaughtering in private homes and

religious houses (Jamieson 2000: 41). Smallpox victims were to be quarantined in

hospitals and cemeteries were to be enclosed. The building of a wall around the cemetery

in the hospital in Riobamba in the 1770s (Pazmino Acuna 2000: 64) may have been an

attempt to incorporate new ideas regarding hygiene into the hospital. Although the

perceived causes of illness were ultimately incorrect by today' s standards, the changes

arising through the new focus on hygiene were effective and the general health of

individuals improved.
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The penneation of Enlightenment medical ideas occurred slowly in the Spanish

colonies and have been attributed to the revitalisation of the Spanish navy (Hernandez

Saenz 2000). The establishment of the Escuela de Cirugia (School of Surgery) in

Mexico City between 1746 and 1752 marked the introduction of Bourbon Refonn

medical ideology as part offonnal medical education the Spanish colonies. Over the

course of the next 70 years the new medical ideology supplanted medieval medicine as

the state sanctioned medical philosophy. This resulted in limiting the role clergy played

in medical treatment. The Hospital de San Carlos in Veracruz was the first institution

where this occurred in the Spanish colonies but elements of Galenic medical philosophy

were never completely expunged from the colonies.

Not only did disease conceptualisation change, but the Bourbon Refonns also

marked the beginnings of modern health care. The broader administrative and fiscal

reorganisation occurring in the colonies were introduced into hospitals and resulted in

changes to their administrative structure, marking a period of increasing

professionalization and secularization. New positions such as contralor (comptroller)

who resided in and administered the hospital and the comisario de entrada (record

keeper) were added. Depending on the hospital,practicantes menores (interns) may have

been present to learn from the chief physician and/or surgeons and nurses became regular

staff members. By rejecting sin as a causative agent for disease, shifting medical

ideology necessarily de-emphasised the curative role of clergy. The chaplain position

was retained but with curtailed duties primarily focusing on administering the

sacraments, hearing confessions and comforting the sick. The way in which hospitals

were funded also began changing. Having previously relied on a mix of donation,
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patronage, and intermittent crown support in order to operate, they became funded solely

by the state. The medical trades and mendicant orders found themselves in a position of

having their medical duties annexed by the universities and medical professionals. By

the early 19th century, the roles of churches in hospitals were to console the ill and offer

last rites to the dying.

The dominance of Enlightenment medicine over the medical trades and mendicant

orders was a gradual process and in the Spanish Colonies it would not be until the

Republican Period, starting in the 1820s, that Bourbon Reform medicine, the beginnings

of contemporary medicine, became the dominant medical philosophy. Nevertheless, this

transition did not mark a wholesale replacement of previously existing medical systems.

Religious based medicine, along with indigenous curanderos, and elements of Galenic

medical practices, homeopathy, folk, and popular medicine can still be found in the

Andes today (Bastien 1985; Miles 1998).

An Archaeology of Hospitals

This section provides an overview of archaeological approaches to health and

medicine focussing on hospitals. This overview is far from exhaustive and has been

confined to accessible works published in English and Spanish. My investigation of this

topic is restricted to archaeological works with some historical and architectural literature

included where appropriate. I have deliberately avoided the inclusion of research

examining osteological evidence for health and medicine outside of the Spanish colonies

as the intent of my study excluded the examination of human remains. However, I do

provide an overview of osteological research focusing on the Spanish colonial period in
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the subsequent section examining health and medicine in the Andes whenever possible in

order to cover major trends within the literature.

Over twenty years ago, Rawcliffe (1984) suggested that a history of hospitals was

in its infancy and the literature related to the topic far from a cohesive from a

historiographical perspective. This statement is still accurate and applies to

archaeological investigations of this topic as well. To date, most archaeological work

conducted on hospitals has been restricted to salvage projects or largely descriptive

studies. Hospital excavations or archaeological investigations focusing on non

osteological aspects of medicine have been conducted in various locations in Europe,

North and South America, and Australia. These excavations date to a variety of periods

from Roman (Addyman 1989), through to the Second World War project currently

underway in Australia under the direction of Heather Burke at the Flinders University in

Adelaide3
.

As Gilchrist (1992) pointed out, health and medicine are intimately tied to the

development of towns and cities, yet many archaeologists appear either disinterested or

unaware of the potential for archaeologies of health and medicine, beyond the

investigation of human remains. Addyman (1989) comments, " ... the very traits which

usually serve to distinguish towns and cities from most other settlements in the

archaeological record are also factors which tend to militate against the health and

longevity of the inhabitants". The process of urbanisation, facilitated by plant and animal

domestication, had a dramatic impact on health with increased population densities and

exposure to animals (Alchon 1991: 19). Most archaeological work has focused on

3 http://ehlt.flinders.edu.auJarchaeology/research/projects/repat/index.php, Accessed 18, March 2007
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osteological investigations but for a broader understanding of health and medicine other

lines of evidence must be included. Addyman (1989) suggested including studies on

"hospitals, medical commodities, [and] artefacts reflecting medical practices" as just

some avenues of direct investigation of health and medicine. In addition, especially

within the context of the Spanish colonies, aspects of town planning embedded prevailing

notions of proper health and may be viewed as "artefacts". For example Nutall's (1921)

translation of the 1573 Royal Ordinances issued by King Philip II of Spain provided

specific instructions as to the positioning of hospitals within towns. Ordinance 121 and

124 indicated that hospitals intended for the poor and those suffering from non

contagious diseases be placed near churches and that they were to be built facing the

"cold north wind and so arranged that it may enjoy the south wind." Hospitals for

individuals suffering from contagious disease were, ideally, to be built in elevated places

downwind from the town in order to minimize infection. The social role hospitals played

in colonialism, the focus of my research, has been virtually ignored.

England has been the focus of the most intensive investigations of hospitals and

health from an archaeological perspective (Addyman 1989; Gilchrist 1989, 1992; Price

and Ponsford 1998; Sloane and Malcolm 2004; Thomas 2004; Thomas, et al. 1997).

Addyman's (1989) examination of health and medicine at York, England reviewed

archaeological evidence spanning Roman through medieval periods and reflected

changing attitudes towards public health.

Gilchrist's research (1992) in England is one of the most theoretically

sophisticated approaches to hospitals and one of the few non-salvage works. She

examined hospitals as liminal spaces in medieval society suggesting that they marked the
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boundary between the town and parish. Lepers were believed to occupy a symbolically

comparable space halfway between living and dead. Lepers could attain a degree of

holiness as a result of their living through purgatory on earth and would occasionally be

consulted by elite members of society wishing to venerate, and ideally share in, their

holiness.

A significant number of salvage projects at hospitals have been conducted in the

London area. The Museum of London has been particularly active in both the

archaeological investigation of hospitals and publication of results for many years. St.

Mary Spital (short for hospital) received considerable archaeological attention during the

1980s and 1990s (Richards 1989; Thomas 2004; Thomas, et al. 1997). St. Mary's was

founded sometime at the end of the 1i h or beginning of the 13th century and, like most

medieval hospitals, was attached to a religious institution, in this case the Augustinians.

Publications on St. Mary's have been largely descriptive and concerned with

documenting the evolution of the building itself rather than contextualising medical care

in the medieval period.

In other European countries, limited work on hospitals has been conducted. One

of the few examples comes from Scotland. The Soutra Hospital Project (Moffat 1988) is

one of the better known archaeological investigations into Scotland's medical history.

Brian Moffat's (1999) article summarised what he called the "archeo-medical" finds

including botanical remains and an analysis ofparasites including the recovery of a large

number of anthrax spores. The project was designed with a focus on identifying

botanical remains in order to examine disease treatment.
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[n North America, intermittent investigations of hospitals and medicine have

appeared in the archaeological literature. These investigations have tended to focus on

the northeast coast of the U.S., although some work has been conducted in the Caribbean

(Anonymous 1958). Very little research has been conducted on pre 1i h century sites and

most studies have focused either on military hospitals, hospitals established to combat

epidemics, or on contexts post dating 1850. Medical facilities post-dating 1850 operated

under a significantly different medical paradigm and as such comparison to their earlier

predecessors is fraught with difficulty.

Most recently, a project to study Hospital Rock in north central Connecticut was

in the initial planning stage to begin archaeological investigation of the late 18th century

hospital located there. The hospital was designed as a vaccination facility for smallpox.

The project's goal was to locate the structure and the quarantine facility employed for

vaccinated patients (Anonymous 2005). Smallpox hospitals were the only type of

specialised hospital in existence during the 18th century in America.

A problem besetting hospital studies in the United States is a general lack of

documentary information. In response, David Starbuck began investigating military

hospitals (Starbuck 1997). His investigation focused on Mount Independence (1776

1777) and Fort Edward (1754-1763), both military hospitals in New England. Starbuck

concluded that the military hospital's ephemeral nature makes positive identification of

structures difficult, as medically related artifacts were not frequently recovered.

The American Civil War has also received attention with Sheridan Field Hospital

investigation in north-western Virginia (Whitehorne, et al. 2000). This tent hospital was

the largest temporary hospital erected during the Civil War. Use of a tent field hospital
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marked a departure from the more traditional approach of commandeering existing

buildings for medical purposes. Although only limited excavation occurred, the hospital

was nearly 2 km in length. The project located several structures related to the field

hospital.

Carley's (1981) work examined the evidence for fever epidemics at the Hudson

Bay's Company Fort Vancouver in Washington State. In response to epidemics in the

1830s, the Hudson Bay Company built a hospital for fever patients to complement the

existing dispensary and hospital facilities for the employees of the post. Several large

pits containing charred remains were interpreted as reflecting 19th century approaches to

disease treatment. At the time, conventional medical wisdom held that miasmas (bad air)

caused illness and disease. By filling the air with pungent smoke miasmas were

displaced. This prevented the further spread of disease and allowed those already sick to

recover.

Further north, the Russian hospital at Sitka, Alaska (Blee 1981) dating to the

1860s and 1870s was the focus of investigation by the National Park Service. Also

largely descriptive in nature, the report provided an overview of material recovered from

a midden associated with the Russian and American occupation and use of the hospital.

In 1986 and 1987, Cultural Resources Consulting Groups conducted an

investigation of a former doctor's office in New Brunswick, New Jersey and exposed

medical contexts dating to the late 19th or early 20th century (Veit 1996). Unfortunately,

these deposits showed signs of looting but nearly 200 medicine and hygiene-related

artifacts were recovered. This period was particularly interesting because of the rapid

changes that occurred in medicine including the introduction of the thermometer,
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anaesthesia, and antiseptics. Veil's investigation is a valuable contribution to the

archaeology of health and medicine as it is one of the few works that, with the recovery

of gynaecological instruments, attempted to directly examine women's health issues.

This is particularly important because the second half of the 19th century also marked the

beginning of the institutionalisation of women's health in America. Prior to this period

women's health was largely the domain of midwives. The recovery of equipment

associated with anaesthetisation is also important as these finds mark some of the earliest

recovered evidence for anaesthetic use during surgery in America.

In the late 1980s and early 1990s, Jean Howson (1992) undertook an examination

oflate 19th and early 20th century health and hygiene in Greenwich Village, New York

based on the excavation of three house lots. During the mid 1800s New York began

shifting from privy and cesspool use to a sewage system. Poorer areas, such as Sullivan

Street, where the archaeological investigations were undertaken, were neglected in favour

of the city's more affluent neighbourhoods and were forced to rely on increasingly

unsatisfactory sewage disposal systems. Early modem medicine promoted the miasma

theory of disease causation and the increasing development of sewage systems caused

concern as drains and water closets were perceived as causing greater exposure to

contagion. Gasses believed to have emanated from these locations were thought to cause

illness. Excavation resulted in the discovery of a diverse array of pharmaceutical bottles,

syringes and items associated with personal hygiene. Howson interpreted these as being

the result of increasing access to 19th century information concerning health as well as

institutional medicine. Howson interprets the presence of items relating to personal
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hygiene reflected growing middle class values related to cleanliness, which conveyed

notions of "control, refinement, and breeding".

Hospitals in Canada are virtually unstudied from an archaeological perspective.

Snake Hill, located near the historic site of Fort Erie, Ontario was the location for

intensive archaeological investigations of military cemetery associated with the War of

1812 and a field hospital (Litt, et al. 1993; Pfeiffer and Williamson 1991). The hospital

itself was not excavated however and the discovery of several contexts interpreted as

military middens were not convincingly associated with the hospital itself.

In the mid 1990s, I participated in excavation of the Marr Residence in Saskatoon

Saskatchewan under the supervision of Dr. Margaret Kennedy. The project was a

component of a field school run through the University of Saskatchewan. In 1885 the

house was used as the relief hospital for those injured in the Riel Rebellion at Batoche

just north of Saskatoon. No contexts dating to the 1880s were discovered.

As this summary illustrates, approaches to hospital investigations have varied and

are currently lacking cohesive theoretical underpinnings. A hospital historiography based

on archaeological literature is of limited value given the lack of research on this topic.

The history of hospitals in the Spanish colonies is slightly more developed as these

institutions have tended to be included in studies related either to colonialism or to the

investigation of the origins of western medicine within colonial cities.

A History and Archaeology of Medicine and Hospitals in the Andes

Medical history in the Andes is an area that has traditionally, been limited to

select geographic or topical issues. Lima, the seat of Spanish colonial administrative
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power in South America has been a major focus for researchers (Bauer and Coello

Rodriguez 2006; Harth-Terre 1964; Rabi Chara 1995; Van Deusen 1999). The city is

noted as having debated sanitation issues at an early date. The cabildo outlined citizens'

responsibilities for maintaining basic levels of cleanliness and for having developed

canalisation projects to ensure clean water almost sixty years before Mexico city

undertook similar measures (Fajardo-Ortiz and Ferrer-Burgos 2003). Unlike smaller

colonial urban centres in the Andes, Lima was the first city in South America in which a

hospital opened in 1549 (Rabi Chara 2000) and was the only known location to have at

least three major hospitals in operation: The Hospital de San Bartolome (for African

slaves), Hospital San Andres (for those of Spanish descent), and Hospital Santa Ana (for

the indigenous population) (Van Deusen 1999).

Van Deusen (1999) explored the role of body alienation for elderly African slaves

in the San Bartolome hospital. Founded in 1661, this institution was unique in the

Americas with its intent to meet the needs of African and Afroperuvian slaves. In her

examination, Van Deusen highlighted the hospitals' institutional power through slave

ownership and as the beneficiaries of "spiritual capital" which she defined as monetary

donations by individuals aimed to gamer favour and absolution from sin. One element

emphasized in her study of the Hospital de San Bartolome was the social death faced by

African slaves, whose bodies were their livelihood, as they aged or became too ill to

work. When all other economic opportunities to support themselves were exhausted,

they could eventually become wards of the hospital required to do some labour and beg

on behalf of the institution until their deaths. Van Deusen' s (1999) study also highlights

the important role that hospitals played as hospices; where the sick, elderly and poor
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could go to die with some basic level of care. This aspect of colonial period hospitals is

not well studied.

Located on an adjacent block from the Hospital de San Bartolome, the Hospital

San Andres has become the focus of intense historical and archaeological investigation.

Archaeological investigations by Bauer and Coello Rodriguez (2006) have attempted to

locate the last Inka mummies presumed to have been to interred within the institution's

grounds in 1559 (Hampe Martinez 1982). This topic has interested scholars for over 100

years (Luis and Barrera 2001) and previous attempts to locate the remains have failed.

Finally, El Hospital de Bel/avista, also in Lima, has received some attention. The

institution's history was examined by Serena Fernandez Alonso (1992) who provided

insight into issues of public health, hospital staffing, responses to epidemics, and the

incorporation of Galenic medical philosophy in approaches to patient treatment.

Outside Peru, Cruz-Coke (1992) examined the impact the Jesuit expulsion from

the Spanish colonies in 1767 had on the development of Chilean medicine. Cruz

suggested that the expulsion had a negative impact on training and the dissemination of

medical knowledge. He outlined the medical program offered at the Universidad Real,

Santiago. Courses were taught according to the philosophies of Galen, Aveeina, and

Hippocrates focusing on both humoral medicine and treating the spirit. After a four year

program and a two-year internship at the Hospital San Juan de Dios a series of exams

was undertaken. Successful completion resulted in granting the title of doctor of

medicine or licence in medicine. The Jesuit expulsion from the colonies resulted in the

loss of some of Chile's chief medical practitioners and, with subsequent embargos
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preventing the teaching of Jesuit theological and philosophical works, over 130 colonial

period medical texts housed at the college were lost.

The role of indigenous curanderos during the colonial period has become a topic

of increasing interest to Andeanists. Silverblatt (1983) examined the intersection of

traditional Andean medical philosophies and those imported by the Spanish and the

impact that had on indigenous medical practitioners. Her gendered approach suggested

that colonialism promulgated a view that curanderas (indigenous women healers) were

devil worshipers. Disease explanation, for indigenous people was viewed within a

cosmological context and, as such, indigenous curanderos were repositories of both

medical and religious knowledge. This led to them being targeted by Spanish authorities

intent on eradicating indigenous religious beliefs and practice. The Spanish tended to

view medical plant knowledge, particularly by women, as originating in diabolical pacts.

Silverblatt examined several trials in which indigenous women were charged with

acquiring medicinal knowledge through devil worship. She was particularly interested in

examining how curanderas attempted to demonstrate that their knowledge was in fact

gained through association with other medical practitioners or divine means. The

spiritual role of indigenous curanderos was also explored in Wrigley's (1917) work on

the travelling doctors in Bolivia. Not only did they perform medical roles but they also

assisted in timing crop planting and divination.

Quito, capital of Ecuador, has also received some attention in the area of hospital

studies. Founded on the 9th of March 1565, EI Hospital de la Santa Misericordia de

Nuestro Senor Jesucristo, later refounded as EI Hospital San Juan de Dios, and the

contemporary Museo de la Ciudad, it is the only colonial hospital in Ecuador to have
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received extensive archaeological and historical investigation (Freile Granizo 1996;

Hermida Bustos and Castelo 1989; Rousseau 1989; Ubelaker and Rousseau 1993; Yepes

2004). Much of the attention this institution received was associated with its conversion

from a hospital to museum in the 1980s during which time significant archaeological

work was undertaken. Although most works are largely descriptive, there was an attempt

to situate the hospital in the context of colonial society and its role in marginalizing poor

indigenous people who went to the institution to die (Hermida Bustos and Castelo 1989).

In 1706, the hospital was refounded as the Hospital San Juan de Dios and placed under

the administration of the Bethlemite Order who operated it until 1860 when a series of

major renovations occurred. The hospital was described as being in such an abysmal

state of repair that bedding had to be burned and replaced and walls had to be scraped to

remove lice. Individual niches were constructed for patients and a pharmacy installed

(Hermida Bustos and Castelo 1989).

Echoing the state of archaeological and historical investigations of hospitals

outside South America, research on Latin American hospitals can be characterized as

largely descriptive however some trends are emerging. An area concerning many

scholars is the initial development of Spanish medicine, as the state-sanctioned medical

system. Beyond the introduction of Spanish medicine to the colonies, some researchers

are exploring the impact political decisions by the Crown had on the development of

formal, university medicine and religious medicine during the colonial period. These

issues are most obvious in those focusing on Lima's past but, to a lesser extent, it also

applies to researchers examining Quito's medical history. As a natural offshoot to these

interests are examinations of how the colonial administration attempted to use its medical
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system as a tool for conversion or to repress indigenous medicine. This has been

contextua1ized in examinations of hospitals as tools for conversion, overt attempts to

undermine important indigenous medico-religious personnel, clashes of medical

philosophies in explanation for disease curing, or through fear of diabolical influences.

Many of these themes will resonate throughout my own study of colonial Riobamba's

medical past.

A Brief History Of Riobamba

On the 15th of August 1534, Diego de A1magro founded the city of Riobamba.

Located in the central highlands of present day Ecuador (Figure 3.1), during the colonial

period Riobamba was variously referred to as: Santiago de Quito (Ortiz Arellano 2005a:

10), La Villa de Riobamba (AHCC/R 1684), La Villa del Glorioso Apostal San Pedro de

Riobamba (AHCC/R1748), and Villa de Villar Don Pardo (Morga 1991 [1631]: 143;

Ortiz Crespo 1989: 180). Riobamba developed as an important intermediary in the trade

route from Quito to Guayaquil and Cuenca taking advantage of the existing Inka road

systems (Newson 1995: 203 and 206). John Super (1979) indicates that the trade route

between Riobamba and Quito was one of the more travelled routes in Ecuador by the late

16th century as it was a convenient departure for Ecuador's southern cities, and Lima,

through Guayaquil on the coast (Lorna Portocarrero y Pedro Vera 1991 [1631]: 173).

Economy

By the beginning of the 17lh century, Riobamba, was a major commercial centre

for the production of ship's tackle, which encouraged significant population migration

into the area (Ortiz de 1a Tabla Ducasse 1977). The chief products were cordage and
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rope, probably derived from agave plant-fibre common in the area (Villasante 1991

[1570-1571 ?]: 77, 95), and destined for the nascent ship-building industry in Guayaquil

(Newson 1995: 206). Labour demands for cordage and rope production were filled, at

least in part, through mila (indigenous tribute labour) beginning as early as the l570s.

Figure 3.1 Map of Ecuador
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During the colonial period, particularly in the lih century, Riobamba was also

highly regarded as a centre for wool and textile production (Ortiz de la Tabla Ducasse

1977). Juan de Velasco described Riobamba in the late 16th century as having over

30,000 head of sheep, the majority of whose wool was ultimately destined for Peru.

Another, anonymous document dated 1573, indicated that approximately 80,000 sheep

were present in the area (Anonymous 1991 [1573]: 197).

By the early lih century at least two large obrajes (textile works), employing

1200 Indians, were in operation (Ortiz de la Tabla Ducasse 1977: 478) in order to meet

textile demand. In 1620, Newson (1995: 212) indicates that of the 3550 Indians working

in Riobamba textile mills, 900 were there as forced labour, the rest receiving a modest

income. Lima, and the southern silver and mercury mines, were a major destination for

the textiles (Newson 1995: 208) until the easing of trade restrictions allowed cheaper

cotton textiles to replace wool (Brown 2001).

A document dating from 1568 to 1571 also notes the city was a location where

wheat and com were grown and milled (Villasante 1991 [1568-1571]: 64) as was barley

and vegetables in the following century (Corral 1991 [1790]: 706). By 1766, Riobamba

had become an important second tier city and boasted a large church, convents of four

religious orders, a Jesuit college, monastery, hospital, and numerous houses and

haciendas. Riobamba was the administrative head of the province, drawing both labour

and goods from 18 towns in the local area over which it governed (Alsedo y Herrera 1991

[1766]: 440).
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Demography

Detennining the size of Riobamba's population and demographic breakdown is

difficult for the 16th century but Newson (1995: 220) places it at approximately 20,000

for the Indian population alone and a 1778-81 census places the population between

66,726 and 66,827 (Alchon 1991: 121). The region had suffered from several measles,

smallpox, plague, and typhus epidemics that may have reduced the population in the

region by up to 75% from pre-conquest to end of the 16th century. The period between

July 1587 and March 1588 was noted for a particularly bad plague, resulting in the death

of "innumerable people", devastating the indigenous populations of several provinces

including Riobamba (Rodriguez Docampo 1991 [1650]: 311). Another, unidentified,

epidemic swept the region again between 1648-1649 (Alchon 1991: 59).

Residents of Spanish descent in Riobamba were present but an exact figure is not

known. The population was large enough to sustain an Augustinian convent used only by

those of Spanish descent in the mid-1600s (Rodriguez Docampo 1991 [1650]: 269).

Riobamba's importance in trade and the development of a textile industry seems to have

attracted Spanish settlement. Alchon (1991: 121) indicates that the Spanish and mestizo

population was in the range of 16,682 to 16,707.

African slaves were also present in Riobamba (Ortiz de la Tabla Ducasse 1977:

484) but what fraction of the population they represented is also unclear and the nature of

participation in textile mills is unknown. It is possible that with the significant

indigenous population in the area African slaves worked in private homes. Riobamba's

late 18th century corregidor (chief magistrate), Dr. Don Manuel Ponton, owned at least

one female African slave or servant (AHCC/R 1790). Although slightly vague, the
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document suggests that the woman had her own house and may possibly have run a store

owned by Ponton.

Earthquakes and the City's Destruction

Earthquakes have played an important role in Riobamba's development as a city.

The first major recorded earthquake occurred in 1645 and was likely associated with the

eruption of the Tungurahua volcano (Trabucco 1969: 18). Several major structures in the

city were destroyed including the city's major church and the San Agustin monastery

(Pazmino Acuna 2000: 66-68). The earthquake was so severe that debate about moving

the city ensued but the idea was rejected.

In 1698, another earthquake struck Riobamba, Ambato and Latacunga. Extensive

flooding occurred in Ambato (Trabucco 1969: 18) and the Bethlemite-run hospital in

Latacunga was destroyed (Alsedo y Herrera 1991 [1766]: 421). In Riobamba, discussion

regarding relocating the city arose but the idea was once again rejected. During the night

of the 30th of December 1778, a year after an eruption of Tungurahua (Trabucco 1969:

19), another earthquake struck Riobamba (AHCC/R 1779) damaging houses enough to

result in requests to the chief magistrate to provide aid for rebuilding.

On the morning of the 4th of February 1797 a massive earthquake struck

Riobamba, destroying the city. The total number of victims is unclear. Alchon (1991:

124) placed the number at 6 300 and Trabucco (1969: 511) suggested that as many as 13

000 people were killed. In the following weeks the city's ruins were looted with several

elite private houses being the foci for theft (Moreno Yanez 1980) and on the 21 51 of

March of that year the surviving cabildo (town council) members decided to relocate the
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city (Trabucco 1969: 511) to its present location 17 Ian east of its original site.

Relocating the city effectively marked the end of the colonial city of Riobamba.

History of Hospitals in Colonial Riobamba

Archival Research

Archival research formed an important portion of this project. Although limited

investigation of archival sources was undertaken in 2004 the 2005 season saw substantial

archival work. From the end of September to the end of November 2005 archival

research was undertaken by myself, Evelyn Nimmo, Efrain Cargua and Jose Luis

Espinoza at the Arehivo Historieo de la Casa de la Cultura (AHCC/R) in Riobamba. The

AHCC/R is the main repository for colonial period documents for the city of Riobamba.

Its holdings span the 16th through 20th century but the 1500s and 1600s are comparatively

poorly represented. The AHCC/R does not contain a substantial notarial collection and

most documents are either civil or criminal legal cases or are related to the administration

of the city of Riobamba. As such, it was rarely possible to examine the more mundane

functioning of hospitals in Riobamba through an examination of internal documents.

Most documents pertaining to the hospital provide a perspective on the hospital's

relationship to other institutions, transactions involving the hospital's land holdings,

which included several haciendas and mills, or suits levelled against other member's of

colonial Riobamba's elite. As the Hospital de la Real Caridad was a religious institution

run by the Bethlemite Order I made inquiries at the church offices in contemporary

Riobamba, the Curia, regarding religious archives for the colonial city. Unfortunately a

series of fires in the early 1800s destroyed the vast majority oftheir colonial period

collection and what was left had yet to be catalogued. A cursory investigation of their
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holdings showed limited potential for materials related to the Hospital de la Real Caridad

and would have necessitated a page-by-page examination of approximately 200 years of

uncatalogued documents.

During December, I spent approximately two weeks in the Archivo Nacional del

Ecuador examining their small holdings relating to hospitals. Finally, the digital

collection of the Archive of the Indies was consulted for documents related to hospitals

and medicine in colonial Riobamba. Unfortunately no documents relating to the topic of

hospitals in Riobamba had been digitised.

A History of the Hospital San Andres

From Riobamba's initial founding in 1534 to its destruction in 1797 there were at

least two hospitals that operated in the city. Estrada Ycaza (1974) claims a small hospital

opened in 1581 by an unnamed religious order but closed only three years later for

unknown reasons. No other mention of this hospital was discovered at the time of my

investigation neither in existing and accessible literature nor in archival sources. The first

substantial medical institution in Colonial Riobamba was the I i h century Hospital San

Andres of which little is known. Probably situated in the same location as its subsequent

18th century counterpart (Figure 3.2) east of the plaza mayor it was founded sometime

between the end of the 16th and beginning of the I i h centuries.

The founding date of the Ho~pital San Andres is contested within existing

literature with several authors offering competing dates. Ortiz (2005b) suggests that calls

for the building of the hospital started as early as 1585 but it was not until the early 1600s

that the hospital began receiving patients. Teran Najas (2000: 63), who makes no
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distinction between the Hospital San Andres and the Hospital de la Real Caridad, the

18th century institution, credits the earliest mention of an unnamed hospital which began

operating to 1605. Finally, Estrada Ycaza (1974) proposed that a hospital did not exist

until 1611 when Father Salvador de Rivera, Quito's Bishop, sent a licence to the vicar of

Riobamba granting the official establishment of the Hospital San Andres.

These conflicting dates may be a result of confusing the granting a licence to open

a "San Andres" hospital for Indians in 1585 (Pinan Castillo 1994 [1605]: 9) given by

Don Fray Pedro de la Pena's, Quito's bishop, in the 1580s, with the actual construction of

the facility in the early 1i h century. Also, each author relied on the holdings in different

archives and different published sources to the exclusion of the others' works. Although

the founding date is unclear, by the early 1600s the Hospital San Andres, Riobamba's

first sizable hospital, began receiving patients.

The institution itself was small, servicing on average 7 people per year (Estrada

Ycaza 1974) but, by the 1620s, it was composed of the hospital itself with at least one

ward and a church. No maps of the hospital were discovered during archival research but

it is possible to estimate the layout of the institution by using the Hospital San Andres of

Lima as an example. Although the institution in Lima was probably much larger, a

contemporary map depicting the institution's layout gives clues to how the Hospital San

Andres may have appeared.
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Figure 3.2 Contemporary map of Sicalpa (Colonial Riobamba) showing the location of the former
hospital grounds.
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Spanish colonial hospitals, although varied, shared several common architectural

characteristics. Drawing on published sources (Bauer and Coello Rodriguez 2006; Freile

Granizo 1996; Harth-Terre 1964; Van Deusen 1999; Yepes 2004) and my own visits of

hospitals in Lima and Quito, and descriptions of the 18th century Hospital de la Real

Caridad in Riobamba (Pazmifio Acufia 2000: 63) and similar Mexican institutions

(Ricard 1966: 160) it is possible to suggest the general character of Riobamba's 17th

hospital.

The hospital building would have been organised around one or more courtyards

with the institution's front wall abutting the street. The courtyard may have been paved

with brick or stone but, given Riobamba's size, this seems unlikely. A portion of the

courtyard would probably have been dedicated to gardens either for growing food or

medicinal plants. Located around these courtyards would have been the offices and

wards of the staff and the hospital's patients. Interestingly, there is evidence that the

Hospital San Andres may have been staffed, in part, by women: "las enfermerias"

(Estrada Ycaza 1974) although no indication of a women's ward was discovered. The

hospital's church would be in proximity to the ward if not in direct line of sight (Figure

3.3 and Figure 3.4). Kitchen and laundry facilities would have been located at the back

of the institution.
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Figure 3.3 View of main courtyard and chapel in the former colonial hospital San Andres in Lima,
Peru

Figure 3.4 Inside of chapel in Museo de fa Ciudad, former colonial hospital San Juan de Dios in
Quito, Ecuador
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Funding for hospitals during the Spanish colonial period came from a

combination of sources including the crown, donations, and properties owned by the

hospital itself. The crown stipend, or noveno, appears to have been one ninth of crown

taxes collected from the local population (Morga 1991 [1625]: 121). Clearly, this was

insufficient to completely support running a hospital and most institutions engaged

directly with the colonial economy to generate the necessary funds. The Hospital San

Andres, like its 18th century counterpart, owned one or more haciendas, and several

houses, in addition to numerous estancias (land allotments) within the city of Riobamba

from which it generated income. Estrada Ycaza (1974) suggests the institution was also

involved in money lending and, over the course of a 5 year period in the 1620s lent nearly

6000 pesos.

Just as unclear as the founding date, when the Hospital San Andres ceased

operating is also unknown. It did operate until the latter half of the 1i h century when it

began suffering from a financial crisis. The financial problems may have begun as early

as the 1620s and Estrada Ycaza (1974) suggests the hospital administration was either

siphoning funds for personal gain or awarding themselves huge salaries at the expense of

the institution. Fifty years later, in a series of letters to Quito requesting funds from 1667

to 1668, Don Antonio Luis de Bustamante Baldibia decried the lack of a functioning

hospital. He asked for the replacement of the hospital administration by men of "similar

quality" to those running the hospital in Loja (AN/Q 1678). It is unclear if the requests

were granted but shortly after the region around Riobamba, as far north as Latacunga,

was struck by a major earthquake, which destroyed the Hospital San Andres: " ... the

general earthquake [that occurred?] in this town [Riobamba] and those of Ambato and
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Latacunga, which left said hospital [Hospital San Andres] with only traces of its structure

and church ...4" (AHCC/R 1711). Subsequent documentary evidence, with conflicting

dates ranging between 1730-1734, also comments on the severe damage to the institution,

and suggests the earthquake occurred sometime in the early 1670s: " ... the royal Hospital

San Andres, which has been deserted for more than sixty years, with its buildings in

ruins, and its foundations and walls indistinguishable which had been perfect. .. 5"

(AHCC/R 1730-34) although no other published sources consulted during this

investigation indicate a major earthquake occurred in the 1670s.

Even though the hospital was destroyed it continued to generate income. In an

undated document written between 1711 and 1720, Captain Fransisco Marlen de Herrera

asks that the noveno y medio given to the mayordomos as pension from hospital rent

income be redirected to rebuilding the hospital (AHCC/R 1711). A 1729 letter to the

Procurador General repeated this call (AHCC/R 1729). Given the severe damage to the

hospital and subsequent abandonment, documentary evidence suggests the Spanish

administration would likely have had to clear its ruins to make way for the Hospital de la

Real Caridad.

A particularly interesting aspect to the calls for the rebuilding of the hospital is

that many of the requests highlight the city's elite failing to meet their social obligations

by not having a functioning hospital. In a letter signed 1749 and initialled by eleven

people, General Don Joseph Anselmo de Villavisencio y Thorres Alferez [Regidor?] y

Procurador de [Riobamba] accuses the local administration of neglecting its charitable

4 " ... el teremoto general que acaeisio en esta villa [Riobamba] y los lugares de Hambato [Ambato] y
Latacunga dejando lafabrica de dicho Ospital con solas las muestras de sus bestigios y la Iglesia ... "
5 " •••Hospital Real de San Andres que esta amas de sesenta anos desierto y arruinado en su edificios,
confundidas las halasas, y materiales que tenia para su peifecci6n ... "
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duty to the indigenous and poor populations of Riobamba for the last 60 years because of

the lack of a functioning hospital. Describing it as " ... a culpable omission by its

administrators.6
" he states:

" ...without its useful benefits and conservation of life the poor will
receive from [its use?], and the miserable Indians so recommended by
your Majesty (which God protects) who find refuge and freedom from the
hunger and neglect of their homes at the Hospital de la Real Caridad, as
citizens in [form and appearance?] will get treatment from their ills, and
those of our children, and loved ones in medicine and pharmacy... 7"

(AHCC/R 1749)

Not only does this indicate the perception that charitable obligations to the poor

were not being met it also illustrates the view that hospitals' primary goals were the

feeding ofthe poor and providing attention to those neglected in their households and that

actual medical concerns were secondary. Although the hospital was intended for the poor

it did serve a range of people. General Don Antonio Luis de Bustamente Valdivia, the

former Corregidor of Riobamba (AN/Q 1668), provided a will to an escribano publico

(notary public) prior to his death in the hospital (AHCC/R 1684). This was the only

document discovered in the AHCC/R indicating the hospital's use by an elite member of

Riobamba and likely did not represent the norm. Finally, although no reference is made

to which religious group administered the hospital it is probable that it was the

Bethlemite Order. Hospitals in Quito (Yepes 2004) and Lima (Rabi Chara 1995) dating

to the same periods were run by the Bethlemite Order and, during archival investigation,

no other religious order operating hospitals was discovered. Ultimately the calls to have

6 "omicion culpable de sus Administradores."
7 " .•. falta de este utiI beneficio, y conserbacion de la Vida, por la curaci6n que 10 ganaran los Pobres
Recosiendose a su abugo, y los miserables Indios tan Recomendados por su Magestad (que Dios guarde)
tubieran Refugio de salir del hambre y desamparo de sus Chosas a la Caridad del Hospital, como los
Vezinos de forma y vienes consiguieran la curaci6n de sus Males, y el de sus Hijos, y Criados en el Medico
y Votica ..."
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a hospital rebuilt in Riobamba were successful and a new institution was constructed in

the opening decades of the 18th century.

A History of the Hospital de la Real Caridad

The 18th century Hospital de la Real Caridad was located south east of the central

plaza and occupied an area of what is now four square city blocks. It was likely built

atop the remains of its Ii h century counterpart, the Hospital San Andres. The hospital

buildings and church were located on the western portion of the property with the eastern

and southern portion being open fields. The exact date of the hospital's refounding is

unknown but the institution opened sometime after the mid l730s (AHCC/R 1730-1734)

under the auspices of the Bethlemite order (AHCC/R 1752a). As in the case of the

Hospital San Andres, a distinction must be made between the actual opening of the

hospital and the formal written declaration of the intent or permission to open the

hospital. A 1786 copy of the 1699 authorization to found the hospital states: " ... a letter

authorising the founding, by Don Sebastian de Montesdoca at the favour of [Mtro] Don

Fernando Ortiz Sabajo who, in the name of said Hospital of this city, was accepted last

year of 1699... 8
" (AHCC/R 1786a). The earliest reference to the Hospital de fa Real

Caridad suggesting a functioning institution dates to a bill of sale for a tile-roofed house

and associated store in the northeast comer of the lot in 1748 for 20,000 patacones. This

document defines the property in question in reference to two shared boundaries with the

hospital: " ...one side and the back with the site of the hospital... 9
" (AHCC/R 1748).

During the mid 1750s the hospital underwent refacciones (renovations). The first

8 ..... una escritura de fundaci6n que otorgo Don Sebastian de Montesdoca a favor del Mtra (?) Don
Fernando Ortiz Sabajo quien en nombre de dicho Hospital [Real] de esta villa la asepto el ana ante pasado
de mil seis sientos nobenta y nuebe... ..
9" ... un lado y por la espalda con sitio del Ospital..."
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reference to the renovations comes from a 1754 document that, similar to the Hospital

San Andres renovation, requests that the noveno be retained by the hospital (AHCC/R

1754). Presumably this income would have been used to help fund renovations. In 1757,

a letter by Don Bruno de Orquiso established a plan to use local mita to renovate the

hospital, which suggests that the request for the noveno was either unavailable or

insufficient to fund the project. Orquiso' s plan called for equal contributions oflabour

tax from caciques (indigenous leaders) and that, in return for food and drink, the workers

will complete the project. Additionally, Orquiso recommended that each worker be

notified that those who refused to work on the project would spend 15 hours in prison

(AHCC/R 1757).

Teran Najas (2000) indicates that during the mid 1770s the hospital underwent a

second period of renovations resulting in the addition of a walled cemetery, a small

chapel to inter the dead and, according to Pazmino Acuna (2000) possibly the addition of

a women's ward. The hospital operated until the massive earthquake struck on the 4th of

February 1797, which destroyed the city of Riobamba and killed 28 of the 30 patients at

the hospital (Anonymous 1957).

Although the hospital was founded with the intent of helping the poor and

providing health care for the residents of Riobamba very little is known about the

institution's internal operations. In part this is a result of the type of archival data

currently available for consultation. The Archivo Historico "Juan Felix Proano" de fa

Casa de la Cultura de Chimborazo (AHCC/R) in Riobamba is the main repository for

colonial documents for the city of Riobamba. These documents are, however,

overwhelmingly dedicated to civil and judicial matters pertaining to the city's colonial
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past. In order to attempt to gain a better insight into the internal workings of the hospital

I consulted with the religious archives, La Curia, in Riobamba. Unfortunately a series of

fires in the 19th and 20th century destroyed the majority of colonial documents and

investigating aspects of the internal functioning of the hospital using archival sources was

not possible. For a list of years consulted in AHCC/R see Appendix B.

The Hospital de la Real Caridad: Facilities, Patients, and Staffing

Carlos Freile (1996) indicates that in 1759 the hospital had an infirmary, quarters,

church and a small store. The small store may have been a pharmacy or may have sold

the products of the hospital's haciendas but this is not entirely clear. The Jesuit Order ran

a pharmacy in Riobamba and, in 1779, 12 years after the order's expulsion from the

Spanish colonies, the Hospital de la Real Caridad was given two thirds of the

pharmacy's holdings (Pazmino Acuna 2000:64). What happened to the pharmacy in the

intervening years between the expulsion and the donation to the hospital is unknown as is

the location of the pharmacy's undonated holdings. Nearly ten years later, in 1787, the

Jesuit College and several houses were also donated to the Hospital de la Real Caridad

by Don Manuel Ponton, Riobamba's corregidor and former doctor. Presumably these

properties were to be sold or used as rental income. The 1787 date cited by Pazmino

Acuna is possibly erroneous as FreiIe Granizo (1996) suggested that the hospital's

acquisition of the houses occurred in 1771.

Published sources detailing aspects of the Hospital de la Real Caridad's

architecture were accessible and proved invaluable in attempting to reconstruct the

institution's appearance in the late 18th century. The entire hospital compound was

walled off from the rest of the city, constructed from white plaster over adobe, and roofed
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with terra cotta tile (Freile Granizo 1996: 75). In a period of renovation in the 1770s, a

walled cemetery with a small chapel, and possibly additional wards were added (Pazmino

Acuna 2000: 63). A small tower with bells may also have been associated with the

cemetery (Freile Granizo 1996: 79). In part, the cemetery provided a source of income

for the institution as a small charge was levied for those interred in the hospital cemetery.

An official inspection, with conflicting dates of 1771 and 1777, but probably

conducted after renovations, indicates that platfonns separated and covered with

bahareque (wattle and daub), were constructed for patients (Freile Granizo 1996). There

were two floors with the upper floor a dedicated women's ward. These platfonns were

likely the individual patient cells depicted in 18th century hospital paintings from Ecuador

(Yepes 2004: 81 and 85) and comparable to medieval hospitals in Europe. All could hear

the mass from their beds, as the entrance to the ward was wide and tall. A spacious

corridor was available to the patients to "take in the sun" at one end of which were the

quarters for some of the medical staff, a store, and small kitchen. A book existed in

which the names of the sick and those who died in the hospital was kept.

A fairly detailed picture for the administrative structure of the hospital is also

available for the second half of the 18th century, and based on a 1796 legal case, for the

institution's last year. Patients, however, tended to be excluded from documentary

evidence but some insight can be gleaned from published sources. In 1759, a note by

then chief magistrate, Don Bruno de Urquizo from the 26th of February, indicated the

hospital had three patients, two of which were Indians suffering from nervous conditions

and one young mozo blanco (white man) who likely had leprosy (Freile Granizo 1996).

In a legal battle some years later the lawyer writes that 170 patients had entered the
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hospital and that 19 or 20 had died, as a result of accidents. No specified time period was

provided for the 170 patients.

In 1777, the hospital was described as having sufficient servants and one nurse

but no doctor or phannacist (Freile Granizo 1996). The use of the tenn doctor may be

intended to indicate the lack of a physician. This is probably the case as physicians were

perpetually in short supply. The lack of a doctor may have been a long-standing problem

as documentary evidence indicates that in 1772, Simon Velasco, the hospitals'

"Enfermero y Curador", petitioned for a raise as the hospital's lack of a physician had

forced him to take on additional duties (AHCC/R 1772). Ten years later, the hospital

offered Dr. Don Miguel Moran the position of doctor in Riobamba. The offer included a

salary of 400 pesos from the hospital, the Conceptas Convent contributed an additional

80 pesos, and 20 pesos were donated from churches in the area. Additionally, he was to

be given a house and servant to assist in operating the phannacy (AHCC/R 1782). This

period seems to have been fraught with financial difficulties, in part through competition

with the Bethlemite hospital in Quito for the noveno.

The most complete record of the hospital's staff and internal functioning came

from a 1796 court document and depositions by the staff. Based on this document it is

clear that the Hospital de la Real Caridad was a comparatively large institution

composed of administrative, medical, and support staff (see Appendix A). To what

extent the 1796 staffing is representative of the earlier years of the hospital is unclear as

little documentation addressing this was available. The case was a review of the

operations of the hospital, focusing on both financial matters and the abilities of its
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Administrator, Doctor Don Bernardo Falconi. The document includes depositions from

members of the staff describing their duties, pay, and an evaluation of the administrator.

Administrador/Mayordomo mayor Falconi is described as the Cuida del Hospital

whose responsibilities include the care of its patients in both the corporeal and spiritual

senses. In order to fulfil corporeal needs he provides complete meals. The weekly menu

is provided in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1 Partial weekly menu for patients at the Hospital de la Real Caridad (AHCC/R 1796a)

Mon lues Wed lhurs Fri Sat Sun

Breakfast unknown unknown unknown unknown unknown unknown unknown
(lam)

soup,
soup,

soup, soup,
soup,

soup, soup,seasoned seasoned
Lunch seasoned

meat
seasoned seasoned

meat
seasoned seasoned

(11 am)
meat, stew (chicken?), meat, stew meat, stew (chicken?), meat, stew meat, stew

with with with with with
potatoes

stew with
potatoes potatoes stew with potatoes potatoes

potatoes potatoes

Castilian Castilian rice Castilian Castilian Castilian rice Castilian Castilian
Dinner rice with with "dulce" rice with rice with with "dulce" rice with rice with
(5 pm) "dulce" and and stew "dulce" and "dulce" and and stew "dulce" and "dulce" and

stew (chicken?) stew stew (chicken?) stew stew

2 pieces of 2 pieces of

Time not 2 pieces of 2 pieces of 2 pieces of
bread and

2 pieces of 2 pieces of
bread and

received receivedspecified bread bread bread
"three

bread bread
"three

plates" plates"

There was also a women's ward run by Marcela Tapia, an 80 year old woman,

who was described as having run the ward since its initial opening and who was paid 24

pesos. There was also a porter who earned 20 pesos. Simon Velasco, who was described

as both the enfermero (head nurse) and curandero (probably an unlicenced doctor but

possibly an indigenous healer), earned 40 pesos. There was also a cook (2 pesos), a
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Sacristan (6 pesos), and laundry man (12 pesos). The deposition ofAntonio Sarmiento,

the porter, indicates that the hospital was in need of a medico (physician).

Of particular interest in these documents is the location within the text of the

descriptions and operations of the pharmacy in Administrador Falconi's deposition. He

discussed the pharmacy as an element of the hospital's role in providing spiritual care.

Starting with descriptions of his religious duties of providing Mass every Sunday and

during festivals is the addition of the Chaplain's visits to the infirm everyday to

administer the sacraments. Falconi was the only person to do this. The other staff

members' depositions focused solely on the corporal care of the body and all made

special mention of the holdings in the pharmacy. It is interesting in that Falconi, in

charge of the pharmacy and presumably the best educated in medicine viewed the proper

treatment of illness through healing the spirit. The well-stocked pharmacy was available

for the treatment of illnesses by Falconi who was well versed in the application of drugs

and was paid 40 pesos (per year?) and has connections to both Guayaquil and Quito for

the acquisition of medication. Placing the role of the pharmacy as an element of spiritual

care as opposed to corporeal care suggests that a belief that illness or disease was rooted

in the spiritual as opposed to the corporeal; that effective treatment necessitates repairing

elements of the spirit.

Economic Activity at the Hospital

A fairly clear picture of the hospital's finances during the second half of the 18th

century is available. Beginning with a 1752 senso awarding the hospital 1500 pesos the

financial situation of the hospital remained fairly positive (until its destruction 45 years

later), save for a battle over the noveno with the Bethlemite hospital in Quito. During the
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second half of the 18th century the hospital had in its possession, at various times, several

haciendas from which it drew income. An additional element to the institution's success

appears to have been particularly aggressive business transactions and an effort to keep

costs to a minimum. In 1770, a seven-year-old child working on the Gataso hacienda,

owned by the hospital (Freile Granizo 1996), was injured. After treatment for

unidentified injuries, the hospital promptly sent the casique, the local indigenous leader, a

bill for the child's treatment (AHCC/R 1770a). Based on archival evidence it appears as

though the Gataso hacienda was subsequently sold but reacquired, or a second hacienda

of the same name was purchased for 900 pesos in 1786 (AHCC/R 1786b). The Gataso

hacienda was particularly productive (AN/Q 1768) but was only one of at least two

haciendas owned by the hospital. The Chancauan or Chancaguan hacienda was

purchased in 1775 (AHCC/R 1775a); a process taking well over a year and fraught with

legal difficulties (AHCC/R 1776). Little is known about the Chancaguan hacienda.

The most significant battle over property occurred in the early 1790s with the

purchase of two mills from Dona Manuela Albares y Coello on the edge of town for

10,000 pesos (AHCC/R 1791a). The sale originally took place on the 4th of June 1790

(AHCC/R 1791 b) but more than a year after the sale the original owners had not received

payment. Regidor Don Fransisco Xavier Davalos, the hospital lawyer, received

increasingly heated letters sent by Dona Manuela demanding payment for the mills.

These letters indicate that the hospital likely took advantage of Manuela's father's

outstanding debt and need to make a quick sale in order to make payments. Dona

Manuela claimed that the mills were actually worth 12,000 pesos but that they were sold

at a discount to the hospital. Additionally, it became clear that the hospital had been
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receiving the proceeds of the mills for the year (AHCC/R 1791 c), even though payment

was not made, which Dona Manuela claimed should be returned or added to the payment

for the mills. The only response sent by Davalos to the letters was a note and signature

indicating that he read them. Ultimately he credited a part of the delay to the need to

consult with the head of the Bethlemite Order in Lima in order to have the funds released.

Unfortunately the final outcome over the legal battle between Dona Manuela and the

hospital was not discovered during archival research. Nevertheless, a few years later

Davalos was once again involved in a dispute over debt with Miguel Alvares del Corro

resulting in the payment of 143 pesos and 6.5 reales by Davalos to Alvares del Corro

(AHCC/R I 793a).

The Hospital de la Real Caridad not only purchased haciendas and mills in order

to generate income to operate but it was also the beneficiary of sums of money from the

deaths of prominent people in the community the largest of which was by Dona Michaela

Dies Flores from Lima, Peru for the sum of 17,500 pesos in 1770 (AHCC/R I 770b).

This was a very large amount of money and was, obviously, a boon to the hospital.

Seventeen years later Tomas Beltran de Araujo bequeathed 4750 pesos to the hospital to

support the Chaplains (AHCC/R 1787).

In the 1770s the Hospital de la Real Caridad became embroiled in a funding

battle with the Hospital San Juan de Dios in Quito when a portion of its Crown funding,

the noveno, was redirected to Riobamba (Freile Granizo 1996). Several prominent

citizens in Quito, and at least one magistrate in Riobamba, signed a letter stating that

there was no hospital in Riobamba, nor had there ever been one, and that the redirected

funds were being misappropriated. The cabildo of Riobamba responded by stating the
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hospital had just been renovated, the phannacy stocked with drugs from Lima and that

Gaspar Gomez was both surgeon and medico at the institution.

In the legal battle over the noveno, Freile Granizo (1996) includes a statement by

the hospital's lawyer, Don Fernando Davalos y Mesia, in which he described patients'

daily meals as, " .. the food is well seasoned, in the morning they receive a plate of soup

with meat, and at eleven o'clock in the morning another plate with sheep and chicken

with another plate of soup with meat, and desert and after a bowl of bread pudding all

well seasoned... 10" (Cited in Freile Granizo 1996).

In response to the financial battle over the noveno, the Brotherhood of the

Hospital was fonned by Riobamba's cabildo in 1780 and under the purview of the crown.

Composed of 24 members, the duty of the Brotherhood was to advocate on behalf of the

hospital and ensure the institution was run properly, in part by limiting the power of the

Bethlemite order. This move also was to reduce conflict between the hospitals in Quito

and Riobamba. Interestingly, one of the members was the individual who signed the

statement on behalf of the Bethlemite Order in Quito claiming no hospital existed in

Riobamba that seems to have sparked the initial struggle between the two institutions.

The fonnation of this Brotherhood was also associated with the refounding of the hospital

under the purview of the crown as EI Hospital de San Jose, San Joaquin y Santa Ana de

la Villa del Glorioso Apostol San Pedro de Riobamba (Freile Granizo 1996). This is the

only recorded renaming of the hospital and was not corroborated by documentary

evidence in the AHCC/R.

10 " ••• Ia comida se les da bien sazonado, asi de manana un plata de sopa can su carne encima, ya las once
del dia otro plato de camero y ave, can otro plato mas de locro can carne, y su dulce y despues una
escudilla de mazamorra de pan, todo bien sazonado ... "
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Hospital de la Real Caridad: Concluding Remarks

Although it is difficult to detennine the relative wealth and power of the hospital

in comparison to other institutions within the city, particularly the Conceptas Convent,

which was clearly one of the wealthier institutions in town, it seems probable that the

hospital occupied a comparatively powerful economic and social position. It was located

close to the central plaza, the same distance as the Conceptas convent, owned two, if not

more, haciendas, in addition to mills and was the beneficiary from several wills. A

potentially telling incident involves Dr Don Andres Falconi, the hospital's administrator,

and Don Josef de Leon, one of Riobamba's Regidores (AHCC/R 1795). Falconi accused

Josef de Leon of having bumped into him on the street, and uttering threats after drawing

his sword. This document is infonnative in that, whether true or not, the Administrator

felt his position secure enough to charge a member of Riobamba' s cabildo with what

amounted to assault. Unfortunately the outcome of the charge was not provided.

The doctor's role in colonial society and economy is a topic in need of further

research. As both Alchon (1991: 68) and Risse (1987) note, this is a result of the rarity of

professionally trained doctors in the colonies, especially outside Mexico City and Lima.

In Quito several attempts were made in the late 16th and early 1i h centuries to attract

doctors to the city but these met with limited success. Invariably, attracting doctors to

hospitals outside of these centres was particularly challenging. The role of the

indigenous curandero during the colonial period as a medical practitioner and target for

colonial authorities is also in need of further examination. This is particularly true

regarding the role of indigenous curanderas, or indigenous women healers. Finally, the

colonial medical system should not be viewed as something applied to, or experience by,
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indigenous people as a monolithic phenomenon and that some people may have used the

medical system itself in order to redefine themselves within colonial society for economic

advantage. The following section draws on archival data to propose a possible means

through which indigenous people used the medical system to escape from tribute labour

tax, or mila, owed to the crown.

Medicine as Resistance

An additional and important element to the discussion of medical history in the

Andes is an examination ofmedicine within the context of colonial Riobamba itself and,

in particular, the act of medicalisation. I define medicalisation as the process whereby an

individual enters the medical system and undergoes identity transformation.

Medicalisation, as an institutional process, is one that is typically forced on patients. In

part this occurs through the development or classification of new diseases or disorders

but it is important to acknowledge that medicalisation may be actively pursued by

individuals to meet specific goals. This process can be illustrated through the

examination of 35 requests made between 1767 and 1796 by indigenous men, and one

woman, for exemption from mita for medical reasons.

The literature pertaining to mita, or tribute labour paid to the Spanish crown, is a

topic of interest for researchers of Andean history (Murra 1982; Pearce 2001; Powers

1995). The majority of investigations into the role of mita during the colonial period has

had the Potosi mines in Peru as a central focus (Bakewell 1984; Tandeter 1993) with

themes including the economic importance of the mines to the colonial economy

(Brading and Cross 1972; Cole 1984), the politics and bureaucracy of the mita at Potosi

(Cole 1983), and the effects of population migration as an attempt to fill the mines' mita
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requirements (Pearce 200 I; Saignes 1985). The focus on the Potosi mita is hardly

surprising given the mines' importance to the Spanish economy (Kroeber 1958) and, in

response to its labour needs, it was Viceroy Francisco de Toledo's 1570s refonns that

institutionalised mita to fill the labour shortages (Tandeter 1981; Wiedner 1960). In

Peru, mita existed officially until 1854 when tribute was abolished (Wilson 2004). The

role ofmita in mining in other regions in the Andes is also emerging (Brown 200 I;

Zulawski 1987) with Premo (2000) providing interesting insights into the impact of mita

on gender relations. Nevertheless, as the above literature might suggest, mita was neither

a solely restricted to what is now Peru nor carried out solely in mines. Unfortunately

only limited work on mita outside of mining and Peru has been conducted (Lane 2004;

Powers 1990, 1991, 1995). Mita could be paid through public building works such as

jails, hospitals, and churches in addition to textile work, shepherding, and maintenance of

inns and mail services (Wiedner 1960).

Tactics for evading mita and their effects are well documented. Several authors

have examined the use ofmigration, bribery of officials, or hiring others to fill mita

obligations (Powers 1995; Stavig 2000). Migration, clearly the most common strategy

(Powers 1991) was not the only means by which to evade mita. Documentary evidence

spanning the second half of the 18th century from Riobamba, Ecuador indicate that

appeals to the corregidor, (chief magistrate), in colonial Riobamba for release from mita

based on medical conditions were a means through which individuals could escape

tribute labour without migration or bribery. Changes in the fonnat in which the appeals

were presented over a 42-year period suggest the Spanish administration perceived the
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practice as allowing false applications and, I argue, a threat to the colonial construction of

indigenous identity.

Starting in 1754, a total of 34 cases of individuals petitioning the corregidor, the

chief magistrate in Riobamba, to be released from mita obligations for medical reasons

were discovered in the Archivo Historico "Juan Felix Proano " de la Casa de la Cultura

de Chimborazo, with one request by a woman forced to pay her ailing husband's mita

obligations. The requests can be grouped into two distinct categories based on both time

period and the format in which the petitions were made. The first group of requests were

submitted between 1754 and 1776 and were rarely longer than three pages in length. All

the requests, written by the Protector de los Naturales (Indian Protector) for the

appellant, follow the same format in their application for release from mita. After

introducing the individual, the particular medical condition preventing him from working

is identified. The conditions vary but include generalised descriptions of pain, "dolores

en todo el cuerpo" (AHCC/R 1768a), broken arms or legs, " ... lisiado del braso derecho,

acausa estar quebrado en dos partes ... " (AHCC/R 1768b), and two cases of

complication arising from syphilis: "reuma galica" (AHCC/R 1775b) and "dolor

galico" (AHCC/R 1771). Usually a doctor appended a note confirming the diagnosis. In

the 1760s, Doctor Don Leora de la Parra, appeared most frequently as the consulting

doctor. Doctor Don Manuel Ponton then acts as at the consulting doctor in early 1770s

until he became Riobamba's Corregidor sometime in late 1774 after which point he

became the official ruling on these types of cases until at least 1796 (AHCC/R 1796c).

These dates conflict with other published sources for the Ponton tenure as corregidor

which cite 1773-1786 (Costales Samaniego 1982: 104). If Costales is correct, this
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suggests that, at least in tenns of deciding who was eligible for mita exemption for

medical reasons, Ponton continued to function as an official.

Unfortunately no requests for mita release were discovered dating from 1777 to

1790 but sometime in the intervening years the structure of the requests changed

dramatically. A request dated to the 10th of May 1791 illustrates the new fonn the

requests take. Ten pages in length, the appeal on behalf of Domingo Yasaca (who is

described as suffering from dwarfism (enano)), is identical to those from the 1760s and

1770s, only in this request substantial additional documentation is provided. Attached to

the request is a baptismal certificate signed by the priest Nicolas Madrid confinning that

Domingo had been a dwarf since birth and because he lacked strength, should be released

from his mita obligations. The doctor's assessment of Domingo follows the request and

three witnesses' statements indicating they have known Domingo since birth and confinn

that his claim is true are provided. This is followed by a statement by the Administrador

del Reales Tributos, Administrator of Royal Taxes, that he has reviewed the case and, in

this instance, released Domingo from his mita obligations for life, signed on the 28th of

May 1791. A total of 22 cases between 1791 and 1796 appear in the AHCC/R all

confonning, when pages were not missing, to this fonn. Of 15 complete cases the

Administrador releases only 10 from mita for life. The remaining 5 cases are either

wholly rejected (AHCC/R 1795b) or were granted partial releases either in the form of

several years free from mita or a requirement to pay a fraction of their labour obligations

(AHCC/R 1793b and AHCC/R 1795c).

Various explanations for rejecting of the requests' are provided. The case of

Gregorio Yuguilema, who petitioned for release on the grounds that he suffered from
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dwarfism, was rejected entirely. The reason given was that the case lacked a baptismal

certificate or some documentation proving his age. As such, his small stature was viewed

as a product of his age and over time he might grow: " ... en mas hedad lograse mejorar

en cuerpo ... "(AHCC/R 1796). In another case involving an applicant suffering from

dwarfism the Administrado ruled that Antonio Leon could pay a portion of his mita if a

job appropriate for his stature could be found (AHCC/R 1793b). In the case of Pasqua1

Colcha the case was also rejected (AHCC/R 1795b). While preparing chicha, Pasqual

tipped a pot of boiling water on himself causing severe burns to his chest, throat, and

arms. The case was rejected as the wounds were viewed as superficial and, given enough

time, he would heal.

The request on behalf of Antonio Condo stands out among the 35 examined

claims. His case began in 1754 when he appealed for release from mita because of

maggot-infested abscesses in his right hand. He was not released for life but, as a 1776

document notes, he was released from mita for four years. In 1776, he again approached

the Administrador requesting that, because of his hand, he should not have had to pay

mita from 1758 through 1776 and requested that those years be returned to him in the

form of money. At the behest of Captain Francisco Velarde, who claimed Antonio was

capable of working, a doctor examined his hand and found evidence for the abbesses on

only one of Antonio's fingers. As a result the first ruling was overturned and Antonio

was required to pay for the four years he was released from tribute.

Then, in 1791, at the age of 61, Antonio once again approached the Administrador

for release from mita saying that he was too sick to be able to work and that his

intermittent contributions over the previous decades should be returned to him. A
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baptismal certificate is attached indicating that Antonio was born in 1730. The response

from the Administrador was that, even though Antonio had reached the age of 60, which

suggests that people who reached that age were then free from mita, Antonio still owed a

substantial debt. Stavig (2000) also notes an attempt to be released from mita because of

advanced age. The debt is calculated to be 26 years of mita and that Antonio would only

be freed from this debt at the age of87. This suggests that of the 37 year span between

1754 and 1791 Antonio had only provided mita for 11 years and had been released from

payment during those years, at least in part, for medical reasons.

This last case is particularly informative as it tracks several applications for mita

over the course of one man's adult life and provides insight into the format the

application took and the risks involved. In the 1750s decision to release Antonio from his

mita obligations, no notation by the corregidor is provided in the initial application and it

was only the 1776 documentation making reference to the release that we learn Antonio

was successful. If this case can be taken as a typical example of the format employed in

the application for mita release then those applications in the 1760s and 1770s were, at

least in part, successful. The changes in the requests' formats from the 1790s also

provide evidence for this conclusion.

Several changes in the application format suggest attempts at tighter bureaucratic

control over the process intending to catch false applications. The inclusion of three

witnesses swearing they both know the applicant and can certify that his medical

condition is true has the effect of not only corroborating the applicant's story but also

potentially tying legal repercussions to the applicant's community if the condition is

either false or exaggerated.
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Appending a baptismal certificate to the application also merits comment.

Obviously the document is intended as a confirmation that the applicant was born in the

area in addition to, as in Gregorio Yuguilema's case, guaranteeing the applicant's age.

By restricting release from mita based on medical reasons to only local indigenous

populations in the 1790s this suggests that in previous decades some of the applicants

may have been from other districts. Absenteeism and inter-provincial migration to

escape mita was common in the Ii h century (Powers 1995: 40). Another possibility is

that this was a deliberate attempt to prevent successful applications by forcing

applications to the regions where the individual was born, which may have been

challenging, particularly in cases where the medical condition was serious enough to

prevent easy mobility.

Another factor to consider is the number of people applying for release.

Assuming that all of the pre 1791 cases were successful, of 37 cases spanning a 42 year

period, 32 were accepted outright with 5 being rejected or accepted with modified

conditions. In either case this is less than one successful applicant per year based on

available documentary evidence. Admittedly, some fraction of the cases is probably

missing, especially when considering the conspicuous lack of applications from the 1780s

and the fact that all of the pre-1790s cases may not have been successful.

What are the implications of the change in the applications' format in the 1790s?

It seems plausible to infer that there was a perception on the part ofthe Spanish

administration that too many people were escaping their mita obligations through the

medical system. The techniques employed, including witnesses and baptismal

certificates, seem designed to create a more rigorous evaluation system. One aspect the
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witnesses might be designed to compensate for is self-inflicted injuries severe enough to

qualify for long-term or life release from mita. Attempting to determine which cases are

self-inflicted injuries and which are not is particularly challenging.

More investigations ofthis type are in order to determine if this is a situation

occurring solely in and around Colonial Riobamba or if indigenous attempts to escape

mita for medical reasons were occurring elsewhere in the Andes. Linda Newson (1995:

225) notes that a census from 1603 shows that 13 percent of the indigenous population

from other towns in the Riobamba region were not participating in mita for reasons of

disability or sickness. Unfortunately, the exact nature of these cases is unclear but may

be similar to the mid-late 18th century cases in Riobamba. No archival evidence was

discovered which indicated who initiated the change in the application process. An

important aspect to remember is that Don Manual Ponton, the consulting doctor in the

1770s became the corregidor in 1774 and not only ruled on these cases but occupied the

post at least until 1796. It is possible that his knowledge as a prior consulting doctor led

him to instigate changes in the process as the city's chief magistrate. Several factors

likely influenced why this administrative changed occurred. The last quarter of the 18th

century was a period of administrative change associated with the Bourbon reforms.

Possibilities exist for why Ponton might have done this, including an awareness of

exaggerated claims or even being bribed to submit false assessments to ensure successful

applications. The corruption of Spanish officials in relation to mita is well documented

in the Quito area by Powers, particularly at the beginning of the 18th century (Pearce

2001; Powers 1995: 102-103).
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An additional element that needs to be considered is the deeper implications of

release from mita within the conceptual framework of the Spanish administration. As

previous authors have shown, mita obligations were only applied to indigenous people

(Pearce 2001), mestizos and Spanish-born were exempt. With some exceptions, notably

the descendants ofjorasteros (Powers 1995: 7); full payment of mita and tribute was an

intrinsic element of what it was to be a local indigenous person. Forasteros, or migrant

indigenous workers and their descendants, generally paid less in tribute and mita until

they were resident in a location longer than ten years at which point they were then

considered native "originarios" of that location and subject to full payment. Most would

change locations in order to escape the change in status resulting in having to provide

mita and there exists a growing literature regarding this phenomenon (Powers 1995: 7).

Pearce (2001) notes that in the Peruvian census of 1725-1740 attempts were made to

redefine the state's relationship with mestizos andforasteros in demanding proof of

mestizo status and that all land and property owningforasteros would be registered for

mita. This was to apply in the Audencia de Quito as well and, as a result, would apply to

Riobamba. This was a radical reform which led to unrest in Peru. Unfortunately, the

extent to which this occurred in the Audencia of Quito is unclear.

Indigenous people's relationship to labour in the colonial system was complex

and is an area of increasing interest to historians. In particular, there are calls to approach

labour issues in a more nuanced manner. Silliman states (2001), " ... colonial labor must

be seen as an attempt by administrators to control and bodily discipline indigenous or

other workers and as a venue for native laborers to commodify identity, assert autonomy,

and resist colonial subjugation". In the Spanish colonial system indigenous people's
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commitment to state labour was an intrinsic element of the Spanish conception of what it

was to be Indigenous. Other authors have suggested similar ideas. Wilson (2004: 168)

suggests that "tribute and labour service ... [were], duties that had defined the subordinate

status of the colonial Indian ...". Newson (1995: 214) indicates that one justification for

child labour was that it taught Indians a useful trade. This phenomenon began with early

colonial conceptions of labour as an obligation of indigenous people. This process was

institutionalised when, as Stavig (2000) comments, "Toledo merely reinforced this

tradition when he ordered the naturales, in keeping with the notion of two republics (one

Indian and one Spanish), to live on the opposite bank from the Europeans [at Potosi ]."

Stavig also argues that the organisation of mita at Potosi was a means by which

indigenous communities could maintain their cultural identity in that their village or

regional origin was the basis by which they were grouped.

Medicalising oneself was one of the few ways a person could escape mita while

staying in his community and is substantially different than migration because it was a

process ultimately sanctioned by the state. As such, the associated change in identity was

threatening and had to be handled cautiously as it was an avenue through which the state

itself permitted indigenous people to reorder their identity. This would explain the

changes associated with appealing to the cabildo in Riobamba for release from mita for

medical reasons but also why this was an issue ruled on by the corregidor. The medical

system, which was not only designed to cure disease but to function as part of the

mechanisms of the colonial system, could at times be used by indigenous people to have

their identity reordered with state sanction for economic profit.
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Chapter Summary

This chapter provided the historiographical and historical context in which

archaeological investigation of the hospital in Riobamba was undertaken. A discussion

of archaeological and historical treatments of hospitals based on English and Spanish

sources was provided. A history of the hospital was provided with the intent of

demonstrating its ties to religious institutions and its evolution from several medieval

establishment. Following this section, an examination of formal medical training in

Spain explored the regulations enacted which, in part, allowed for a variety of other

medical practitioners, particularly religious orders, to fill the persistent demand for

medical professionals. Several emerging trends in the Latin American literature were

defined including: examining the introduction of Spanish medicine to the colonies, a

focus on the first medical institutions within Latin American countries, and the clash of

medical ideologies as Spanish medicine attempted to integrate, redefine, or repress

indigenous medical systems. An overview of the limited archaeological investigation on

hospitals highlighted the undeveloped topic within the discipline. A history of colonial

Riobamba from its founding to its destruction in 1797 aimed to provide a context for the

hospital's role in the colonial period.

Thirty-five cases of indigenous people petitioning for release from their mita

obligations were presented. The change in how these cases were submitted during the

second half of the 18th century was interpreted as the crown's perception that indigenous

people were escaping mita obligation fraudulently. These cases help provide a more

nuanced understanding of hospitals and the Spanish colonial medical system by showing
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that patients were not just recipients of institutional processes but, on occasion, could use

it to their own advantage.

The following chapter provides a detailed review of the methods employed during

the undertaking of archaeological investigation of the former hospital grounds in

Riobamba. This includes identifying the former hospital grounds, locating intact colonial

deposits and the methods used while conducting archaeological investigation of these

areas. The results of artifact analysis for each excavation is provided followed by

comparisons of excavated areas within each site and between all sites. This was geared

towards identifying different activity areas and attempting to associate colonial contexts

with either the Hospital San Andres or the Hospital de la Real Caridad.
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CHAPTER 4 EXCAVATION RESULTS AND ARTIFACT
ANALYSIS

Introduction

This chapter describes the methodology employed for initially finding the former

hospital ground followed by the steps undertaken in testing several sites' potential for

greater archaeological investigation. Details of the excavation process are provided,

followed by a description and rationalisation for the approach to artifact analysis.

Emphasis is placed on ceramic quantification and analysis as ceramics formed over 95%

of the recovered archaeological assemblage.

Building on the discussion offield methodology, this chapter then summarises the

results of artifact analysis. The results of each excavated location at each site is detailed.

Comparison of artifact assemblages from different excavated locations at each site is

made. This section is followed by a comparison of artifact assemblages across all three

in an attempt to identify different activity areas at the hospital. Comparison by the

activity associated with various artifacts is conducted using non-metric multidimensional

scaling (MDS). An examination of the activity associated with different classes of

artifact, for example, jewellery or serving wares, using MDS shows two distinct activity

areas at the fonner hospital grounds.

With the exception of one location, the presence of ceramics and beads with

productions dates ranging from the 1i h through early 19th centuries, made assigning

cultural deposits to either the 1i h century Hospital San Andres or the Hospital de la Real
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Caridad impossible. Excavated deposits were interpreted as representing "sheet

deposits" associated with the 18th Century Hospital de la Real Caridad. Sheet deposits

are secondary deposits typical of Spanish colonial sites and were first identified by

Deagan (1983: 61) at colonial St. Augustine. These types of deposits developed as a

result of"... architectural traditions, trash-disposal practices, natural and cultural

catastrophes, and the very nature of intense occupation on restricted lot areas for 300-500

years." Sheet deposits, and their impact on interpretation of the archaeological

assemblage of the Hospital de la Real Caridad, are discussed further below.

Field Methodology: Locating the Former Hospital Grounds

In 2003, Dr. Ross Jamieson undertook an initial pedestrian survey of Sicalpa

(Figure 3.2), the former colonial city of Riobamba, in which he determined the town plan

had been retained. Streets were still in their original locations, although with some new

additions, and the location of the plaza mayor was still in its original location. The ruins

of the San Francisco Monastery, where the Banco Central undertook excavation in the

1980s, were also located (lara Chavez 1991). This established two reference points

within the city which helped determine where other buildings were located. The gridiron

town plan, a hallmark of Latin American colonial city planning, has been maintained

since colonial Riobamba's initial founding. Most streets are in their original positions

although there have been additions, particularly in the area of the former hospital where

the grounds have been subdivided by two roads.

Locating the Hospital de la Real Caridad's former grounds was relatively easy.

The only existing primary document showing the location of the hospital in colonial

Riobamba was the 1828 Nolasco Yepez map. This map was drawn from memory 31
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years after Riobamba's destruction and depicts the locations of several major institutions

within the city, including the hospital. A second map, copied from Yepez, was drawn in

1886 by Coronel Velasco and was also available to me. At the time of investigation these

maps were part of a travelling exhibition. Reprints were also available in Egred (2000: 6)

and Pazmino Acuna (2000:57). In both maps, and their respective reprints, the hospital

grounds were depicted east of the plaza mayor with a stream cross cutting the southeast

corner (Figure 4.1). Although the stream has been redirected using a concrete aqueduct,

its former location was still visible in 2004. Using these features it was possible to

establish the location of the hospital.

Figure 4.1 Detail of Nelasco Yepez Map, 1828 (left) Coronel Velasco Map, 1886 (right) showing
hospital grounds (north at bottom)

© Ross Jamieson, 2004

Prior to excavation it was necessary to establish which areas were available for

potential investigation and to determine potentially productive locations within these

areas for larger scale excavation. In order to accomplish this, a pedestrian survey of the

city blocks that were formally the hospital grounds was conducted to generate a

schematic map of available open fields. Although the hospital ruins were not visible at
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the surface in 2004 or 2005, the survey and conversations with landholders in the area

identified stubs and colonial period stone architecture had been discovered during

construction of contemporary houses and walls. Those locations where these remains

were discovered are indicated in Figure 4.2.

Figure 4.2 Map of former hospital grounds in Sicalpa showing open fields in dark grey. Sites
where excavation occurred are marked with an asterisk.
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The survey also determined which areas were free of contemporary structures

(houses, walls, animal pens, roads and sidewalks) and thus potentially available for

excavation. Approximately 5771 m2 of the four city blocks representing the former

hospital were unoccupied by modem structures. Archival evidence (AHCC/R 1748)

though suggested that by 1748 the northern portion of the former hospital grounds was
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being subdivided and were sold as private houses. By the third quarter of the 18th century

the entire northern portion of the hospital grounds had been sold as private houses (see

also Egred A. 2000: 6; Pazmino Acuna 2000: 57 for depictions of hospital grounds with

private dwellings on north side). As such, this area was disregarded for the purposes of

archaeological testing, as I believed that the mixing of domestic and hospital

archaeological contexts occurred prior to the 1797 earthquake. In addition, I assumed

that those portions of the hospital sold as private dwellings were likely the institution's

peripheral locations and that there would have been a preference for preserving the core

elements of the institution when apportioning areas for sale.

Due to the lack of standing colonial period structures, I was unable to determine

where the boundary between the northern portion of the hospital and southern portions of

the private dwellings was located. Additionally, given the lack of scale in the Yepez map

it was not possible to calculate the location of this boundary between these two areas with

any degree of certainty. In comparison with the Yepez map, I placed the northern limit of

the hospital somewhere in the region of the north wall of the Hospital North site. Fields

unoccupied by modem structures north of this boundary were then eliminated for testing

purposes as I assumed hospital and domestic contexts would have been mixed.

The former hospital ground, including the buildings, fields, and private residences

occupied approximately 20,825 m2
. Assuming the dwellings on the northern portion of

the hospital occupied 25% of the property and that the Yepes map can be considered a

good estimate for the hospital's size relative to its grounds (approximately 20%), the

institution occupied roughly 3125 m2
. Twenty eight square meters were excavated

during the 2004 and 2005 field season, all of which contained colonial contexts.
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Approximately 0.9% of the hospital buildings and grounds either within or directly

adjacent to them were tested during the 2004 and 2005 field seasons.

Fieldwork was conducted under my supervision with a combination of paid

Ecuadorian employees and volunteers from Canada. Efrain Cargua and Pascual Yangol

worked during both field seasons as excavators funded, in large part, through Dr. Ross

Jamieson's SSHRC project. Jose Luis Espinoza, Patricio Cargua, Rodrigo Guaman, and

Deago Pilco provided additional paid assistance while excavating. In addition, several

graduate and undergraduate students participated as volunteers. These include Doug

Ross, Eve Nimmo, Nick Weber, Jonathan Whiteley, Adriana Bucz, Robyn Ewing,

Morgan Ritchie, Meredith Sayer, and Sarah Weber.

Three sites were selected for testing in 2004 and 2005. These sites were chosen

because, based on the Yepez map, they were likely locations where structures, or areas

adjacent to them, could be tested. The open fields in the southeast section of the former

hospital grounds were not considered for testing because of the large amount of modem

garbage and probable contamination of colonial contexts from modem construction

activities. Other areas were not tested for similar reasons or because of reticence on the

part of landowners to have their crops damaged or to have foreigners working on their

land. Given that the stream is currently used as a dumping ground for contemporary

garbage and sewage locations adjacent to it were also dismissed because of hazard it

represented to those participating in the project.
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Auger Testing

Judgemental sampling was employed in auger testing properties in Sicalpa in both

2004 and 2005 prior to excavation. Landowners having open property on the former

hospitals grounds were approached to determine if they would be willing to have me

conduct excavations. I tested those lots whose owners would allow me to excavate and,

based on the Yepez map, were likely to contain the ruins of the former hospital. The

initial procedure at each site was to establish a grid. These grids were not oriented to true

north but an arbitrary grid north employing the current streets as cardinal approximates.

As most buildings in the area are built with walls oriented either at parallel or

perpendicular angles to the streets this facilitated mapping. The new cell phone tower on

top of the hill that collapsed on the town in the 1797 earthquake was used as a general

reference point for grid north. Once a grid was established, auger testing was conducted

at intervals. As these intervals were changed between 2004 and 2005 more detail will be

provided below.

Auger testing involved using a bucket auger with a diameter of 10 em to core

samples from the fields. The material recovered from these tests was screened using a 1;4

inch (6.35 mm) mesh. All artifacts and bone were recovered but due to the high volume

and ubiquity of brick and tile fragments these were only noted as being present and

discarded in the field. Generally, the recovered material included some lnka, colonial,

Republican and modem period ceramics, bone, glass, stone, and metal. Based on the

composition of the material from each sample, each test location was assigned a value

from one to four in terms of archaeological potential. When only brick and tile fragments

were recovered or when the test indicated mixed deposits it was assigned a one. When
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the results of the auger test suggested intact colonial deposits and the presence of a

structure it would be assigned a four. A two or three was assigned based on a relative

assessment of the quantity of colonial material recovered from auger tests that did not

suggest the presence of structures. The primary objective was to establish potentially

intact midden deposits based on artifact diversity and density. The secondary objective

was to determine which locations could be colonial period structures. These areas were

then targeted for expanded excavation in an attempt to gain samples from primary

contexts. Each auger test was dug to varying depths and stopped ifrock or brick/tile

impeded further coring. When the presence of structures did not impede testing, coring

continued to the depth of a sterile subsoil. Sterile soil consisted of highly compact late

Pleistocene-age volcanic ash varying in colour from black to chalky white; locally

referred to as cangahua but also known as 'tepetates' or 'talpetates' (Podwojewski and

Germain 2005; Quantin 1992).

During the 2004 field season the Hospital North (Figure 4.3) was auger tested. A

grid was established over the site and systematic auger testing was conducted at 5 m

intervals. A total of 33 auger tests were dug. Five meter intervals were employed during

the 2004 field season as I believed that this represented an appropriate compromise

between the need to adequately test the property given time constraints and the need to

share equipment with other project members.

During the 2005 field season the Rosendo (Figure 4.4) and Lola (Figure 4.5) sites,

named after their landowners, were auger tested using the same basic strategy: searching

for intact midden deposits and colonial period structures based on artifact density and

diversity although two methodological changes occurred. The 5 m interval, employed in
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the previous year, was reduced to 3 m, with the Rosendo site receiving a total of27 auger

tests and the Lola site 83. The rationale for reducing the interval between tests was my

concern that small structures under 5 m in one dimension could have been left

unsampled. Additionally, each line in the auger test was offset by one meter. This

prevented any line of auger tests from being perpendicular to one another, and hopefully

would result in the successful testing of any structure that ran parallel and perpendicular

to the test grid but fell outside the tests themselves. This was not possible with the

procedure employed in the 2004 field season. Additionally, more effort could be spent

auger testing during the 2005 season because time constraints and equipment sharing

were not issues. For the purposes of mapping and because of the unobstructed line of site

between the Rosendo and Lola sites a common datum was used. The location of the

datum is depicted in Figure 4.4 and its distance to indicated in Figure 4.5.

While auger testing it was possible to determine the nature of the material at the

base of each test: brick/tile, stone, or cangahua. As a result, I plotted where stone was

located in an attempt to determine if it was possible to project the location of structures.

This proved unsuccessful at the Hospital-North and Rosendo sites as 27 of 33 and 22 of

27 tests, respectively, resulted in the recovery of stone and only 50% of the excavations

adjacent to these tests resulted in the exposure of structures. Results of a similar

projection at the Lola site were different and a more detailed discussion will be provided

later.
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Excavation

A total of three sites were excavated in 2004 and 2005. The placement of the

excavation blocks was initially based on the presence of either intact midden deposits or

colonial period structures as determined by auger testing. On occasion, however,

excavations were expanded to gain larger samples of intact colonial deposits or to better

understand the depositional nature of material being recovered. A total of 28 m2 were

excavated for this project. They were divided into 7 m2at the Hospital-North site, 16 m2

at the Lola site, and 5 m2 at the Rosendo site. Generally, as a result of the depositional

nature of the archaeological deposits, excavation occurred in 20 cm arbitrary levels.

Excavated material was screened using a 1JI inch (6.35 mm) wire mesh. Artifacts were

bagged by context for washing at a later date at which point bone was separated and

bagged independently. As a result of contemporary agricultural activities deposits to a

depth of approximately 30 cm were mixed colonial, Republican and modern material.

This represented the modern plowzone and all material was discarded in the field.

In addition to the collection of artifacts, soil samples were systematically

collected from all contexts for flotation in order to recover botanical remains. Initially a

3 f sample was collected but after discovering the poor recovery of plant remains midway

through the 2004 field season, this was increased to 5 f. In 2004, flotation samples were

processed manually but in 2005 a SMAP flotation machine was constructed and

employed (Pearsall 2000: 44-46). All floated material from the hospital excavation was

collected, dried, bagged, and returned to Canada for future analysis with the heavy

fraction curated in Ecuador. Due to the substantial quantities of charcoal discovered

while excavating large fragments were recovered independent of flotation samples, dried,
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and stored in film canisters. All faunal material and human remains were stored in

Ecuador for future analysis.

While excavation was underway, photographs were taken and plan views drawn,

whenever appropriate. In all cases, excavation was conducted until either cangahua was

reached or until large enough features, such as walls, were uncovered. Walls were

always left in situ as undertaking their removal was a prohibitive undertaking. Once

excavation was complete at a given location the walls and floor were cleaned, discemable

strata outlined, and final plan views and wall profiles drawn. Final photos were taken

and, prior to backfilling, several coins with the date of the year in which the excavation

occurred were tossed into the excavation as a reference for any future archaeologists.

Backfilling followed with any large rocks and brick and tile fragments being buried first.

Artifact Analysis

Not all excavated material was analysed for this project. All contexts containing

any material dating to the 19th or 20th century were considered mixed and of little value

for the purposes of this study. Mixed contexts were washed and curated but left

unanalysed. This included all auger test samples. Artifacts diagnostic of the 19th century

included English transfer print ceramics and coins postdating 1800. Twentieth century

material was more diverse and included plastics, aluminium cans, contemporary

pharmaceuticals such as syringes and ampoules, and bottle caps. Although no intact

prehistoric contexts were recovered they would also have remained unanalysed. Using

these criteria, 86 of 168 contexts were analysed. Samples recovered from auger tests did

not receive substantial efforts towards artifact analysis as they were typically small and

were designed to determine where to locate intact colonial contexts. Material from the
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tests was allowed to dry prior to being bagged and stored. Most artifacts were washed in

water with the exception of metal, which, whenever possible, was separated in the field

and dry brushed in the lab.

A total of 6994 artifacts (excluding architectural remains) were recovered from

colonial contexts and analysed. Ceramics formed an overwhelming proportion of the

artifact assemblage with 6713 sherds recovered and analysed for this project. This

represented approximately 96% of the assemblage by number of material analysed for

this project. Ceramic domination of assemblages is typical of most Spanish colonial sites

and ceramic analysis ultimately forms the basis for site interpretation. As a result, some

detail in the method of ceramic analysis will be provided. Particular emphasis is placed

on how to count ceramics as my original intent when undertaking this project was to

progress beyond basic sherd counts and frequencies for reporting and analysing ceramics.

For analysing metal a magnet was employed to separate ferrous from non-ferrous

material. Given the poor preservation conditions, the bulk of ferrous material could not

be identified. Copper, brass, and silver artifacts preserved fairly well and are discussed

below. The human remains were treated independently from faunal material. Remains

were cleaned by dry brushing and dental pick, packed as best as possible by individual,

and boxed independently of other artifacts recovered from the hospital excavation.

Hospital Excavation

Site Formation

With the exclusion of the lower most contexts in the midden (1 00N/200E) at the

Rosendo Site, all excavated and analysed contexts were secondary deposits dating to the
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colonial period. These deposits were largely undifferentiated and resulted from the

disposal of cultural materials in gardens and open spaces at the hospital. Material

contained within these areas would have undergone significant mixing and damage

because of the continuous use of these locations by humans and animals. Additionally,

because of Spanish colonial period construction techniques, artefacts would have also

been incorporated into walls. Over time, as walls decomposed and were repaired, this

material would have returned to the open areas at the hospital and be reincorporated into

the structure. This phenomenon is ubiquitous at Spanish colonial sites and is typically

termed "sheet deposits". Sheet deposits were originally identified and characterised at

Spanish St. Augustine, Florida, by Deagan (1983: 61). Sheet deposits arise as a result

of," ... architectural traditions, trash-disposal practices, natural and cultural catastrophes,

and the very nature of intense occupation on restricted lot areas for 300-500 years."

The hospital in Riobamba was constructed from adobe and covered in white

plaster (Freile Granizo 1996). Archival evidence from the AHCC/R and a published

description (Freile Granizo 1996) indicate that the hospital fronted the street, was the

only building on the four square blocks ( at least until the second half of the 18th century),

and was surrounded by a perimeter wall. This would have effectively contained refuse

disposed within the grounds and is similar in effect to what Jamieson discovered when

excavating outside Cuenca (Jamieson 2000: 130-131).

The average body sherd from recovered from colonial contexts at the hospital

weighed 174.9 g. Combined with the lack of recovery of any complete vessels or even

large fragments of vessels all contexts examined during excavation were identified as

sheet deposits. At the hospital, these deposits would have developed through a series of
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events. Initial building of the structure would have incorporated any existing cultural

material within the earth used to build the adobe walls, into the hospital structure.

Enclosed areas within the hospital such as gardens or open fields would have been used

as areas where refuse was dumped once the hospital was in operation. Use of these areas

by humans and animals would have resulted in mixing and distributing artefacts within

these areas and also broken large ceramic pieces into smaller fragments. Over time walls

would have been repaired, rooms subdivided, or additional rooms constructed using soil

from the areas. This would have resulted in the cycling of cultural material from the

hospital walls into surface deposits and back into the structure again. At the end of the

18th century when the hospital was destroyed, this artefact cycling process would have

ended and, as the walls disintegrated over the subsequent decades, resulted in the

undifferentiated deposits encountered while conducting archaeological investigation in

2004 and 2005. This resulted in comparatively simple site stratigraphy: an initial cover

of mixed material associated with current agricultural practices follow by modem,

Republican, and Colonial contexts overlaying sterile soil (Figure 4.6)
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Figure 4.6 Stylised Profile of Midden at Hospital North Site
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Except for contexts discovered under the colonial period floor at the Lola site

(90N/205E) no other locations could be conclusively dated to solely the 17th century. All

recovered material was either dateable only as late colonial, or to the 18th century. This

can be explained by the clearing of the ruins of the 1i h century Hospital San Andres

from the site prior to construction of the Hospital de la Real Caridad (AHCC/R 1749).

The construction of the cobble floor would have capped any remains from the I i h

century. Finally, as a result of the construction methods typically employed at Spanish

colonial sites (wattle and daub, tapia, or adobe brick) material culture contained within

gardens or fields would have been incorporated into the building itself. I take for granted

that building materials were acquired onsite as opposed to imported from other locations.

Finally, the destruction of the hospital in the 1797 earthquake razed the institution.

Subsequent erosion of building material would have contributed to mixing materials.
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In order to ensure that colonial period deposits were intact, all locations, except

those containing walls, were excavated to sterile soil. In cases where walls were present,

locations immediately adjacent to them were excavated to sterile soil. Overlaying

Republican Period (19th century) or modem material was labelled "contaminated" and

left unanalysed. As a result, I am confident in assigning all analysed contexts to the

colonial period and, when dateable artifacts were present, largely to the 18th century.

This would associate all contexts, except for those below the floor, with the Hospital de

la Real Caridad.

Architecture

No surviving hospital structures were encountered in any of my excavations in the

former hospital grounds in Sicalpa during the 2004 and 2005 field seasons. Although this

is the case, I was informed that several of the houses, especially those adjacent to the

Rosendo and Lola sites incorporated structural elements from old walls discovered when

the houses' foundations were dug. The exact nature of the walls was unclear but

landowners indicated that they were composed of large river cobbles and carved stone

blocks and were probably the remains of the colonial period hospital. These blocks were

incorporated into the walls of contemporary houses and the walls surrounding the lots.

Pedestrian survey of the area around the former hospital grounds resulted in the discovery

of numerous carved stone architectural elements probably associated with the hospital

(Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8). Although the exact positions of these carved stone elements

are were not mapped their presence in fields or on the borders of properties are indicated

by in Figure 4.2
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Figure 4.7 Examples of carved stone architectural elements found on former hospital grounds:
Stone column (left), door jam (centre) and mortar (right).

Figure 4.8 Pascual Yangol standing beside colonial stones incorporated into contemporary
perimeter walls on former hospital grounds. Lola Site in background.
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In addition to carved stone, a tremendous quantity of brick and tile were

recovered from intact colonial contexts at all three sites; a total of 622 kg. For

comparative purposes, the brick and tile density was calculated for each excavated

location (Table 4.1). Other than indicating that the hospital buildings incorporated terra

cotta bricks and roof tiles, these categories of artifacts do not provide much information.

During excavation, fragments of brick and tile were separated based on their respective

identifications and subsequently weighed. These were then compared to whole colonial

period specimens, when available, or to modem specimens when colonial ones were not

present (Table 4.2) in order to determine an approximate number of roof tiles and bricks

recovered during excavations (Table 4.3).

Table 4.1 Total number of roof tiles and bricks by weight from each area of the former hospital

Total Brick
Excavated Tile and

Roof Tiles Bricks Unidentified Colonial BrickArea
(kg) (kg) (kg)

and Tile
Volume Density

Weight (kg)
(m3) (kgl m3)

Rosendo Site

Wall Area 63 215 66 278 2.96 93.9

Midden Area 14 9 9 23 2.76 8.3

Hospital North Site

Area West Side of Wall 30 13 2 45 0.90 50.0

Area Above Wall 9 3 1 13 0.09 144.4

Area East Side of Wall 15 2 1 18 0.8 22.5

Midden Area 35 5 7 47 2.40 19.6

Lola Site

Area Above and in Floors 25 7 11 43 3.44 12.5

Area Below Floors 15 6 11 30 2.52 11.9

Trench Area 21 84 16 121 3.05 39.7

Unidentified Central Area 0.1 0 0 0.1 0.01 10

Unidentified Area South 2 4 0.29 13.8
of Trench

Total 229.1 345 125 622.1 19.22
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Table 4.2 Dimensions of roof tiles and bricks from modern and colonial samples*

Reference
Length Width Height Weight

(em) (em) (em) (kg)

Modern Roof Tile 38.2 16.4 1.0 1.1

Modern Brick 33.6 15.6 7.7 5.3

Colonial Brick (wall) 33.0 18.3 7.0 7.9

Colonial Tile (floor) 28.0 28.0 7.0 9.2

A total of 10 modem roof tile and bricks, three colonial wall bricks, and a single colonial floor tile were
used to generate dimensions.

Table 4.3 Total whole number of bricks and tiles recovered from excavated areas of the hospital
based on modern and colonial samples

Location Total Roof Tile
Total Brick

(Wall and Floor)

Rosendo

Wall 57 27

Midden 13 1

Hospital North

West Side of Wall 27 2

Above Wall 8 0

East Side of Wall 14 0

Midden 32 1

Lola

Above and in Floors 23 1

Below Floors 14 1

Trench 19 11

Unidentified in Centre 0 0

Unidentified Area South of Trench 2 0

Total 208 44

Several deliberately modified bricks were recovered. Originally square, these

specimens had two opposing comers removed in order to create a diamond shape (Figure

4.10). Contemporary examples were visible atop walls fronting streets in Sicalpa and

appear to have been used largely for decorative finishing at the top ofwalls. Green and

cream glazed bricks formed a minor component of total recovered brick and tiles. These

would have been employed, like the modified bricks, as decorative elements.
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Metal Preservation

Due to poor preservation, it was often difficult, if not impossible, to identifY metal

artifacts. The majority, 72% (N=60) contained iron with only 28% (N=23) being

nonferrous; either silver or bronze. It is possible that the unidentified artifacts are

remains of construction material or metal cooking utensils. Given the abundance of

metal in the Andes, Jamieson (2000: 176) speculated that metal cooking wares may have

been commonplace. Nonferrous metal artifacts included one colonial period coin and

several bronze tupos, or indigenous women's shawl pins.

Glass

Glass artifacts formed a portion of every assemblage. Unfortunately the remains

were highly fragmented and almost entirely body sherds although some bases and bottle

finishes were recovered. A variety of colours were represented but, as these are not

diagnostic either to contents or time period, descriptions of glass assemblages will not be

provided in any great detail. Whenever possible, glass artifacts were separated into

activity groups but frequently identifications beyond the level of an unspecified form of

glass container was not possible. The following discussion provides overviews of

excavation results for each site and the various areas in them selected for excavation

followed by artifact analysis summaries.

Ceramic Analysis

Ceramic Quantification: Some Methodological Considerations

How to count ceramics from archaeological assemblages has been an issue of

substantial debate for nearly half a century (Orton 1993: 166; Orton, et al. 1993).
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Increasingly, with a call for more sophisticated analysis of ceramics (Rice 1999) and

researchers believing that vessel number estimates are a worthwhile endeavour,

archaeologists are attempting to move beyond the reporting of simple counts.

Nevertheless, sherd counts are still the standard means by which ceramics quantification

is conducted in prehistoric Andean work (DeBoer 2003; Donnan 1997; Janusek 1999)

and Spanish colonial archaeology (Deagan 1983; Halbirt 2004; Schavelzon 2005; Trigg

2003). Occasionally some authors provide both counts and weights (Bense 2004) and, in

the Andes, Jamieson (1996; 2000) is one of the few researchers to provide both sherd

counts and minimum number of vessels (MNVs). Unfortunately, comparative studies are

sometimes complicated because authors do not make explicit what methods are being

used; either sherd counts or whole vessels. Occasionally, when frequencies are provided,

there can be ambiguity regarding which method is being used to calculate them; count,

weight, or minimum numbers (see for example Tapia 2005; Walter 2004).

Burgh (1959) was one of the first archaeologists to recognise that the

quantification of sherds from archaeological contexts is fraught with difficulties and that

a reliance on simple sherd counts bias results: "It seemed obvious that a count of painted

sherds might yield conclusions different from a count of vessels represented". He

proposed that sherd counts need to be converted into vessel counts in order to minimize

the impact of differential breakage. Using his ceramic data from a Hopi site in Arizona

he attempted to generate a minimum number of vessels (MNV) by reassembling the

sherds into complete vessels. After this undertaking and discovering in his assemblage

that single vessels were broken into anywhere between 2 and 198 fragments, he

concluded by saying raw counts are insufficient in that a whole vessel and a small sherd
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will be weighted equally. Although he did not provide a fonnula to generate MNVs, he

called on archaeologists to undertake more sophisticated quantification of ceramic data.

Since the publication of his article debates have ensued as how best to count ceramics

from archaeological sites and how to generate MNVs (Byrd and Owens Jr. 1997; Chase

1985; Orton 1993; Sussman 2000). Three major methodologies have been proposed

employing weight, surface area, and diagnostic elements.

One means by which to generate a MNV is through the weighing of sherds of a

particular type (see for example Solheim (1960) for early use of ceramic weights). By

weighing the total sherds of a given type and dividing it by the average weight of whole

vessels of that type one can generate a MNV. Chase's (1985) experimental study

concluded this was the most accurate way of generating a MNV. The major advantage to

this technique is that the loss of individual sherds has a small affect on the overall

calculation. The technique is, however, dependent on having whole vessels, preferably

several, in order to generate a mean weight. Unfortunately this is frequently impossible,

particularly in regions or periods in which little or no archaeological work has occurred.

An additional problem is in cases where several vessel types occur at a site with varying

sizes but are indistinguishable from one another either by decoration or fabric type. In

these situations it is not possible to generate an accurate MNV using weight alone.

A second means by which to calculate MNVs is to use surface area (Byrd and

Owens Jr. 1997; Chase 1985). Although there are several ways to do this, the easiest

technique involves the use of nested screens of decreasing, known sizes. Sherds of

specific pottery types (wares or fonns, for example) are screened through the nested

screens and the number of sherds caught in each screen is multiplied by the surface area
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as represented by the size of the holes in the mesh. The total surface area for the sherds

trapped in each screen is added to determine a total surface area. This value can be

compared to known references to determine a MNV. One of the strong advantages of

this technique is that the degree of fragmentation of vessels has a negligible impact on the

MNV calculation and the impact of incomplete vessel recovery is minimised. Again, as

in the case of the technique employing weight, reference vessels, preferably several, are

needed.

Finally, the use of diagnostic points of a vessel can be employed to generate

MNVs. Diagnostic points include, but are not limited to: rims, bases, and handles which

are used as whole vessel proxies. Thus, a vessel's base, handle, or spout, represents the

entire vessel itself. The use of rims for analytical purposes is a special case and requires

greater elaboration. Egloff (1973) proposed using the percent representation of rims of

specific diameters as a means of calculating MNVs. Rims are placed on a sheet of paper

with concentric semicircles emanating from a central point at regular intervals, usually 1

cm. These semicircles are divided into arcs of 5%. It is then possible to place a rim

sherd on the paper in such a way as to determine the original diameter of the vessels and

what percentage of the rim that sherd represents. All that is needed is an understanding

of common vessel forms at the site at which work is undertaken but because the

diagnostic element technique is not reliant upon a metric such as weight or surface area

whole reference vessels are not needed. This makes this technique useful when

commencing investigations in a new region.

An additional benefit to the use of rims for analytical purposes is that it is possible

to evaluate vessel representedness, or how much of the vessel has survived from
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deposition to recovery from archaeological contexts. This is important in that

representedness can assist in evaluating the depositional context. Vessels with very high

or complete representedness may indicate that the vessel was deliberately interred as in

the case of grave offerings, or quick burial and since deposition nothing has occurred that

has resulted in only partial survivorship. Conversely, low representedness may be an

indication of the vessel having been broken during use, selective sherd removal based on

size or disruption of a location after deposition resulting in vessel destruction and sherd

dispersion. When discussions of vessel representedness are provided it is always

important to keep in mind that there is, theoretically, an unknowable percentage of

vessels with 0% representedness. This is particularly important to consider for most

archaeological investigations where complete excavation of a site is not undertaken.

Nevertheless, this technique has several drawbacks.

As Byrd and Owen (1997) point out the use of diagnostic elements has drawbacks

in that diagnostic elements may de subject to differential survivorship over time; although

this potential impact of loss is smaller when using rims. For example, the loss of one

handle on a single-handled vessel reduces a vessel count by one. This method is

comparatively easy and is generally less labour intensive than the previously discussed

methods. A major problem is that it can only be used on vessels that have circular rims.

Another problem is that there may be vessel forms that contain several rims, such as jars

with multiple spouts or when two or more pots are deliberately fused together into a

single vessel (see for example Kroeber, et al. 1998: 106 and 180; Whymper 1892: 279).

Another problem occurs when the orientation of the rim changes dramatically. This can
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be accidental in the case of vessels that are defonned prior to firing or intentional when

deliberately altering portions for aesthetic or functional purposes.

Counting Ceramics at a Spanish Colonial Hospital Site

The motivation for attempting to detennine MNVs from a site comes from a

desire to heed the call of those archaeologists wanting to embrace more sophisticated

quantification techniques and to better understand the nature of archaeological

assemblages by acknowledging that simple sherd counts are not necessarily reflective of

activities occurring at the site at the time of deposition. Ultimately what is being sought

when perfonning a MNV detennination is to accurately reflect the number of vessels at,

or within regions of, a particular site. Comparison of vessel distributions may then be

used to posit potential uses for different areas. If for example the frequency of cooking

vessels in one location is significantly higher this location may be a kitchen or midden

associated with a kitchen whereas another location exhibiting a greater number of storage

vessels may be a storeroom. By using a MNV count the hope is that the problems of

differential breakage will be mitigated.

For the analysis of ceramics and the generation ofMNVs from the excavations of

the hospital in Riobamba I employed a modified version of Egloffs percent rim

methodology. The reason this approach was undertaken was multifold. Primarily, it

offered a relatively expedient way to analyse ceramics and to generate fairly accurate

MNVs. Secondarily, this approach was adopted by the Riobamba Historical

Archaeology Project, resulting, it was hoped, in facilitating future comparative work

among the project's participants.
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Several steps were added to the method described by Egloff (1973) when

determining vessel representedness and rim diameter. Once oriented properly, each rim

was placed in one of seven broad categories based on its profile: cups, bowls, plato

hondos, plates, ollas, dependent restricted jars, or unknown vessels (more below). These

categories were a combination of general ceramic forms in addition to two emic types of

ceramic vessels (those in italics) occurring at Andean Spanish Colonial sites. In addition

to dividing rims based on their diameter, rim diameter became one of the best means by

which to calculate MNV because it was not reliant on having a large sample of intact

vessels from which to draw mean weights or surface areas for comparative purposes.

Most vessels have only one rim and by combining different elements of the rim such as

diameter and rim form and profile a MNV can be generated. This is particularly true in

locations employing wheel throwing as a manufacturing technique which typically results

in greater uniformity of the rim of a given pot. As a result one can determine MNVs

comparatively quickly given the lack of reference collections needed for implementing

other techniques.

After categorising rim fragments by vessel form they were further subdivided by

diameter. The total percent representedness of each rim-type was summed for vessels of

the same diameter and rim form. This number was then divided by one hundred. All

numbers were rounded up to the nearest whole number in order to establish the MNV for

that specific type of vessel and diameter. For example, a vessel with rim type of 1200

(see Appendix D) and diameter of20 cm with a total rim representation of20% would be

considered 1 vessel. Correspondingly, the same vessel with a rim representation of 110%

would be considered 2 vessels, and so on. Rim sherds representing less than 5% ofthe
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original vessel were not included in the analysis, resulting in some under representation

of vessel forms, because of the problems associated with obtaining a rim profile. This

problem was one also discovered in the experimental investigations by Chase (1985).

The reason calculation ofMNVs was undertaken was that, as many authors argue,

simple counts are insufficient to describe past activities and vessel counts are better

suited to this purpose (Orton 1993). Using this approach also eliminated the application

of discussions focusing solely on sherd weights as large vessels would be valued higher

than small vessels. It must be noted that I assumed archaeological assemblages, what

Orton calls "death assemblages" are related to the contexts in which they were used, or

"life assemblages". That is to say, different types of pottery, generally have the same

life-spans. The value of calculating MNVs is that it results in not having to assume that

all vessels break into the same number of fragments which, as Burgh's (1959) study

showed, is obviously not the case.

The calculation of MNVs is not without problems and a cautionary note must be

added. The largest problem with the MNV calculations is that authors are prone to

treating these as a ratio value when they are not. A MNV is the lowest value of a range

of possible values with the total number of rim sherds of a specific type being the upper

limit resulting in restricting which statistical methods may be used. This problem has

also been recognised by faunal analysts for some time and is directly applicable to

ceramic quantification studies.

Faunal analysis parallels ceramic analysis in many respects because both types of

artifacts are not only subject to fracture either by human or other events but vessel type

identifications are similar to species identification. Degree of fragmentation and how it
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should be dealt with when quantifying assemblages has been a long standing issue for

faunal analysis and a subject more deeply explored in that literature than by ceramic

analysts. The seminal work by Grayson (1979) provided a detailed examination of the

problems inherent in the use of MNIs (Minimum Number of Individuals) in faunal

analysis and suggested that it should be abandoned altogether as a means of quantifying

data as the conditions for its successful use are exceptionally rare. The major issue

revolves around how assemblages are aggregated into groups for analytical purposes.

For example, the remains of a single deer could appear in several different contexts

throughout a single site. If these individual contexts were treated as discreet, temporal

events researchers would generate artificially higher MNIs than if the site was treated as a

single event. Grayson outlined a means by which one can determine if the generation of

MNIs, or in the case of the hospital project and ceramics MNVs, could be seen to be

effective: comparison of the MNVs of the smallest aggregate unit (each excavated

context is a unique event) versus the largest aggregate unit (the entire site is treated as a

single event). Although there can, and usually is, change within each category as long as

the ranking ofthe categories remains constant then ordinal level statistical analyses are

possible. Table 4.4 summarises the impact of different aggregationallevels on the

generation of MNVs while demonstrating the criticism most frequently raised when

employing sherd counts alone for statistical purposes: the tendency of large vessels

towards increased fragmentation compared to smaller ones. This becomes evident when

displaying the ranges in ascending order (Figure 4.9).
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Table 4.4 Impact of aggregation level on MNVs from smallest aggregation level (left) to largest
aggregation level (right)

Agg.By
Agg.By Agg.By

Vessel Type Rim Count Excavation Agg. By Site Hospital RankContext
Block Grounds

Cups 8 8 8 8 6 6
Plato Hondos 50 47 45 42 34 3
Bowls 98 77 72 71 64 1
Plates 46 32 25 25 26 4
Ollas 68 63 63 62 60 2
Dep. Rest. 4 4 4 4 4 7
Drain Pipes 1 1 1 1 1 8
Unknown 20 20 18 18 17 5
Total 295 252 236 231 212

Figure 4.9 Overlapping ranges in vessel counts
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Vessel Form

In part, the criteria used to distinguish between cups, plato hondos, bowls, and

plates, all of which have an open form, is their comparative size with cups having the

smallest diameter and plates the largest. Examining differences between the highest level
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over aggregation, the entire hospital grounds, and the number of rim sherds present

shows that the broadest range exists between the MNVs of plates versus the rim counts.

Probably not too surprisingly, large plates tend to break into more pieces than smaller

vessels with the same form. Of note however, is that even using sherd counts alone the

rank between vessels is the same. Employing sherd counts, however, have a distinct

advantage over MNVs. Sherds counts do not represent a range of possible values and are

thus true ratios which allow for more sophisticated statistical analyses.

Although different types of vessels were described above, for the purposes of

calculating MNVs vessel types such as escudillas, pacillas, and olive jars were

incorporated into the more generic categories of bowls and alias. Additionally, the

number of rim sherds from which the MNVs were ultimately calculated is provided as

well and should be viewed as maximum MNV from excavated contexts. Ultimately,

each MNV should be viewed is not a single value per se but a range between the MNV of

a particular aggregation level and the rim sherd count for that vessel type. Thus, at the

site level of aggregation, there is anywhere between 71 and 98 bowls represented by rim

sherds. Of note is that the rank of MNVs calculated for each aggregation level remains

constant. Bowls are always the most numerous vessel type with, alias second, and drain

pipes always being the most infrequently recovered vessel type. Although this complies

with Grayson's criteria that rank should be maintained a problem exists when the MNV is

considered as a range between the given aggregation level and the rim count.

At the excavation block level of aggregation the possible range ofplata handas

falls within the range for plates. As a result, the rank order is no longer maintained when

considering all possible ranges of vessel numbers. In examining the hospital grounds
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aggregation level the range ofplato hondos overlap with plates, and bowls overlaps with

ollas. The overlapping ranges in categories results in the possibility of reordering vessel

ranking and prevents the use ofMNVs for statistical purposes. It must also be

remembered that only a fraction of the former hospital grounds were excavated and all

reported data must be interpreted as a sample of the entire hospital assemblage. This

should not dissuade researchers from attempting to employ MNVs or other, more

sophisticated, counting methods when appropriate. It only indicates they are not

appropriate in this case. In order to use NINVs effectively one would need broad enough

spacing between the ranges of categories so that no categories overlapped at any level of

aggregation and, ideally, complete or nearly complete excavation of the site. As a result,

for the purposes of ceramic analysis at the Hospital de la Real Caridad diagnostic rim

counts are provided for comparisons between vessel form frequencies and readers are

cautioned to bear in mind that larger vessels will tend to be slightly over represented.

Sherd counts are used when alternative methods are unavailable.

Identification of Ceramic Types

Ceramic studies are an important topic in archaeology with substantial differences

existing between those working in the prehistoric and historic realms. The availability of

documentary evidence regarding many ceramics types has shaped how and what

questions archaeologists ask of ceramic data. In historical archaeology, this has

manifested itself in greater concentration upon how ceramics might elucidate aspects of

class (Leone 1999; Miller 1980, 1991), ethnicity (Singleton 1999), or in the Spanish

colonies, the creolisation process (Deagan and Cruxent 1993; Ewen 1991, 2000). When

approaching ceramic analysis from the hospital excavation, I adopted the standard
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technique of distinguishing between different ceramic categories based first on ware,

using paste porosity, followed by decorative treatments. Paste porosity refers to the

amount of open space within the body of the ceramic; a function of the degree to which

the clay components have melted during firing. Generally, although clay composition

plays an important role, higher temperatures result in reduced porosity. Using this

approach, ceramics can be divided into several broad categories: terra cotta,

earthenwares, stonewares, and porcelain. For the following discussion only general

characteristics are provided for those ceramic types identified at the Colonial Riobamba

hospital excavation. For greater detail on all types see Rice (1987: 5-6).

Overwhelmingly, the most common ceramic type appearing at all three sites in

the former hospital grounds was terra cotta. Terra cottas are low fired, coarse wares with

the highest porosity of all ceramic types. Typical examples from the hospital excavation

include bricks (Figure 4.10) and roof tiles. Terra cottas are typically used as building

material at Spanish colonial sites and are generally excluded from most ceramic analyses.

Figure 4.10 Example of terra-cotta: Modified floor tile from the Hospital de la Real Caridad.
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Earthenwares are relatively coarse ceramic but are less porous than terra cottas.

Earthenwares were the second largest ceramic group recovered from the hospital

excavation. They appeared in a variety of different forms and, although sometimes

glazed, were generally undecorated utilitarian wares. Although glazed earthenwares have

been the research focus for most Spanish colonial archaeologists (Deagan 1978, 1987;

Deagan and Cruxent 1993; Jamieson 200 I; McEwan 1988) they usually form only a

small percentage of earthenware assemblages.

Stonewares, even less porous than earthenwares, are fired at high enough

temperatures to have partial fusion of the vessel's body. Ash and salt glazes are typical

surface treatment on stonewares and given their relative impermeability, stoneware

vessels are often used as drinking, decanting, transport or storage vessels for liquids but

only rarely for cooking (Gaimster 1997: 34). A single sherd represented stonewares from

excavated colonial contexts at the hospital in Riobamba. Stonewares are very rare at

Spanish colonial sites and as such generally receive little attention.

Porcelains are the least porous ceramic type, assuming glass is not included as a

ceramic type, although some authors do, notably Rice (1987: 4). Porcelains are fired at

such high temperatures that their body is either mostly or entirely fused. Although

porcelains are generally found in exceedingly small quantities at Spanish colonial sites

they have been the focus of intense study as their presence is a result of New World trade

with China through the Philippines (Kuwayama 1997, 2000; Skowronek 1998;

Skowronek 1992). Table 4.5 summarises the distribution of ceramic types at each site by

number of sherds for all excavated colonial contexts at the former hospital.
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Table 4.5 Ceramic distribution by ware type from colonial contexts by number of sherds at each
site

Refined Ceramics

Stoneware Porcelain
Site Name Coarse

Earthenware

Hospital North 2490

Lola 2942

Rosendo 1272

Total 6704

o

o

1

5

2

8

Total

2492

2947

1274

6713

Total number of recovered artifacts from colonial contexts at the hospital excavation was 6994.

Identification of Ceramic Vessel Types

Ceramic analysis at Spanish colonial sites has traditionally been the focus of

material cultural research, almost to the exclusion of all other artifact categories. In some

respects this is hardly surprising as ceramics form the vast majority ofmost assemblages.

At the hospital excavation, ceramics formed 95.9%, by number, of recovered material

from colonial contexts; 6713 ceramic sherds of a total of 6993 artifacts.

The classification system employed in the ceramic analysis excavated from the

hospital in Colonial Riobamba is loosely based on descriptive forms provided by Rice

(1987) and on emic Andean categories described by Jamieson (2000). Although the

major criteron used in vessel description is form, it must be noted that the categories I

employ are a combination of purely descriptive groupings and, when possible, emie ones

as well. Thus, when vessels or vessel fragments were identifiable to specific types, such

as cups, plato hondos, or olive jars these categories were used. When vessels were not

identifiable to specific forms appearing at other Spanish colonial sites purely descriptive
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categories were used, such as dependent restricted or olla, a generalised, Spanish tenn

used to describe an independent restricted vessel. As no complete vessels were recovered

during excavation these categories were applied to rim fragments from parent vessels.

The following discussion presents vessel forms recovered from the hospital excavation.

Cups are a form of simple unrestricted vessel characterised by having small rim

diameters and thin walls with a greater base/height to width ratio. Examples from the

hospital excavation were largely coarse earthenwares and occasional porcelain

specimens. There was little consistency in glazing application either in terms of presence

or design. All cups have rim diameters ranging from 6-12 cm with a mean diameter of

8.5 cm. See Appendix D, rim numbers 1600s and 1800-1899 for rim profiles of cups.

Plato Rondos are an emic ceramic category appearing at Andean colonial sites.

They are a type of deep plate intended for serving food. They exhibit an unrestricted rim

with flat to incurvate walls. The interior surface has a sharp angle where the wall meets

the vessel's base and the rim is often slightly thickened (Jamieson 2000: 176). Generally,

plato hondos are well made, wheel-thrown vessels that are usually glazed. When glazing

occurs on examples recovered from the hospital it is always present on the interior

surface, the exterior mayor may not be glazed. Plain, cream coloured glazes with

polychrome decorations, typically executed in greens or browns as slashes or curving

lines, are present on samples recovered during excavation of contexts in Colonial

Riobamba. Recovered plato hondos have rim diameters ranging from 14-20 cm with a

mean diameter of 16.8 cm. See Appendix D, rim numbers 1000-1199 for rim profiles.

Rim number 1010 is characteristic ofplato hondos produced in Cuenca, Ecuador.
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Simple Bowls are defined as vessels whose height ranges between 33% and 50%

of the maximum diameter of the vessel (Rice 1987: 216). I use this term as a generic

descriptor for vessel classes that may have had a wide range of possible functions.

Because 34.6% of recovered bowl sherds show moderate to high levels ofhearth

blackening, a significant portion of this vessel form was clearly intended as cooking

vessels. Ollas and plates were the only vessel categories to show greater hearth

blackening frequencies. See Appendix D, rim numbers 1200-1299, 1425, 1430, and 1501

for rim profiles of all bowls found during excavations.

Pocillos, also referred to as Pozuelos, are a subset of simple bowls intended as

serving ware (Lister and Lister 1976a: 73). They have a small diameter with either

straight or slightly curved walls and an excurvate rim (Jamieson 2000: 178). Inspired by

Chinese porcelain teacups, this particular form became common after the mid-l i h

century. See Appendix D, rim number 2040.

Escudillas are a form of straight-sided bowls often appearing on Spanish Colonial

sites. Lister and Lister (1976a: 41-42; 1987: 109) indicate it to be a wide bowl, coffee

cup, or small bowl. They comment that it may have been used as a small individual

serving vessel. The two examples from the hospital excavation had diameters between

13-16 cm and were fairly thin walled. The smaller vessel was slipped on the inside and

undecorated on the exterior surface. The larger vessel had a cream coloured glaze

without decoration on both surfaces. See Appendix D, rim numbers 1210 and 1240.

Plates are defined by Rice (1987: 216) as vessels whose heights are less than 20%

of their maximum diameter. As in the case of bowls, a broad range of functions are

possible from ornate, glazed serving vessels to undecorated examples intended for
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cooking or other utilitarian purposes. At the fonner hospital, plates ranged from 16-46

cm in diameter with 75% showing hearth blackening. This indicated that plates were

used largely as cooking vessels. See Appendix D, rim numbers 1300-1399 for profile

drawings of plates recovered from colonial contexts.

Dependent Restricted vessels are spherical storage or cooking vessels. Only two

examples were recovered from Colonial contexts at the hospital, both exhibiting different

rim diameters; 14 cm, and 16 cm. Both examples were unglazed coarse earthenwares.

See Appendix C, rim numbers 3000-3999 for profiles of dependent restricted rims.

One dependent restricted vessel fragment, represented by a small diameter

stoneware jug was recovered. Given the piece's small size, its exact fonn could not be

detennined. As several infonnative sources exist on stonewares more infonnation is

provided below. Appendix D, rim sherd number 3200 depicts this sherd's profile.

Ollas are a class of vessels with wide mouths. This class is used as a general

group to describe all vessels with an independent restricted rim. Generally these vessels

are unglazed or, if glazed, typically with green lead. This vessel category showed the

second highest frequency of hearth blackening of all vessel categories at 46.5 %

suggesting that these are cooking vessels, particularly for anything requiring boiling or

stewing. Ollas showed the most range in rim fonns, all of which are provided in

Appendix D, rim numbers 2000-2999.

Olive Jars, also referred to as tinajas, botijas, botijuelas, botija perulera, botijas

medias andjarra de aceite (Deagan 1987: 31; Goggin 1970: 4; James Jr. 1988: 43;

Jamieson 2000: 184; Marken 1994: 45), are a specific fonn of independent restricted

vessel coming from the long tradition of Mediterranean amphorae and have been the
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focus of extensive study by Spanish colonial archaeologists (Carruthers 2003; Deagan

1987: 30-35; Goggin 1970; James Jr. 1988; Marken 1994: 41-129). Olive jars were used

to store a variety of substances including olive oil, water, and tar but they were also

occasionally used in construction either as well casings, floor and patio fill, supports in

roofs, or as finials (Goggin 1970: 6; Marken 1994: 42). Particularly abundant in the

circum-Caribbean region during the 16th and Ii h century, not only are olive jars one of

the most ubiquitous ceramic types found in Spanish colonial sites but changes in their

form and the introduction of glazing are useful for dating purposes (Marken 1994: 41

138). Olive jars are not only distinguishable by their overall form but by unique paste

characteristics and what may be a white slip on the exterior surface. The white slip may

or may not be a deliberate decorative technique used by the potter and James (1988)

suggests its presence is probably the result of firing. Olive jars are fairly crudely made,

likely resulting from their rapid production, and have a layered paste with large air

pockets and a temper varying from sandy to rocky. From the perspective of the analysis

of olive jar fragments at the former hospital grounds in colonial Riobamba, it is important

to point out that during the 18th century it was fairly common to glaze the interiors of

olive jars with a greenish glaze (Deagan 1987: 33-34; James Jr. 1988; Marken 1994:

103). Unfortunately, because no complete olive jar rim fragments were recovered only

limited analysis could be performed. Olive jar glazing is a debated subject within the

literature. Deagan (1987: 34) only discusses the glazing of olive jars of the middle-style

type (late 16th through to beginning of 19th century) but James indicates that glazing

occurred on all forms (early, middle and late styles) with contradictory frequencies

between terrestrial and shipwreck sites (James Jr. 1988: 59). Ultimately, more research
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on olive jars is needed in order to detennine if the presence of glazing can be used as a

temporal diagnostic.

The reason for glazing olive jars is somewhat contested. Goggin (1970: 6) notes

that some authors speculate that lighter liquids, such as wine or water, would eventually

seep through the vessels' porous body and glazing the jars was intended as a preventative

measure. In his investigation of olive jars from the Conde de Tolosa and Nuestra Senora

de Guadelupe shipwrecks, James (1988) observed that the only substance recovered from

unglazed vessels were olive pits and tar, leading him to contest the idea that unglazed jars

may have been used for olive oil. He suggests that olive oil would go rancid if allowed to

penneate the vessel's walls resulting in contamination if subsequently reused. His

investigation of the Atocha and Margarita, two shipwrecks off the coast of Havana bound

for Spain, show that olive jars were either being reused in the New World or returned to

Spain for reuse. At the hospital, only one partial olive jar rim was recovered although

olive jar body fragments, easily distinguished from other earthenwares, were recovered

from nearly every excavated location. The olive jar rim profile is depicted in Appendix

D, rim number 2990.

Unknown vessel fonns were recovered from excavated colonial contexts.

Typically, the inability to identify fonn was a result of sherd size either in tenns of vessel

diameter, completeness or an inability to detennine vessel fonn based on rim profile.

Rims falling into this category are represented by the rim numbers in the 9000s in

Appendix D.
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Sourcing Ceramics: Locally Produced and Imported Wares

A local ceramic industry existed in colonial Riobamba providing wares to the

community and probably the surrounding population as well. Unglazed ollas were

produced in the Misquilli neighbourhood on the town's outskirts (Pazmino Acuna 2000:

75) but other unglazed forms were probably produced as well. A large quantity of glazed

ceramics with pastes not corresponding to other known types were assumed to be locally

produced. Local wares were decorated in a cream tin-glazed and commonly decorated

with browns, greens, and yellows, often in combination. Tin glazed wares are a distinct

type of ceramic found at Spanish colonial sites and are referred to as majolicas. In

addition, small examples of bright yellow glazed sherds suggest the possibility of

monochromatic pieces.

At the hospital excavation, two cream coloured ware groups were identified. One

group was particularly high quality, only being distinguishable from Panamanian

majolicas by its salmon coloured paste. Nearly 23.4% (N=120) of recovered cream

decorated sherds were of this type. Interestingly these wares are also found at other sites

within colonial Riobamba as well (Jamieson, personal communication, 2007).

Overwhelmingly, within the hospital assemblage plato hondos were the most ornately

decorated but occasionally olla and bowl fragments with polychrome decorations on

cream, were found as well. Typically, examples from the hospital were decorated with

thin curvilinear brown lines, thick parallel bands in brown, double bands or dots in green

and various combinations of these elements (Figure 4.11).
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Figure 4.11 Example of locally-produced majolica

Scm

A second ware type was also identified as locally produced given its high

representation within the hospital assemblage; 76.6% (N=512). These examples were

also cream coloured with polychrome decorations but were lower quality. Tin oxide was

added in comparatively low quantities resulting in transparent glazing in locations where

the glaze was applied thinly. Additionally, the paste was grainier with occasional

micaceous inclusions. These lower quality wares most closely resemble" orange

micaceous wares" described by Deagan (1987: 40-41) however were not identified as

such given the absence of the distinctive orangey-red paste and presence of glazing.

These wares were assumed to have been locally produced (Figure 4.12).
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Figure 4.12 Example of locally produced low qualit)' decorated ceramics

Scm

The identification of imported ceramics from the hospital was undertaken during

analysis to both understand from which markets the hospital drew resources and to assist

in dating excavated contexts. This was possible because imported ceramics have been

the focus of considerable investigation (Deagan 1987; Goggin 1968, 1970; Lister and

Lister 1976b, 1987; Lister 1978). During analysis, both rim and body sherds were

identified as being either locally made or imported base on analyses of paste, glaze and

decorative technique. As a result, this required that all data were reported as sherd counts

and not as MNV estimates. A total of 183 sherds were imported of a total 6713 sherds in

the ceramic assemblage. This represents 2.7% of the collection, by number, and is likely

slightly under-representing impolted ceramics as a lack of available comparative samples

from within the Andes prevented positive identification of imports from other Andean

cities. As such some of the samples identified as locally produced wares likely include

misidentified imports from other regions in the Andes. Table 4.6 summarises imported
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ceramic distribution at the three sites at the former hospital grounds. For analytical

purposes, all bricks and tiles were assumed to be locally produced. This was considered

a reasonable assumption given the presence of a local ceramic industry and the cost that

would have been associated with importing brick and tile from other location. Ceramic

recovery from the street trench in which human remains were recovered lacked sufficient

control to be included in the excavation results discussion and is treated separately.

Imported ceramics can be sourced to locations within contemporary Ecuador,

formerly part of the Viceroyalty of Peru, locations within Spain and the colonies, and

sources outside the Spanish empire. Unfortunately, the paucity of published references to

locally produced colonial period ceramics in locations within Ecuador, such as Quito,

Guayaquil, Ambato or Latacunga prevented imported ceramic identification from these

locations. Documentary evidence indicated that, by at least in the late 1700s, the

Hospital de la Real Caridad's director made frequent trips to Quito and Guayaquil to

purchase "medicamentos conocidos [known medicines]" (AHCC/R 1796a).

Additionally, documentary references to the hospital's administrative ties to Lima are

made (AHCC/R 1770b) and it is probable that ceramics, in addition to other goods, were

purchased by the institution in other cities. As a result, it is highly likely that unidentified

imported ceramics are present in the hospital assemblage. I have chosen to include these

in the "locally produced unidentified" category.
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Table 4.6 Summary of imported ceramics found at the Hospital de la Real Caridad

Site Name

Hospital North

Cuenca

Panama

Seville Olive Jar

Spanish Redware

English/Dutch Delftware

German Stoneware

Chinese Porcelain

Subtotal

Sherd Count Total
(N) (%)

41 55%

9 12%

20 27%

2 3%

1 1%

1 1%

1 1%

75 41%

Lola

Cuenca

Panama

Seville Olive Jar

Spanish Redware

English/Dutch Delftware

Chinese Porcelain

Subtotal

Rosendo

Cuenca

Panama

Seville Olive Jar

English/Dutch Delftware

Chinese Porcelain

Subtotal

Total

20

22

24

4

5

5

80

4
17

2

3

2
28

183

25%

28%

30%

5%

6%

6%

44%

14%

61%

7%

11%

7%

15%

Imported ceramics came from a variety of locations within and outside the

Spanish empire. The vast majority of identifiable imported wares came from the Andean

city of Cuenca, approximately 200 kIn to the south of Riobamba. All rim sherds

identified as originating from Cuenca were plato hondos (See Appendix D, Rim Form

10 I0), suggesting this may have been the only imported vessel form purchased by the

hospital. Ceramics from Cuenca were easily recognisable because of the distinctive paste

and poor quality glaze. Vessel pastes from Cuenca were tan in colour, porous, with

occasional air bubbles, and rocky temper. Glazing was only present on the vessels'
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interior surfaces. Glaze quality was poor and what appears to have been designed as a

cream glaze was applied with insufficient quantities of tin to create a uniform opaque

glaze. Decorations were typically polychrome with green and brown abstract designs,

slashes, and lines on a cream background being the most typical design.

Panamanian wares, a form of New World majolicas, were recovered from the

hospital excavations in large quantity relative to other glazed imports. Majolicas are

characterised by the addition of tin-oxide to decorative glazes resulting in the creation of

an opaque, white surface. Panamanian11 wares come from a long tradition of majolicas,

originating in Spain with related industries in other parts of Europe and, until a porcelain

industry developed in Europe in mid 18th century (Staniforth and Nash 1998: 3),

majolicas were probably designed to emulate Chinese porcelain. The addition of various

colours, often blues and greens, to the glaze prior to firing was a typical decorative

technique.

Initially imported from Spain and Italy, majolica productions centres arose in

Mexico and Central America by the 1i h century and formed part of the inter-Viceroyalty

trade along the Pacific coast. Panamanian majolicas were produced in various locations

in Panama Vieja from the late 16th century until 1671 when the city was destroyed

(Deagan 1987: 90-92; Jamieson 2001). With a readily identifiable red-brick paste,

Panamanian wares are particularly distinctive and appear in colonial contexts from Chile

through Mexico (Rovira 2001) they have been the focus of considerable investigation by

historical archaeologists (Deagan 1987; Goggin 1968; Jamieson and Hancock 2004;

IISee Florida Museum of Natural History's Historical Archaeology Digital Type Collection entries for
Panamanian wares. In particular, see Panama Blue on White (sample numbers 2683, 2070, 979) and
Panama Polychrome B (sample numbers 2681, 2125, 2223) (accessed Oct 22, 2007).
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Lister 1978) in part because of their role in dating contexts but, more importantly, in their

social role in colonial society (Deagan 1974, 1983; Jamieson 2001; McEwan 1988: 199-

203).

Ceramics from the former hospital grounds also originated in Spain. Two ware

types recovered from colonial contexts associated with the hospital were identifiably

Spanish. Several fragments of Spanish Redware (Deagan 1987: 37-39)12, none rim

sherds, were recovered during excavation from two locations. Redwares come in a

variety of forms, none recognisable in the hospital assemblage, and were produced with

declining frequency from the 16th through 1i h century. The second recognisably Iberian

ceramic type was the olive jar (Figure 4.13). As mentioned above, only one partial rim

sherd was found but several excavated locations produced recognisable olive jar sherds.

Nevertheless, given the broad production dates and a lack of major chronologically

diagnostic elements, olive jar sherds could not be used to date contexts precisely but do

indicate trade with Spain.

12 See Florida Museum of Natural History's Historical Archaeology Digital Type Collection entries for
Redware (sample number 3003) (accessed Nov 2, 2007).
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Figure 4.13 Olive jar sherd

Numerous recovered ware types could also be sourced to markets outside the

Spanish Empire. Although a very small percentage of the ceramic assemblage,

porcelains from China were the most distinctive foreign imports. The Chinese began

producing porcelain by the i h century A.D. and dominated the production and trade of

this ceramic type until Europeans began manufacturing porcelain in large quantities in the

mid 1700s (Staniforth and Nash 1998: 3). Chinese porcelains began arriving in the New

World in the late 161h century through the Manila-Acapulco galleon trade (Kuwayama

2000). This trade-route existed for nearly 250 years until independent Mexican ships

replaced the Spanish Galleons (Mudge 1986: 39). Lima, in the Viceroyalty of Peru,

played a major role in porcelain trade fairly early in the colonial period, exchanging the

massive silver output of the Potosi mines for Oriental goods, pa11icularly porcelain and

silk. Several royal decrees passed in the 16th and early I i h century aimed at preventing
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Lima from engaging in the Manila trade met with little success (Clayton 1975; Mudge

1986: 41). Inter-viceroyalty trade quickly developed between Peru and Mexico with

several port cities along the Pacific coast becoming important entrepots.

In Ecuador, the port-city of Guayaquil was a major locus for porcelain acquisition

and was the prime location for the shipment of porcelain to Cuenca (Jamieson 2000:

194). The route through which Riobamba acquired porcelain is not entirely clear and it is

possible that trade may have occurred through other major centres in the Andes such as

Cuenca or Quito, or directly with Guayaquil. Documentary evidence indicates that the

Hospital de la Real Caridad had direct ties to Quito, Cuenca, and Guayaquil (AHCC/R

1796a). In particular, in a 1796 court case against the hospital, three staff members

indicate that the director often travelled to Guayaquil to purchase medicine. As such it is

probable that the hospital administration purchased other goods directly from these

markets, or that medicine may have been arriving in Riobamba in ceramic storage

containers.

Trade in Asian goods quickly proved to be so lucrative that the Spanish

administration attempted to restrict the exchange by issuing several royal decrees which

ultimately proved to be fairly ineffective (Kuwayama 2000). By the 18th century

porcelains had been devalued as Chinese markets opened (Mudge 1986: 110) and, as

Jamieson (2000: 194) cautioned, they can no longer be used in attempting to describe

class and social relations in colonial contexts. Just prior to the beginning of the 19th

century the large scale trade in Chinese porcelains to Europe had ceased. This, combined

with the fact that the majority of the porcelain produced for trade was of comparatively

lower quality and mass produced (Staniforth and Nash 1998: 6; Valenstein 1975: 220-
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222) acts as a cautionary note to direct comparisons between the presence of porcelain

and assumed economic wealth unless the vessels in question can be identified as custom

works. As Deagan (1983: 239) noted, this is unlikely because porcelain frequencies are

so low at Spanish colonial sites and are typically restricted to the mass produced wares

and, "do not function as strong indexes of economic status". Nevertheless, it is

reasonable to assume that even 18th century porcelains did have higher value than locally

produced earthenwares even if comparatively lower than 16th and 171h century porcelains.

Only seven porcelain sherds, representing approximately 0.1 % of the ceramic

assemblage, were recovered during excavation. This frequency is consistent with other

Spanish colonial sites such as St. Augustine, in Florida, where porcelains never

represented more than 2% of ceramic assemblages and, typically, less than 1% (Deagan

1983: 77, 88, 114, and 236). Although not specified, porcelain recovery from several

Spanish colonial sites in New Mexico was rare (Trigg 2005: 73). In the Andes, porcelain

frequencies at sites are also typically low. Jamieson's investigations in Cuenca have

resulted in very small recovery of porcelain (Jamieson 2000: 195; 2004) as have

investigations by Nimmo (2003: 82,97). This pattern is also reflected in excavations

from the Andes as a whole. Bauer and Coello Rodriguez (2006) do not report finding

any porcelain from their investigation of the colonial period Hospital ofSan Andres in

Lima. Additionally, a major problem with porcelain studies is that, too frequently, it

receives only cursory mention (Mudge 1986: 43; Tschopik 1950) and as a result

comparison between Andean locations is difficult.

Stonewares were represented by a single rim sherd of Rhenish origin, recovered

from the Hospital North midden. In Germany, proto-stonewares were being produced as
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early as the 12th century with true stonewares coming into production in the 13th century

(Gaimster 1997: 35). Several regions in Germany have been identified as stoneware

production centres during the 16th century. The Rhineland was particularly active in

stoneware production for foreign markets in the 1i h century. In part, this is a result of

local clay deposits suitable for the production of stonewares. Collectively referred to as

Rhenish stonewares, several local industries based in towns situated in the northern

Rhineland have been identified as producers of this type of stoneware. These industries

include: Aachen, Cologne, Frechen, Langerwehe, Raeren, Sigburg, and Westerwald.

These industries competed to be the major stoneware producer for foreign markets

starting in the 16th century (Gaimster 1997: 191). During the 16th century this region was

situated adjacent to the Spanish Netherlands (Gaimster 1997: 224) which not only

explains Spanish motifs such as portraits of the Habsburgs but probably the presence of

stonewares in Spain and the Spanish colonies as well.

The most common Rhenish industry stonewares appearing at Spanish Colonial

sites were the Cologne-type and Cologne/Frechen ceramics (Deagan 1987: 103; 1995:

450; McEwan 1995: 209; Smith 1995: 341 and 352). Some of the earliest examples of

Rhenish stonewares found in British waters come from several bottles containing the

remains of medicines and, what may be, field dressing found in the Barber Surgeon's

cabin of the Mary Rose (Gaimster 1997: 106). Rhenish stonewares have also been found

on three Spanish shipwreck sites off Padre Island, Florida dating to 1554 (Arnold III and

Weddle 1978: 259 and 262). Gaimster credits these vessels as ideal "alharelli"

(pharmaceutical jars) for use on ships because of their impermeability and durability.

The very narrow neck and constricted rim allowed for better medicinal dispensing control
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and sealing. He also noted that the occurrence of these vessels was probably a result of

individual or specialised use as opposed to large-scale trade. Gaimster (1997: 98)

indicated that the Rhenish-type stonewares were most commonly exported to the New

World and these types of stonewares have been recovered from various sites from the

16th through 18th century.

The sherd discovered at the Hospital North site is a partial rim of a vessel,

probably a jug, with a diameter of 4 cm. Unfortunately, the fragment's size and lack of

decoration prevent positive identification to a particular Rhenish stoneware type. The

description of the fabric and glaze provided by Hume (1970: 55-57), in particular the

gray paste and brown mottle saltglaze, indicate that the sherd maya Bartmann jug, also

called a Bellannine, from the Frechen region. The fragment is a mottled browny-orange

in colour with a highly vitrified gray paste with dark gray central portion. The production

of this vessel type dates to the 1i h century (Gaimster 1997: 108 and 209; Noel Hume

1970: 55). The sherd does not correspond to the Brown Cologne Stoneware discussed by

Deagan (1987: 103) nor is it any of the stoneware types identified by the Florida Museum

of Natural History ceramic database 13
•

Delftware represented the most abundant imported ceramic type from outside of

the Spanish empire but is not particularly well-studied in Spanish colonial contexts.

Delftware was identified by its chalky off-white/yellow coloured paste and its cream

coloured tin glaze, and in one example, blue decoration. The glaze was poorly bonded

resulting in easy flaking from the paste. One decorated sherd had a blue painted

geometric design consisting of double sets of parallel lines intersecting with each other

13 www.tlmnh.utl.edu/histarch/gallerLtypes (accessed Oct 21, 2007)
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over a pair of parallel lines with small dots placed in areas between the lines (Figure

4.14). This design is identical to Delftware reference samples (numbers 2529, 2530, 165,

3094, and 157) from the Florida Museum of Natural History ceramic digital type

collection. With production dates ranging from the 1630s through 1800 (Coutts 2001:

67-75) for known examples from Spanish colonial sites, more work is needed in refining

chronology. Additionally, given the fragmentary nature of the examples from colonial

contexts, identification of specific designs was not possible. Nevertheless, the presence

of Delftware sherds is an indicator for trade and is the first reported occurrence of

Delftware from the Andes.

Figure 4.14 Delftware sherd from the Hospital North Site

Finally, lnkaic ceramics formed a minor component of colonial assemblages. All

three identifiably Inkaic sherds were recovered from the lower deposits of excavated

contexts. Based on their black and red painted geometric designs, the ceramics dated to

the Imperial Period and were motifs employed until the Spanish conquest (Parssinen and
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Surianien 1997). Although an Inka tambo, or way station, was located in Riobamba no

exclusively Inkaic contexts were discovered while excavating the hospital. This may be

because the tambo was located in another area of the city or that, as documentary

evidence suggests, the 1i h Century Hospital San Andres may have been in such a state of

disrepair that renovations for the Hospital de la Real Caridad entailed clearing the

original site prior to the 18th century institution's construction, obliterating previous

archaeological deposits (AHCC/R 1718, AHCC/R 1719, AHCC/R 1729, AHCC/R 1730

34).

Hospital-North

In the summer of2004, the Hospital-North site (Figure 4.2) was the first location

investigated for this project. A total of 33 auger tests over the site identified two main

areas with high archaeological potential. Given that this site was located somewhere in

the north-central portion of the hospital grounds I was concerned about the possibility of

testing those portions of the Hospital de la Real Caridad that were sold as private

residences. As such, I avoided areas in the northern portion of the Hospital-North site.

Additionally, the landowner requested that select portions of the property not be tested

because he wished to sell the cilantro and onion crops growing there. As a result,

excavations were concentrated in the southern portion of the site. Over the course of

several weeks two areas were excavated: a midden or open field area and an east-west

cross section through a wall.
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Midden (95N/200E)

A 4 m2 area was excavated in the property's south eastern comer (Figure 4.3).

Intact colonial contexts were discovered at a depth of approximately 80 em and continued

until cangahua was encountered at 130 em. At no point during excavation were

structures discovered. The lack of discernable stratigraphic changes until sterile soil was

reached at a depth of 140 em below surface support interpreting this area as a sheet

deposit, or open area into which trash was deposited.

Ceramic analysis was conducted with the intent of identifying vessel form and

ware type. For the analysis of vessel form, total numbers of rim sherds identifiable to

specific vessel forms were used as vessel proxies. MNVs are provided for those

interested and to illustrate that rim sherd numbers can frequently be used in discussions

of vessel frequencies without the statistical drawbacks inherent in MNVs. Nevertheless,

it should be remembered that larger vessels tend to break into more pieces and, as such,

these vessels will show increased representation. This is particularly true for plates as

comparisons between rim sherd counts and MNV will illustrate. Additionally, the

category of vessel representedness is included within these tables. Vessel

representedness is a measure of how complete vessel rims were. Although I do not

employ representedness for statistical purposes these data are included for any future

researchers' comparative work so that they may be able to better evaluate their findings.

For all statistical analysis of form only raw counts of rim sherds are employed. These

forms are ultimately based on an analysis of rims of sufficient size to determine a vessel's

profile. The distribution of vessel forms is provided both as a raw count of rim sherds

and as a percentage. The average percent representedness is also provided. This refers to
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what fraction of specific vessel forms were recovered at this location. In cases where

more than one rim sherd of a particular form and decoration is present the average

representedness of that particular category is presented. Finally, because a small number

of non-vessel ceramics were encountered during excavation these data are provided at the

bottom of each table. Non-vessel ceramics include: figurines, circular disk (probably

spindle whorl blanks), a cockspur and abraded ceramic fragments.

Excavation of the midden area resulted in the recovery of the largest rim sherd

sample for all excavated locations (Table 4.7 and Appendix C: Table C. 1). Almost all

identifiable vessel forms were present in the midden assemblage with plates representing

the largest category. Interestingly, several decorated olla fragments were recovered as

well. This suggests they were intended for display or that glazing on the interior surface

may have been perceived as useful for some purpose.

Table 4.7 Summary of vessel forms recovered from the Midden (95N/200E) at the Hospital North
Site

Vessel Form Number

Plato Hondos 11
Bowls 18
Dep.Rest 2
Plates 33
OUas 19
Total 83

The only non-vessel ceramics retrieved from the midden excavation at the

Hospital North site were two terra-cotta circular ceramic disks. Both show clear evidence

for grinding along their edges (Figure 4.15). They are likely spindle whorls blanks
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requiring only the central hole. Ten whole and broken ceramic disks were discovered in

colonial contexts from all three sites ranging in diameter from 19 mm to 33 mm.

Figure 4.15 Ceramic disks made from brick/tile from the Midden (95N/200E) at the Hospital North
Site

Scm

Proposing alternate functions for these artifacts is challenging but necessary as none of

the disks had a central hole needed to be a complete spindle whorl. Barton (1981: 40)

suggested that they are seals, placed over jar openings and sealed with wax. This

interpretation is problematic at the hospital excavation as the smallest rim diameter of

any vessel, 4 cm for the stoneware rim fragment, exceeded the largest diameter of the

disks themselves making it nearly impossible to seal any vessel using the disks alone.

Working outside an Andean context, Hahn (2004) proposed that they are gaming pieces.
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Table 4.8 Summary of ceramic wares recovered from the Midden (95N/200E) at the Hospital
North Site

Ware Type Number

Unidentified and slipped' 1628
Spanish Olive Jar 11
Local glaze. cream 75
Local glaze, other 5
Local glaze, green lead 97
Cuenca cream 19
Cuenca other 16
Panama cream 3
Panama lead green 1
Delftware 1
German Stoneware 1
Porcelain 1
Total 1858

Analysis by ware type was also conducted on recovered ceramics. Summary data are

presented in Table 4.8 (see also Appendix C: Table C. 2). In part, this analysis was

intended to facilitate dating contexts based on the presence of wares with known

production dates. These data are presented as both raw sherd counts and as percentages

of the total number of recovered sherds. The unidentified and slipped category includes

all non-glazed body and rim sherds. In addition to presenting the various wares, the

presence and absence of hearth blackening is provided as a percentage of the total

number of sherds. Hearth blackening occurs when soot accumulates on a vessel's

exterior surface as a result of being placed over a fire, either for cooking food or any

other process requiring heating the vessel's contents. It is sometimes difficult to

differentiate between hearth blackening and some decorative treatments such as some

forms of black slips. As a result, sherds were only counted as having hearth blackening

when a distinct patina of soot was present. Given the limited information that could be
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derived from unglazed and undecorated body sherds they received little analytical

treatment.

Two unidentified glazed sherds were recovered from the midden excavation.

These types do not correspond to any wares identified by Deagan but most closely

resemble Rey Ware because of the decorative technique employed. They are likely from

the same vessel, a small lead-glazed cup. The decorative technique was unique among

the material excavated from the hospital and consisted of a mottled brown and yellow

glaze. It appeared that the yellow glaze was added to sections of the vessel after the

brown. As a result, the border between yellow and brown sections is slightly feathered in

appearance with brown showing through portions of the yellow. A variety of artifacts

from this location could be dated based on known production dates. Date ranges for

Panamanian ceramics and Delftware indicate these deposits must postdate 1630 and a

fragment of green lead-glazed olive jar suggests associating these contexts with the 18th

century Hospital de la Real Caridad.

Several unglazed body fragments from the midden were discovered with impressed

designs on their surface. The Hospital North's midden area was the only location at

which these types of sherds were recovered. No complete impressions were recovered.

The designs are depicted in Figure 4.16. Little is known about the impressed designs and

I could locate no other examples from colonial assemblages. Although the designs may

be purely decorative it is possible that they were intended also as labels for the vessel's

contents.
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Figure 4.16 Impressed designs on ceramics from the Midden (95N/200E) at the Hospital North Site
(first impression is 2 cm in length)

A variety of non-ceramic artifacts were discovered in the Hospital-North midden,

which are summarised in Table 4.9. Given the highly fragmentary nature of glass

remains and poor preservation of metal only limited artifact classification by activity

could be conducted. As this is true for all colonial contexts excavated for this project

only summary information and highlights ofcertain artifacts will be provided.

The only distinctly medicinally related artifact was the broken base of a small,

undecorated, glass pharmaceutical vial (Deagan 1987: 136-137) measuring

approximately 4 em in diameter. In addition, numerous fragments of unspecified glass

storage vessels were discovered. One particularly enigmatic artifact was a small lump of

what appears to be a mixture of copper with small amounts of gold. Finally, two

fragments of brass tupos, indigenous women's shawl pins, were recovered.
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Table 4.9

Activity

Distribution of non-ceramic artifacts by activity from the Midden (95N/200E) at the
Hospital North Site

Number

Clothing fasteners
copper/brass

Construction materials
ferrous metal

Glass containers, unspecified
Glass tableware
Pharmaceutical
Unknown
copper/brass
ferrous metal
chert

Total

Wall Area (95N/190E)

2

2
33
2
1

3
3
1

47

The second area to receive intensive archaeological investigation was located

west of the midden. An auger test in this location suggested the presence of a structure

while also indicating intact colonial deposits. Initially, a 1 x 2 m trench oriented east-

west was excavated in this location with the first 40 em of deposit being mixed material

dating to the 19th through 21 st centuries. At a depth of 40 em a layer of large cobbles and

broken tile dating to the colonial period was discovered. This material overlay a wall, the

foundation of which was encountered at a depth of80 em. The top of the wall, composed

oflarge river cobbles, was encountered in the western portion of the trench at a depth of

approximately 54 em. When the wall was discovered, an additional unit was added to the

west of the trench in order to sample what I believed to be the potential interior and

exterior sides of a building. As a result, for the purposes of the following discussion the

material above and to either side of the wall were treated separately.
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West Side of Wall (9SN/190E)

Intact colonial period materials were discovered at depths between 40 and 143 cm

whereupon cangahua was encountered. Given a brick and tile density of 50.0 kg/m3
,

slightly over double the density discovered on the wall's east side (22.5 kg/m\ this area

may have been located within a structure. Unfortunately no conclusive evidence for a tile

floor was discovered during excavation and with slightly over 30 kg (27 tiles) of roof tile

and 13 kg of brick (2 bricks) it seems apparent that this region was either inside a

structure or an area where construction material may have collapsed. Analysis of

ceramics was conducted based on form; these data are presented in Table 4.10 (see

Appendix C: Table C. 3).

Table 4.10 Summary of vessel forms recovered from the West Side of the Wall (95N/190E) at the
Hospital North Site

Vessel Form Number

Plato Hondos 4
Bowls 3
Plates 2
alias 4
Total 13

Ceramic forms from four classes are represented at this location with relatively

equal distribution between the different types. Of the 13 rim sherds that were recovered

from contexts west of the wall, plato hondos and ollas appeared the most frequently; each

represented by four sherds. None of the ollas showed hearth blackening but it occurred

on both plates and one of the bowls. Taken as a whole the assemblage from this area

shows even distribution of serving, preparation, and storage vessels. Three of the four

plato hondo sherds were glazed indicating they were intended as serving wares.
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Subsequent to the analysis of fonn, ware types were examined with results presented in

Table 4.11 (see Appendix C: Table C. 4).

Table 4.1 I Summary of ceramic wares recovered from the West Side of the Wall (95N/190E) at the
Hospital North Site

Ware Type Number

Unidentified and slipped" 257
Spanish Olive Jar 4
Spanish Redware 2
Local glaze, cream 34
Local glaze, other 5
Local glaze, green lead 19
Cuenca cream 2
Cuenca other 1
Panama cream 2
Total 326

A diversity of glazed wares was recovered from contexts west of the wall. The

majority ofwhich were either made locally or could not be sourced. Within this

category, locally produced cream glazed wares dominated followed by green lead-glazed

types. Given that plato hondos were the most frequently glazed vessel fonn employing

decorative treatment in greens, blues, and browns most cream-glazed wares are probably

from plato hondos. The only vessel fonns showing green-lead glazing were bowls and

olios from the midden. The high frequency of hearth blackening on these sherds

indicates that green-lead glazed wares were intended for cooking. This excavation block

showed the highest frequency of glazed sherds compared to all other locations at the

fonner hospital grounds. Contexts above the wall showed the highest frequency of

glazed sherds, followed by those west of the wall then those from east side.
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For the purposes of comparison between locations I employed chi-squares to

establish if statistically significant differences were present between categories of

ceramics at different locations. This analysis was performed on ware types in order to

determine the age of contexts and on vessel forms in order to examine the activity

associated with a given context. In order to determine which categories exhibited the

largest differences, either in terms of greater or lesser expected values, standardised

residuals were employed. Phi-squares or, in the case of the Lola site when examining

more than two locations, Cramer's V were then used as a measure of association. Phi

square and Cramer's V measure the strength of the relationship on an increasing scale

from 0 to 1 with a value of 1 meaning absolute association (Shennan 1997:104-118). A

95% confidence interval was used to determine significance.

Examination of ware types between contexts to the west of the wall and those in

the midden indicated significant differences in their distribution. The largest differences

exist in the distribution of locally produced cream-glazed wares with the midden area

showing lower than expected values. Additionally, although no statistical differences

exist in distribution of vessel form, the midden shows lower than expected frequencies of

plato hondos. This supports the conclusion that cream glazed wares were typically, ifnot

exclusively, employed in decorating plato hondos.

Two identified ceramic wares from contexts west of the wall could be dated.

These are: Panamanian ceramics which were produced between 1600 to 1671 and

Spanish Redware which was in production from 1500 to 1750. No other dateable

artifacts were recovered. These dates indicate the contexts west of the wall post dated
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1600 and could be associated with either the Hospital San Andres or the Hospital de la

Real Caridad.

Finally, very little can be said with regard to non-ceramic remains from this

location. These data are presented in Table 4.12. Ferrous metals were highly corroded

and could not be associated with any particular activity save for two fragments of a hand

wrought construction nail. Also, the base of a small glass pharmaceutical vial was

discovered. Two other sherds of a glass storage container, possibly from the vial, were

recovered.

Table 4.12 Distribution of non-ceramic artifacts by activity from the West Side of Wall (95N/190E)
at the Hospital North Site

Activity Number

Construction materials
ferrous metal 2

Glass storage containers 2
Pharmaceutical 1
Unknown
ferrous metal 6

Total 11

East Side of Wall (95N/190E)

The east side of the wall was characterised by fairly low recovery of brick and tile

fragments. At a density of 22.5 kg/m3
, slightly less than half of the value in contexts west

of the wall and comparatively close to those values from the midden area to the east. In

part, this suggested that this area may be outside of the hospital and part of the field area

in which the midden was located. Ceramic distributions by vessel form are provided in

(see also Appendix C: Table C. 5).
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Table 4.13 Summary ofvessel forms recovered from the East Side of the Wall (9SN/190E) at the
Hospital North Site

Vessel Form Number

Plalo Hondos 1
Bowls 3
Ollas 2
Total 6

Hearth blackening was present on two bowls but not on the plato hondos or ollas.

Analysis of ware types recovered from this location is presented in Appendix C: Table

C.6.

Similar to the ware frequencies present in contexts west of the wall, locally

produced and unsourced cream-glazed wares represented the largest ware group,

followed by green-lead glazed wares (Table 4.14). Slightly less than half of the green-

lead glazed sherds were hearth blackened and, compared to all other glazed sherds, these

wares were the preferred cooking vessel. The presence ofhearth blackening on bowls

alone from these contexts, supports the findings from the western side of the wall that, at

least green glazed bowls, were typically employed as cooking vessels. With no statistical

differences in the distribution of ware types between this location and both the contexts

west of the wall and midden this area probably represented a mixing of the types of

wares.
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Table 4.14 Summary of ceramic wares recovered from the East Side of the Wall (95N/190E) at the
Hospital North Site

Ware Type Number

Unidentified and slipped" 171
Spanish Olive Jar 5
Local glaze, cream 17
Local glaze, other 1
Local glaze, green lead 16
Cuenca, plain 1
Cuenca cream 1
Cuenca other 1
Panama cream 1
Panama lead green 1
Total 215

Table 4.15 summarises the distribution of non-ceramic artifacts recovered from

the area east of the wall. Three glass sherds were recovered but could only be identified

with limited success as either body sherds from a storage vessel or, based on an

impression, glass tableware. Clothing fasteners represented by two tupos and an

aluminum grommet composed the remaining half of the non-ceramic artifacts recovered

from this location. The aluminum grommet was considered intrusive as the overlaying

contexts did not produce modern material and the context containing the grommet was

the first to be excavated that day.

Table 4.15 Distribution of non-ceramic artifacts by activity from the East Side of Wall (95N/190E)
at the Hospital North Site

Activity

Clothing fasteners
copper/brass
ferrous metal
aluminium"

Glass storage containers
Glass tableware
Total

*Intrusive

Number

1
1
1
2
1
6
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Dating this location is challenging because Panamanian wares were the only

ceramic type recovered with known production dates. Based on the presence of these

two sherds the contexts east of the wall post-date 1600. Like contexts from the western

side of the wall, this suggests that this location may be associated with either the 17'h

century Hospital San Andres or 18th century Hospital de la Real Caridad.

Materia) in the Wall (95N/190E)

The wall itself ran in a north south direction and was approximately 80 em thick.

Comparatively little material was recovered from contexts above and within the wall with

a total of two vessels, both plato hondos (see also Appendix C: Table C. 7). Ceramic

analysis by wear and decorative treatment is provided in Table 4.16 (see also Appendix

C: Table C. 8). This location had the highest frequency of glazed sherds, at 28%.

Nevertheless, given the small sample of material and the likelihood of horizontal mixing

through agricultural activity this area was not included in examinations between locations

at the Hospital-North site.

Table 4.16 Summary of ceramic wares recovered from Above and in the Wall (95N/190E) at the
Hospital North Site

Ware Type

Unidentified and slipped"
Local glaze, cream
Local glaze, other
Local glaze, green lead
Cuenca other
Total

Number

41
7
5
3
1

57
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Table 4.17 Distribution of non-ceramic artifacts by activity from Above and in the Wall
(95N/190E) at the Hospital North Site

Activity Number

Clothing fasteners
aluminum'

Unknown
ferrous metal 2

Total 3

* intrusive

The only dateable non-ceramic artifact recovered from contexts above the wall

was a single 20th century aluminum grommet. As in the case of the grommet recovered

from the eastern section of the wall it was considered intrusive. Given the particularly

small sample recovered from only an 11 em thick context directly above the wall this

material was left out of statistical examinations between locations at the site. The

rationale for this was that this area likely represented a mixing of material from either

side of the wall and could mask differences between locations.

Discussion

Three distinct areas were identified during the excavation in two excavated blocks

at the Hospital-North site: A midden or open field area, and two sides of a wall dating to

the colonial period. Examining the production dates of datable artifacts recovered from

contexts in this area suggests that the Hospital-North site could either be associated with

the 17th century Hospital San Andres or the 18th Century Hospital de la Real Caridad.

The lack of material dating to the 18th century prevents conclusive assignment of this area

to either of the hospitals.

No statistical differences exist between the various locations based on vessel form

Table 4.18. This suggested that the deposits were either mixed during the colonial period
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or that they represent refuse from the same activity or area. Given that no identifiable

floors were discovered this suggests these areas may not have been interior rooms. They

may represent outside areas, either patios or fields, separated by a wall. If this was the

case then they are likely sheet deposits representing the mixing of accumulated material

in exterior spaces and cannot be identified to specific activities related to vessel form

such as a cooking or storage.

Table 4.18 Statistical comparison of vessel form at the Hospital North Site

Context 1 Context 2 Chi·Square Value Phi·Square
Degrees of

Asymp. Sig. Notes
Freedom

HN Midden HN West Wall 4.653 0.220 4 0.325 not significant
HN Midden HN East Wall 4.738 0.231 4 0.315 not significant
HN West Wall HN East Wall 2.184 0.339 3 0.535 not significant

Statistical differences existed between the contexts west of the wall and those of

the midden (Table 4.19). The largest differences were greater representation of local

glazed serving wares compared to the midden, which showed higher representation of

imported wares. These differences could be explained by contexts west of the wall

having been related with an area where serving vessels were disposed of. The lower than

expected representation of local lead green lead glazed wares, a ware typically used in

cooking, suggests this area is not where food preparation is taking place. Possible

explanations for this include: an area where serving vessels were stored or disposed of,

or a location where meals were taken.
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Table 4.19 Statistical comparison of ceramic wares at the Hospital North Site

Context 1 Context 2
Chi·Square

Phi·Square
Degrees of

Asymp. Sig. Notes
Value Freedom

HN Midden HN West Wall 24.846 0.288 11 0.010 significant
HN Midden HN East Wall 14.311 0.229 11 0.216 not significant
HN West Wall HN East Wall 8.241 0.270 9 0.510 not significant

Rosendo

The Rosendo site (Figure 4.2), named for its landowner, was located in the

southwestern comer of the former hospital property. This site was composed of two

adjacent fields but at the time of investigation, only the northern portion was accessible;

the southern portion was being used for agricultural purposes. Auger testing and

excavation were carried out in this area during July 2005. This site was selected for

testing because, based on the Yepes map, hospital buildings appeared to have been

located in this area.

Based on the results of 27 auger tests suggesting intact colonial deposits and

structural remains, two areas were selected for excavation. Locations adjacent to the

eastern and western limits of the property were disregarded for excavation purposes

because they were both located next to walls and I believed archaeological contexts

would probably be mixed when the foundations were laid. Based on the available

evidence I identified these two excavated regions as a midden, or refuse pit, and an area

adjacent to a wall.

Midden (lOON/200E)

The midden area (lOON/200E) was located on the western side of the Rosendo

site (Figure 4.4). A total of three I m2 units were excavated. Initially, a I x 2 m
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excavation block, oriented north-south, was opened. Typical of agricultural fields in the

area, the first 30 em of deposit were mixed plowzone. These deposits were composed of

material dating from the 19th through 21 sl centuries. Intact Colonial deposits were

encountered at a depth of 40 em below surface and continued to a maximum depth of 140

em. No identifiably mixed Republican and Colonial contexts were encountered. The

matrix was a moderately compact volcanic ash with flecks of both plaster and charcoal.

During excavation no intact structures were discovered, although brick and tile fragments

were recovered. Based on stratigraphic analysis, this area was a small pit excavated into

cangahua with adjacent backfill deposited to the north. The pit contained a large amount

of ash, charcoal, bone and ceramics. The surrounding sediment did not appear burnt,

suggesting that burning of material did not occur at this location, although given that the

surrounding soil is composed largely of volcanic ash, this possibility should not be

discounted. After excavation of the 1 x 2 m pit an additional 1 m2 area was opened to the

west in order to gain a larger sample from the midden. As in all other excavation

locations, ceramics formed the vast majority of recovered artifacts. Table 4.20 (see also

Appendix C: Table C. 9) summarises the distribution of ceramics by vessel form. Table

4.21 (see also Appendix C: Table C. 10) presents the ceramic distribution by ware type.

Of particular interest was the discovery of, at least one, but potentially two figurine

fragments from the midden. One fragment is a llama head in profile while the other may

be a foot (Figure 4.17). Based on the ability to cross-mend several ceramic rim sherds

found in the same contexts as the figurine fragments indicates the fragments were

contemporaneous. Both pieces have orange sandy pastes with red slips.
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Table 4.20 Summary of vessel forms recovered from the Midden (I 00N1200E) at the Rosendo Site

Vessel Form Number

Cups 1
Plalo Hondos 2
Bowls 4
Dep. Rest 5
Total 12

Table 4.21 Summary of ceramic wares recovered from the Midden (I 00N1200E) at the Rosendo
Site

Ware Types Number

unidenlified and slipped 615
local glaze, cream 18
local glaze, other 2
local glaze, green lead 5
Panama cream 8

Panama lead green 2
Del~are 1
Porcelain 1

Total 652

Figure 4.17 Llama and foot figurine fragments found in the Midden (100NI200E) at the Rosendo
Site

5 ern
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Non-ceramic artifacts formed a small percentage of the material recovered from

the midden area to the west of the wall at Rosendo. Table 4.23 summarises the non

ceramic artifacts recovered. Glass artifacts formed a component of several activity

categories. A small thin square fragment of glass was interpreted as being a decorative

inlay for furniture. A wire wound glass bead with a production date between 1700 and

1750 was discovered in the midden deposit (Deagan 1987: 178). See Table 4.22 for a

complete description of the bead. A brass straight pin was also recovered. Finally,

several fragments of glass were recovered but given the size of the fragments, it was not

possible to suggest an associated activity other than unspecified glass containers. Finally,

lithic artifacts were recovered in small quantities. This includes two fragments of

possible red ochre or some other material with high iron content. A large, unifacially

flaked basalt knife was also recovered.
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Table 4.22 Beads recovered from hospital excavation

Bead Number 1 Bead Number 2 Bead Number 3

Site Rosendo Lola Lola

Location Midden (1 OON/200E) Below Floor (90N/205E) Below Floor (90N/205E)

Manufacturing Wound Drawn Drawn
Method

Construction Complex (wire wound, faceted Simple Compound
8 sided, and enamelled)

Shape Spherical Oval Barrel

Colour Yellowy, translucent Green Opaque whitey cream interior,
maroon/purple exterior coat

Modifying Marvelling, enamel Probable gold paint, or patina Marvelling, maroon/purple
Decoration coat of glass

Diaphaneity Translucent Translucent Opaque interior, translucent
coat

Size Large - 8.8 mm parallel to Medium - 4.5 mm along axis Large 8.2 mm parallel to
central hole; 10.6 mm at parallel to hole, 4.6 mm at central hole; 9.6 mm at widest
widest point perpendicular to widest point perpendicular to point perpendicular to hole
hole hole

Notes None None Possible Cornaline D'Aleppo
Bead (Deagan 1987:169)
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Table 4.23 Non-ceramic artifacts from the Midden (lOONI200E) at the Rosendo Site

Activity

Decorative furnishings
glass

Glass containers, unspecified
Jewellery
glass
stone

Stone tools
basalt knife

Unknown
copper/brass (pin)
ferrous metal

glass
red ochre (?)

Total

Number

1

9

1
3

5
2

24

Several artifacts recovered from the midden were dateable. Rim sherds between

several contexts could be mended indicating that these contexts were contemporaneous.

Fragments of Panamanian and Delftware ceramics, a sherd of green lead-glazed olive jar,

and the wire wound glass bead (Brain 1979: 110), mentioned above, provided dates

spanning the early 17'h through mid 18th centuries for the deposits from the bottom of the

midden. A fragment of 16th century Ming porcelain was recovered from contexts above

the 18th century bead, which suggested this item might have been either an heirloom

piece or intrusive element during the colonial period. This indicated an earliest possible

date of 1700 for this material and associated the midden with the 18th Century Hospital

de la Real Caridad.

Wall Area (lOONI210E)

Approximately 10m to the east of the midden, a second area was excavated.

Similar to the midden, the first 30 cm of deposits were mixed Republican and modem
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materials. However, between 30 cm and 60 cm intact Republican deposits were

encountered. Colonial period deposits were encountered at a depth of 60 cm. With the

highest brick/tile density of any excavated location and the recovery of 278 kg of terra

cotta fragments this area was clearly a wall. The wall had collapsed and fell northwards

at some point, possibly during the 1797 earthquake. A comparatively high number of

ceramics, including four ceramic disks and a ground ceramic sherd, were recovered from

this location. Ceramic data are presented in Table 4.24 and Table 4.25 (see also

Appendix C: Table C. 11 and Table C. 12).

Table 4.24 Summary of vessel forms recovered from the Wall (lOON/210E) at the Rosendo Site

Vessel Form Number

Cups 2
Plato Hondos 12
Bowls 20
Dep. Rest 1
Plates 1
Ollas 5
Total 41
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Table 4.25 Summary of ceramic wares recovered from the Wall (1 OON/21 OE) at the Rosendo Site

Ware Types Number

unidentified and slipped 511
Spanish Olive Jar 2
local glaze, cream 26
local glaze, other 9
local glaze, green lead 60
Cuenca cream 2
Cuenca other 2
Panama cream 6
Panama lead green 1
Delftware 2
Porcelain 1
Total 622

A small portion of non-ceramic material was also recovered from the wall area.

This included a highly fragmented portion of slate, which may have been used for

writing. Several fragments of metal artifacts, probably used in construction were also

recovered. Brass furniture hardware was recovered from this location (Figure 4.18).

Two other identical examples, one fragmentary, were recovered from the Lola site as

well. Non-ceramic artifact data is presented in Table 4.26. A range ofother activities

were represented at this location including unspecified glass container fragments and

construction material.
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Figure 4.18 Furniture hardware recovered from the Wall (IOON/2IOE) at the Rosendo Site (length
is 4 cm)

Table 4.26 Non-ceramic artifacts recovered from the Wall (IOON/210E) at the Rosendo Site

Activity

Clothing fasteners
copper/brass

Construction materials

copper/brass
ferrous metal

Furniture hardware

copper/brass

Glass containers, unspecified

Lithic debitage

chert

Writing

slate
Unknown

glass

ferrous metal

Total

Number

4
2

1

6

2

25

1

2
44

One of the most spectacular discoveries of the 2005 field season was an intact

stone finial slightly over 75 cm high and weighing an estimated 100 kg (Figure 4.19).

Made from an unidentified local stone, the overall form is a stylised flower. The bases of

two opposing sides, depicted in the right side profile drawing (Figure 4.20), were roughly

hewn with plaster fragments adhering to their surfaces. This suggested that the finial was
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probably incorporated into a wall as a decorative element and may not have been atop a

spire or roof comer. At least two contemporary stmctures, both churches, in Sicalpa, and

Sicalpa Viejo (Figure 4.21), have reused colonial period finals as decorative elements in

the walls abutting adjacent roads stylistically similar to the one found at the Rosendo site.

Although a large illustrated literature on Spanish and colonial church architecture exists

(Fraser 1990; Gutierrez, et al. 1986; Kubler 1972, 1973; MacCormack 1998) none

addressed finials directly. As such, it was not possible to date the finial based on style.

Figure 4.19 In situ stone finial discovered in the Wall (IOON/210E) at the Rosendo Site
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Figure 4.20 Profile drawings of finial

Scm

Figure 4.21 Colonial period stone finials in courtyard of Sicalpa Viejo church

\0 Ross Jamieson, 2005
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Unfortunately, few datable artifacts were recovered from the excavation of this

area. The deepest context, below the wall itself, held a single Panamanian sherd with no

other dateable artifacts being recovered. Other colonial contexts produced a range of

material including Panamanian and Delftware ceramics and a possible fragment of

Ch'ing Polychrome porcelain. This indicated an earliest possible date of 1700 for this

location.

Dating the construction of the wall itself is particularly difficult and is ultimately

dependent on how much interpretive weight can be placed on the presence of a single

Panamanian sherd. Given that an unnamed hospital, probably the Hospital San Andres,

was operating in the first half of the 1i h century (AHCC/R 1624) and that the production

dates for Panamanian wares range from 1600 to 1671 (Jamieson 2001; Rovira 2001) the

sherd's presence under the wall is understandable. There is a reference, again unnamed,

of a hospital operating in Riobamba as early as 1605 (Pazmino Acuna 2000: 63).

Pazmino Acuna cited a letter petitioning the Bishop of Quito for financial assistance as

the hospital was forced, over the course of the previous few years, to beg funds from the

residents ofRiobamba. If the statement is indeed true, and not a means of attempting to

portray the hospital in exaggerated financial straights, and assuming the wall was part of

the original construction, then only a very small window period existed permitting the

Panamanian sherd to be deposited under it. It is more likely that the sherd was

incorporated under the wall in a later renovation or during the construction period for the

Hospital de la Real Caridad.
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Discussion

Excavations from the two locations at the Rosendo site yielded materials dating to

the 18th century, although in the case of the wall there is a possibility that it predated the

Hospital de la Real Caridad. A diversity of ceramic material was recovered from both

locations with almost all vessel forms represented. Contexts from the midden contained a

lower diversity of vessel forms than the wall area. Statistical differences exist between

these two locations based on vessel form (Table 4.27) and ware type (Table 4.28).

Table 4.27 Statistical comparison of vessel form at the Rosendo Site

Context 1 Context 2 Chi-Square Value

RMidden RWall 17.088

Phi-Square

0.573

Degrees of
Freedom

5

Asymp. Sig.

0.004

Notes

significant

Table 4.28 Statistical comparison of ceramic wares at the Rosendo Site

Context 1

RMidden

Context 2

RWall

Chi-Square
Value

29.867

Phi-Square

0.449

Degrees of
Freedom

9

Asymp. Sig.

0.001

Notes

significant

The largest differences in form existed between the ollas, bowls and plato hondos

categories. These categories showed significantly higher representation from

assemblages excavated near the wall. The midden demonstrated higher than expected

representation of dependent restricted vessels and cups. Ollas and plato hondos were the

most under-represented vessel categories. Assuming vessel form is an indicator of

function, one possible explanation accounting for the different vessel frequencies is that

the wall area, with its higher representation of preparation and serving vessels, was either

a kitchen or, with the presence of the finial, a location in which kitchen refuse may have
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been dumped. Conversely, the midden appeared to be associated with ceramic deposits

associated with storage and, to a limited extent, cooking vessels.

There are also statistically significant differences between these locations based

on pottery ware and decoration. The largest differences between the two assemblages

occurred in the high frequencies of local green-lead glazed wares, which were found in

contexts associated with the wall. These were identified as cooking wares based on the

presence of hearth blackening. The second and third most over-represented categories in

contexts near the wall were local glazed wares and ceramics from Cuenca, which were

almost exclusively plato hondos. This supports the interpretation that the wall area

contained refuse associated with preparation and serving activities whereas the midden

was associated more with storage vessels. The discovery of an 18th century wire-wound

bead indicated these contexts post-dated the 1700s (Deagan 1987: 177-178). However,

combined with ceramic production dates for several wares spanning the 17th through 19th

centuries, it suggests that mixing of colonial deposits has occurred. Midden deposits

showed increased frequencies of Panamanian wares (production dates from 1600-1671)

and decreased frequencies of Delftware (production dates from 1628-1800 for plain white

and blue on white wares (Miller 2000: 106-111; Noel Hume 1970). In addition, the lack

of any discernable stratigraphic changes suggests these contexts were sheet deposits,

arising because of the mixing of garden trash deposited in this location.

Lola

The Lola site (Figure 4.5), also named for its landowner, was located north of the

Rosendo site, on the western periphery of the former hospital grounds. This site received

the most intensive archaeological investigation. In part, this was because this property
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was the only available area fronting the hospital's western periphery and, based on the

19th century maps, a location where buildings once stood. Sixty-eight auger tests were

dug in order to establish excavation locations with high potential. After the tests were

complete, locations where stone was encountered were plotted on a site map. The results

of this plot are provided in Figure 4.22, and suggest, if the discovery of stone at the base

of each test corresponds to structures, that this location has a central area comparatively

free of buildings. It is possible that this could represent two buildings at either end of the

site with a field in between. The central portion may be a patio with one building

surrounding it.

Five locations were selected for investigation, totalling an area of 16 m2
•

Locations were chosen throughout the site in order to try to sample as much area as

possible. The northern, eastern, and western peripheries of the site abutted either walls or

contemporary buildings and were avoided because I believed there was high potential for

encountering mixed contexts from the building of these later structures.

The Cobble Floor (90N/20SE)

Excavation in the western area of the site resulted in the discovery of a cobble

floor. A total of two 4 m2 areas were excavated. All deposits to a depth of 60 cm were

mixed 19th through 21 st century material. Compared to the Rosendo site, it was necessary

to excavate nearly twice the depth prior to encountering intact Colonial deposits. In

discussions with the landowners of the properties directly to the north of site, they

indicated that during the construction of their houses they encountered large walls over

one meter in thickness. They also indicated that they removed the stones, particularly

carved architectural elements and squared blocks, and reused them in the construction of
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their houses. The discovery and reuse of these stones may have prompted the landowners

to explore the field for additional colonial construction material.

At a depth of 60 cm intact colonial deposits were encountered which continued to

a depth of approximately 81 cm where a cobble floor was discovered. The floor in the

two areas was decorated differently, with the more northern of the two receiving

geometric alignment of select stones and the southern portion having animal bone as a

component (Figure 4.23). Bone decorations in floor were fairly common in both

Colonial and Republican periods buildings but are, typically, associated with elite

structures such as the 16th century Old Cathedral (Figure 4.24) and 19th century Casa de

las Palomas (Figure 4.25), a private house, both in Cuenca, Ecuador.
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Several examples offloors decorated with bone date to the late Ii h and early 18 th

century in Oxford, Suffolk, Bristol and Bedforshire. These examples were located in

several private homes, a church, school and an inn (Armitage 1989). During excavation,

these floors were removed in order to gai n samples of material from deposits underneath.

For analytical purposes, the recovered material was divided into context above and

including the floor itself and from material underneath the floor.

As in all other locations throughout the former hospital ground, ceramics formed

the vast majority of the artifact assemblage. These data are summarised by both fom1 and

ware type for contexts above and within the floor in Table 4.29 and Table 4.30 (see also

Appendix C: Table C. 13 and Table C. 14). Dating these contexts was possible through

an examination of the production dates of several well-documented ceramic forms such

as Delftware and Panamanian wares but also by using the pa11ial date from the cob-coin

found in contexts underneath the floors (see below).

Figure 4.23 Bone inlay and geometric design in Cobble Floor (90N/20SE) at Hospital de la Real
Caridad in Colonial Riobamba
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Figure 4.24 Colonial period floor in the Old Cathedral, Cuenca, Ecuador

Figure 4.25 Bone decorations in floor, La Casa de las Palomas, Cuenca, Ecuador
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Dates span ranges from the 1i h through 18th centuries for ceramics, making pinpointing

which century these contexts date to problematic. The discovery of the cob-coin datable

to the 1680s indicated that these contexts must postdate this period. Given these dates, it

is likely that the material in and above the floor dates to the terminal decades of the 17th
.

This would likely associate these contexts to the Hospital de la Real Caridad.

Table 4.29 Summary of vessel forms recovered from Floors and Above (90N/20SE) at the Lola Site

Vessel Form Number

Cups 1
Plato Hondos 6
Bowls 3
Dep. Rest 1
Plates 2
alias 5
Total 18

Table 4.30 Summary of ceramic wares recovered from Floors and Above (90N/20SE) at the Lola
Site

Ware Types Above Floor

Spanish Olive Jar 4
local glaze, polychrome on cream 47
local glaze, other 15
local glaze, green lead 50
Cuenca, plain 5
Cuenca, polychrome on cream 2
Cuenca, other 1
Panama, cream 2
Delftware 2
Total 128
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Table 4.31 Non-ceramic artifacts from Floors and Above (90N/205E) at the Lola Site

Activity Number

Glass storage 15
containers
Glass tableware 4
Nails
ferrous metal 1

Shoes and apparel 3

Unknown
ferrous metal 5
glass 10

Total 38

After photographing and drawing the cobble floors discovered in the western

portion of the Lola site they were removed in the hopes of exposing earlier hospital

contexts, particularly those associated with Hospital San Andres. Ceramic data for

contexts below the floor are summarised in Table 4.32 Table 4.33 (see also Appendix C:

Table C. 15 and Table C. 16).

Table 4.32

Vessel Form

Cups
Plato Hondos
Bowls
Plates
alias
Total

Summary of ceramic wares recovered from Below the Floors (90N/205E) at the Lola
Site

Number

2
7

8
5
13
35
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Table 4.33 Summary of ceramic wares recovered from Below the Floors (90N/205E) at the Lola
Site

Ware Types Number

Spanish Olive Jar 2
Spanish Redware 4
local glaze, polychrome on cream 69
local glaze, other 13
local glaze, green lead 89
Cuenca, plain 2
Cuenca, polychrome on cream 4
Cuenca, other 1
Panama, cream 10
Porcelain 3
Total 197

Table 4.34 Non-ceramic artifacts from Below the Floor (90N/205E) at the Lola Site

Activity

Construction materials
ferrous metal

Currency
Furniture hardware
ferrous metal

Glass storage
containers
Glass tableware
Jewellery
glass

Unknown
ferrous metal
chert
other stone (pumice)

Total

Number

5
1

32

3

2

12
2
4

62

A single silver cob-coin was discovered in the context beside the cobble floor

while excavating the Lola site. Cob-coins were a type of hand-made coin manufactured

in such a way that no two were ever alike. In order to manufacture a cob-coin a strip of

slightly uneven silver was cut, forming a slightly overweight blank. The blank was then

trimmed by hand to reduce the coin's weight to within a legally proscribed range for the
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intended denomination. Once the desired weight was reached the coin was placed

between two dies and struck with a lead-filled sledgehammer, resulting in impressing the

designs of the dies on the silver blank, and creating the coin (Craig 2000: 48-52).

Spanish colonial coins were produced in a variety of denominations (1/4, 12, I, 2, 3,4, 8,

and 10 reales) at three main locations; Peru, Mexico, and Colombia. Each region

produced coins that may often be identified based on either minting or striking

characteristics such as the typically poorly-annealed coins from Peru, the thin polygonal

Colombian coins, or hammering facets on the Mexican examples.

Figure 4.26 Silver cob coin from the Lola Site

Unfortunately, the coin discovered while excavating was poorly struck and

heavily worn. The coin is polygonal in shape with six sides of unequal length.

Determining the mint from which the coin originated was difficult, as it did not exhibit

the classic characteristics indicative of the New World mints. Given the lack of crowned

monogram it is unlikely to be Colombian (Krause and Mishler 2003: 173), and because
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of the incomplete enlacing of the "CA" on the obverse side it is not Bolivian. It is a half

real silver coin dating to the 1680s (Craig 2000: 53; Krause and Mishler 2003: 1139).

The obverse side has a partial die impression with the cross of Jerusalem with quartered

lions and castles; depicting the kingdoms of Leon and Castile. A line of dentic1es and an

unidentified outer band design surrounds this. This design element was adopted in

Mexico and Peru by the late 1500s and can be seen on most coins from these locations

until at least the early 1700s. On the reverse side is another partially impressed design.

This design consisted of a partially enlaced "CA" over the numbers "68". The "CA" is

the incomplete monogram of Charles II, King of Spain. The complete monogram is

"CAS" (Krause and Mishler 2002: 449). The numbers below were an incomplete date

corresponding to the 1680s. Typically, dates were only three digits with the "1"

thousands of years not included. Although the coin did not exhibit the typical annealing

scars of Peruvian examples the monogram ofCharles II is identical to those examples

coming from Peru (Krause and Mishler 2003: 1139).

Another particularly interesting artifact was a small ceramic head of a human

figurine. Similar to the figurines found at the Rosendo site, this figurine exhibited an

orange, sandy paste with a red slip (Figure 4.27). Figurine production, particularly those

made of stone but also ceramic, has a long tradition in the Andes (Cook 1992; Naula

1997; Stothert 2003) and although no identical specimens could be discovered when

researching the figurine, stylistically, it appears to have Inkaic influences (Rostworowski

2000: 173). The circular projections on either side of the head are likely intended as ear

spools, typically associated with high status or authority as seen in Guaman Poma's

depiction of a sheriff (Figure 4.28). Hair is visible on the back portion of the head but the
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top appears to be covered with some kind of headband or hat. The front part of the

headband or hat has a damaged embellishment that may have been a U-shaped symbol.

A similar depiction can be seen in the headdress ofTupa Amaru Inka depicted by

Guaman Poma de Ayala (Figure 4.28).

Figure 4.27 Head of figurine (2 em in height)

Several examples of small pumice fragments were recovered during excavation.

Although it is possible that these examples of pumice could be naturally occurring the

only contexts where they were recovered were located below the floor at the Lola site.

Their limited occurrence and distribution suggest that they are not a natural inclusion.

The function of these items is not entirely clear but pumice was used traditionally to filter
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drinking water into large ceramic jugs (Whymper 1892: 95) and may have served a

similar purpose at the hospital.

Figure 4.28 Depictions from Guaman Poma of an Alguacil Major, a sheriff or constable (left) and
Inka Tupa Amaru (right)

-
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(Guaman Poma de Ayala 2004a: 117; 2004b: 97)

Dating contexts below the floor was challenging in that production dates for

identifiable ceramics ranged over the 17th through 18th centuries. The cob-coin found

under the floor indicated that these context must post date the 1680s. Cross dating

between this area and the area adjacent to the wall at the Rosendo site was possible

because of the recovery of an identical decorative coffin furniture piece (Figure 4.18) and

it is likely the wall dates to the 18th century. Finally, a pocillo fragment was recovered
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from this location indicating a date no earlier than the mid-l i h century (Lister and Lister

1976a: 73). This suggested that the cobble floor was a part of the renovation associated

with the 18th century construction of the Hospital de la Real Caridad and those contexts

below the floor represented the construction event itself and mixing of Hospital San

Andres contexts.

Comparison of ceramics by form between contexts above and below the floor

resulted in no significant differences. Using form as an indicator of vessel function, this

suggested little differentiation between these contexts. When ware types were examined,

significant differences were apparent (Table 4.42). Contexts above the floor exhibited

higher frequencies of Delftwares, local glazed pottery, and wares from Cuenca. Given

the small size of Delftware sherds and the lack ofdetailed studies of its paste, it was not

possible to date the sherds to a particular century. Contexts below the floor had higher

frequencies of Panamanian ceramics, porcelains, and local green glazed wares. The

higher frequencies ofPanamanian wares below the cobble floor (0.9%) compared to

those above (0.3%) suggested these contexts were mixed deposits from the earlier

Hospital San Andres which operated at the same time Panamanian wares were being

produced and the period of abandonment and renovations associated with the Hospital de

la Real Caridad. Chronologically, this would place them at the end of the 1i h and

beginning of the 18th centuries. The ubiquity of green lead glazed ceramics and the

inability to identify specific porcelain wares prevented further refinement in dating.

Unidentified Area in Centre (95N/210E) of the Lola Site

This area was located in the centre of the Lola site. Only two artifacts were

recovered from what may be colonial contexts. One was an unidentified piece of glass
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the other was an undecorated coarse earthenware sherd. The only features not containing

19th through 21 st century material, and possibly dating to the colonial period, were four

small pit features excavated into the cangahua. Three of the features were small circular

pits, and the fourth was a small trench running east-west at the northern periphery of the

excavation block. None of the recovered artifacts could be dated.

Unidentified Area (90N/230E) South of Trench (95NI230N) at the Lola Site

This location was enigmatic as there were two discrete areas excavated into the

cangahua that created distinct north and south sections separated by a small wall.

Interestingly, all identifiable vessel types were located to the south of the cangahua wall.

These data are summarised in Table 4.35 and Table 4.36 (see also Appendix C: Table C.

17 and Table C. 18). This area was reminiscent of the small excavation in the central

portion of the site (95N/21 OE). The only dateable artifact recovered from the excavation

of this area was a Panamanian sherd discovered in the area south of the cangahua wall.

No statistical differences were apparent between this area and the adjacent trench either

by vessel form (Table 4.41) or ware type (Table 4.42) and with ceramic production dates

running from the 1i h through 18th centuries dating these contexts to either the Hospital

San Andres or Hospital de la Real Caridad was not possible. Non ceramic artifacts are

summarised in Table 4.37.
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Table 4.35 Summary of ceramic wares recovered from Unidentified Area South of Trench
(90N/230E) at the Lola Site

Vessel Form Number

Cups 1
Plato Hondos 1
Bowls 4
Ollas 1
Total 7

Table 4.36 Summary of ceramic wares recovered from Unidentified Area South of Trench
(90N/230E) at the Lola Site

Ware Types Number

Spanish Olive Jar 4
local glaze, polychrome on cream 12
local glaze, other 1
local glaze, green lead 10
Cuenca, plain 1
Panama, cream 1
Total 29

Table 4.37 Non-Ceramic Artifacts from Unidentified Area South of Trench (90N/230E) at the Lola
Site

Activity Number

Glass storage containers 2
Unknown
ferrous metal 1

Total 3

Trench (95N/230E)

A total of 4 m2
, oriented in a I x 4 m east-west trench, was excavated in the

eastern portion of the Lola site. Initial investigation at this location started with a I x 2 m

trench, which was expanded after substantial architectural remains were uncovered.

These remains included large wall foundations at either end of the trench with gravel fill
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situated in-between. While excavation was underway, carved brick and tile was

discovered in the form of two deliberately modified bricks; one intact, the other broken.

In addition two glazed tiles and a fragment of decorative stone were also discovered. The

tiles were glazed with a greeny-cream coloured glaze. Analysis by vessel form was

conducted with results presented in Table 4.35 (see also Appendix C: Table C. 19).

Table 4.38 Summary of ceramic forms recovered from the Trench (95N/230E) at the Lola Site

Vessel Form Number

Cups 1
Plato Hondos 4
Bowls 6
Plates 5
Ollas 6
Total 22

The only vessel form not represented in the ceramic assemblage recovered from

the trench was dependent restricted vessels. Ollas and bowls were the most frequently

represented categories with both showing equal hearth blackening frequencies at 33%

(N=2). Plates showed a higher hearth blackening frequency of 40% (N=2). A single

sherd of unidentified Chinese porcelain represented cups. The results of ware analysis

for recovered sherds are presented in Table 4.39 (see also Appendix C: Table C. 20).
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Table 4.39 Summary of ceramic wares recovered from the Trench (95NI230E) at the Lola Site

Ware Types Number

Spanish Olive Jar 14
local glaze, polychrome on cream 68
local glaze, other 11
local glaze, green lead 55
Cuenca, polychrome on cream 3
Cuenca, other 1
Panama, cream 9
Delftware 3

Porcelain 2
Total 166

The presence of Panamanian and Delftware sherds confirm a colonial period date

for this area but prevent a more precise dating to either the 1i h or 18th centuries. Non-

ceramic artifacts assist in refining chronology. These data are presented in Table 4.40.

Glass artifacts were highly fragmented and could not be assigned to a particular activity.

Chert and several fragments of quartz crystal represented stone artifacts. Although none

of the artifacts were dateable the furniture hardware was identical to fragments recovered

from the Rosendo site (Figure 4.18) suggesting these locations are contemporaneous and

associated with the Hospital de la Real Caridad.
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Table 4.40 Non-ceramic artifacts from Trench (95N/230E) at the Lola Site

Activity Number

Construction materials
ferrous metal 9

Furniture hardware
copper/brass 2

Glass beverage containers 1
Glass containers, unspecified 8
Glass tableware 4
Jewellery
silver

Unknown
copper/brass 3
ferrous metal 4
glass 3
chert 1
other stone 6

Total 42

Discussion

Based on an analysis of fonn, no statistical differences exist between the

Unidentified area south of the trench and those materials recovered from the trench itself.

A comparison by fonn for each excavated location across the entire Lola site results in no

significant statistical differences in vessel distribution (Table 4.41). Differences existed

when examining the distribution of ware types across the Lola site, primarily in the

distribution of wares below the cobble floor compared to other excavated locations at the

Lola site (Table 4.42).

Table 4.41 Statistical comparison of vessel form at the Lola Site

Context 1 Context 2 Chi-Square Value
Phi-Squarel Degrees of

Asymp. Sig. Notes
Cramer's V Freedom

Lola site 12.683 0.393/0227 15 0.627 not significant

Above Floor Below Floor 3.424 0.254 5 0.635 not significant

Trench Unidentified South of Trench 4.113 0.377 4 0.391 not significant
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Table 4.42 Statistical comparison of ceramic ware at the Lola Site

Context 1 Context 2 Context 3
Chi-Square Phi-Squarel Degrees of

Asymp. Sig. Notes
Value Cramer's V Freedom

Lola Site 50.064 0.310/0.179 30 0.012 significant

Above
Below Floor 18.39 0.238 10 0.049 significant

Floor

Trench
Unidentified 8.672 0.211 9 0.468 not
South of Trench significant

Trench
Unidentified

Above Floor 21.965 0.261/0.184 18 0.234
not

South of Trench significant

Trench
Unidentified

Below Floor 33.128 0.291/0.206 20 0.033 significant
South ofTrench

The largest difference in ceramic distribution was seen in the increased

representation oflocal green-lead glazed ware in sub-floor contexts relative to the eastern

excavated regions of the Lola site. Although the observed representation of Panamanian

wares relative to the eastern portion of the Lola site were what was predicted in the chi-

square test, there were reduced frequencies of Delftware and porcelain. If the lower than

expected representation of Delftware and porcelain can be considered the results of poor

availability because Delftware had just begun to be produced and because of Porcelain's

high market value then a 17th century date for sub-floor contexts is possible.

Nevertheless, this is based on only four sherds and should be viewed as tentative.

An examination of the ware types found at the Lola site indicate that statistical

differences exist between contexts found below the floor and all other locations. The

differences exist primarily in higher frequencies of Spanish Redware, local green lead

glazed wares, wares from Cuenca, Panamanian ceramics and porcelain. Spanish

Redware was produced from 1500 to 1750 and Panamanian wares range in production

dates from the late 16th century to 1650. The presence of these wares in contexts below

the floor suggested they predated the 18th century Hospital de la Real Caridad. Although
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Panamanian wares were found in other contexts at the site, their comparatively high

frequencies suggested greater availability and those 18th century deposits containing

Panamanian wares could be explained through the slow discard of surviving examples

after production had stopped. In addition, the presences of wares produced in Cuenca

found below the floor indicate that they were produced at least by the early 18th century

and possibly in the Ii h century.

Inter-Site Comparison

A diversity of analytical techniques can be employed when comparing artefact

recovery from different locations. As in the above examples, simple chi and phi-square

tests can be used to examine if statistically significant differences can be detected in the

distributions of vessel form or ware type. Examining standardised residuals for each

category is one means by which to determine where the largest differences in specific

categories existed. Although this is useful for small comparisons a more sophisticated

approach to examine differences is needed when attempting to employ this technique

across entire sites and several distinct locations.

I have employed non-metric multi-dimensional scaling (MDS), a form of

multivariate analysis, for the purpose of inter-site comparison. A thorough overview of

MDS, in particular its applications in testing for spatial and temporal differences in

ecological contexts, is provided by Clarke (1993). This technique is not new to

archaeology however (see Martin Hall (1982) for review) but, in the early 1970s when

archaeologists were exploring MDS use, one of the biggest problems identified was the

processing time required by computers to perform the necessary calculations (Matson and

True 1974). This is no longer a problem and because the technique has been successfully
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applied to ecological contexts, I have opted to draw on those methods. For the actual

calculations, I employed the PRIMER 5 program.

MDS, as applied to the hospital assemblage, is a visual representation of the

relative similarities between the various excavated locations. The stress value, a range

between 0 and 1, refers to the degree of difficulty in generating a plot with increasing

difficulty associated with values closer to one. Stresses of less than 0.05 are considered

excellent representations with effectively no chance of misinterpretation, while stresses

under 0.1 provide little risk of drawing false inferences (Clarke 1993). As both x and y

axes have no units the plot can be rotated, flipped or viewed as a mirror image although

standard convention dictates that the greatest differences between points be placed on the

X-axis. The relative distance between locations was calculated using the Bray-Curtis

measure of similarity on untransformed data. MDS plots were generated from three sets

of base data: ceramic vessel form, ceramic ware type, and, incorporating all artifact

classes, activity categories.
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Figure 4.29 MDS plot for ceramic ware type (Stress: 0.02)
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The MDS plot for ceramic wares demonstrates a broad spread with no coherent

clustering oflocations (Figure 4.29). This plot was generated using data presented in

Table 4.43. The midden at the Rosendo site and material from above the wall at the

Hospital North site are removed from all other locations. In the case of the midden at the

Rosendo site this is a deposit with larger numbers of storage vessels and to a limited

extent cooking vessels. Comparing the Rosendo midden to all other locations indicates

that major differences arise as a result of decreased representation of all glazed ware

types, most prominently local green lead-glazed and cream wares, with slightly elevated

levels of Panamanian wares. Nevertheless, these findings are not statistically significant

as the relative distance between the Unidentified area south of the Trench at the Lola site

and Hospital midden are greater than the Hospital and Rosendo middens (ANOSIM

results: p=O.III, R-statistic: 0.464). The material above the wall at the Hospital North
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site appears to be different, yet this is a result of the small sample size and presence of

only one imported ware sherd.

Above and below the floor contexts at the Lola site are located comparatively

close to one another in the MDS plot indicating a higher degree of similarity relative to

all other excavated contexts. Higher frequencies of Panamanian wares in contexts below

the floor suggests the possibility that these contexts date to the 17'h century but the

discovery of identical coffin furniture fragments found at the Rosendo Wall area, likely

an 18th century context, suggested mixing of 17'h and 18th century materials. This is

probably associated with mixing ofHospital San Andres contexts and Hospital de la Real

Caridad contexts associated with the renovations for the 18th century institution.
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Table 4.43 Source data for MDS plot for ceramic ware type

HN HN HN HN R R L I Below L UID L
Ware Type Midde West East Above Midd Wal Above Floor Trench Tren

n Wall Wall Wall en I Floor ch

Spanish Olive 11 4 5 0 0 2 4 2 4 14
Jar
Spanish 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0
Redware
local glaze, 75 34 17 7 18 26 48 68 12 68
cream
local glaze,

5 5 5 2 9 14 12 11
other
local glaze,

97 19 16 3 5 60 50 89 10 55
green lead

Cuenca, plain 0 0 0 0 0 4 2 0 0

Cuenca, 19 2 0 0 2 2 4 3
cream
Cuenca,
yellowltranslt 16 0 2 2 0
an
Panama, 3 2 0 8 6 2 11 9cream
Panama, 0 0 2 0 0 0 0
green lead

Delftware 0 0 0 1 2 2 0 0 3

Stoneware 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Porcelain 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 2
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Figure 4.30 MDS plot for ceramic vessel form (Stress: 0.03)
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An MDS plot for vessel fonn was also generated (Figure 4.30). Source data for

this analysis is presented in

Table 4.44. As in the case with the MDS distribution for ceramic ware there is no

clustering. Even though three locations are somewhat removed these were not

statistically different. The material above the wall at the Hospital North site is an outlier,

but this is accounted for by the presence of only two plato hondo rim fonns. In the case

of the wall at the Rosendo site there is increased representation ofplato hondos and

bowls relative to other sites. The Hospital North Midden area showed a reduced

frequency of plates and alias relative to all other sites these values were not statistically

different. The lack of site clustering or individual locations showing statistical

differences within the expected range represented across the sites as a whole can be

explained by the mixing of contexts after deposition.
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Finally, a MDS plot based on activities represented by artifacts was generated

(Figure 4.31). It showed clustering into two statistically distinct group (ANOSIM results:

p= 0.018, R statistic= I). The wall area at the Rosendo site was not statistically different

than the group including midden at the Hospital North site and the areas above and below

the floor at the Lola site (ANOSIM results: p= 0.167) and was thus not treated as a

separate group. In conducting this analysis ceramic storage, cooking and tableware were

excluded because of their ubiquity at sites and to more effectively discriminate any

differences in other artifact categories. Intrusive aluminum grommets were also

excluded.

Figure 4.31 MDS plot for activity (Stress: 0.08)
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The 25 writing slate fragments were reduced to a count of one. At the time of

excavation, the slate was discovered in one piece but shattered upon removal and

bagging. Source data for this plot are presented in Table 4.45.
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The east wall and west wall of the Hospital North site fonn the first cluster and all

other locations, except the wall area at the Rosendo site, fonn the second cluster. Glass

storage containers, construction material, and glass tableware show higher abundance in

the first cluster with clothing fasteners showing higher abundance in the second. All

clothing fasteners found in cluster two were tupos (indigenous women's shawl pins).

These differences could be explained, in part, by the mixing of construction debris in

these areas but explaining the presence of glass storage and tableware is problematic. If

the glass storage containers were employed in the phannacy then these deposits may

represent a renovation phase associated with the acquisition of the Jesuit phannacy and

larger hospital renovations in the l770s (Pazmifio Acufia 2000: 64). The lower

abundance of women's clothing fasteners in this area may also be a result of proscriptions

against women's participation in construction or working in phannacies. The latter

interpretation is supported by the Spanish medical system's nervousness around women,

medical knowledge, and medicinal plants (Griffiths 1999).

The MDS ceramic plots suggest a high level of homogeneity within the fonner

hospital in tenns of ceramic distribution by fonn and wares. Given that wares can be

used as chronological indicators, this suggested that either all contexts are

contemporaneous or that enough mixing of 1i h and 18th century material has occurred to

prevent separating excavated materials based on association with either the Hospital San

Andres or Hospital de la Real Caridad. As a result, all excavated contexts have been

interpreted as being either entirely 18th century material or mixed 17th and 18th century

material and all associated with the Hospital de la Real Caridad.
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Finally a presence/absence matrix was generated in order to examine what

differences existed in vessel distribution across the former hospital grounds (Table 4.46).

Only three of the six identified vessel forms are represented across the former hospital

grounds. Plato hondos, bowls, and ollas were found in all colonial contexts from the

three excavated sites. Hearth blackening was present on 46.5% of ollas, 34.6% of bowls,

and 3.7% ofplato hondos.

Interestingly, the only locations where all vessel forms were discovered were in

contexts above the cobble floor at the western periphery of the Lola site. The presence of

all vessel forms in this area suggested a generalised function for this region as there did

not appear to be particular emphases on serving, cooking, or storage wares. The

abundance of ceramics in all areas is explained, in part, through the contexts being sheet

deposits. However, differences do exist between vessel presence/absence at locations as

not all vessel forms are represented universally. This could indicate a basic level of

containment of deposits within walled areas. The presence of all vessel types suggests

that cooking/storage and serving were occurring in this location. Combined with the

presence of the cobble floor and in comparison with the Yepez map (Figure 4.1), which

indicates this area to be at the front of the hospital, it is unlikely this was the kitchen.

This area may have been the men's ward where patients were served their meals and

where the cobble floor would be seen or a potential entryway.
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Comparing the results of the MDS plot for activity areas (Finally, a MDS plot

based on activities represented by artifacts was generated (Figure 4.31). It showed

clustering into two statistically distinct group (ANOSIM results: p= 0.018, R statistic=1).

The wall area at the Rosendo site was not statistically different than the group including

midden at the Hospital North site and the areas above and below the floor at the Lola site

(ANOSIM results: p= 0.167) and was thus not treated as a separate group. In conducting

this analysis ceramic storage, cooking and tableware were excluded because of their

ubiquity at sites and to more effectively discriminate any differences in other artifact

categories. Intrusive aluminum grommets were also excluded.

Figure 4.31) with the presence/absence matrix the areas to the east and west of the

wall (95NIl90E) at the Hospital North Site and the unidentified area (90N/230E) at the

Lola Site assist in potentially identifying these areas. Given the presence of glass storage

vessels, at least one a pharmaceutical bottle, and the presence of construction debris were

interpreted as potentially being associated with the 1770s renovation and incorporation of

the Jesuit pharmacy into the hospital. The presence of serving and cooking vessels

supports this conclusion as medical treatment during the colonial period was, in part,

dependent on modifications in diet.

Conclusions

Inter-site analysis ofceramic material does not demonstrate significant

differences in the distribution of either vessel form or ware between locations. This

indicates a high level of homogeneity in the ceramic assemblages most effectively

explained because these contexts were sheet deposits. Based on the presence of hearth
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blackening, plates, bowls and ollas were commonly employed as cooking vessels with

green lead-glazed ollas the most common form of glazed ware used for this purpose.

Plato hondos, a glazed serving vessel, were almost never used as cooking wares. This is

not surprising as decorated vessels were typically used as serving ware.

The presence/absence matrix based on ceramic ware indicated that all excavated

locations contained plato hondos, ollas, and bowls and that only the contexts above the

cobble floor at the Lola site had complete vessel forin representation. In part, this may be

explained by post-depositional process such as mixing of contexts through Republican

and Modem Period agricultural practices. Another possibility explaining vessel form and

ware homogenisation across the site was related to the construction technique likely

employed when building the hospital. This technique, termed pise (Deagan and Cruxent

1993) is characterised by white lime plaster covered walls of packed earth built on

shallow stone footing and supported by posts. Use of this technique would result in

mixing of contexts as, presumably, earth from adjacent fields would be used when

building or renovating walls. Nevertheless, the presence of plates in contexts on the west

side of the wall and in the midden at the Hospital North site but not in contexts on the

east side of the wall suggests that site homogeneity based on agricultural practices alone

is unsatisfactory. This same phenomenon is seen in plates and dependent restricted

vessels at the Rosendo and Lola sites.

Analyses of ware form were conducted in an attempt to date contexts. This met

with limited success and other artifact categories, such as the bead, coin, and coffin

hardware, were employed to date contexts or associate locations with dateable contexts.

Conclusive evidence for 18th century contexts was present in the form of known
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production dates for beads and ceramics. However, some artifacts with production dates

in the 1i h century indicate mixing of contexts from the 17th century. No conclusive

evidence for prehistoric contexts at the former hospital site was recovered.

Faunal Material from the Hospital

Faunal material composed a small portion of the archaeological assemblage but

was not analysed because of my lack of expertise and limited resources. Some general

comment regarding faunal remains at the hospital can be made however. A total of 15.21

kg of fauna was recovered from colonial contexts during excavation ofthe hospital.

Table 4.47 summarises the distribution of fauna by weight at the various excavated areas

of the hospital.

Table 4.47 Distribution of fauna by weight

Area
Faunal Weight Excavated Colonial Volume Faunal Density

(kg) (m3) (kgl m3)

Rosendo Site
Wall 2.9 2.96 0.98
Midden 2.5 2.76 0.91

Hospital North Site
West side of Wall 1.0 0.9 1.11
Above Wall 0.0 0.09 0.00
East Side of Wall 0.4 0.8 0.50
Midden 1.4 2.4 0.58

Lola Site
Above Floor 2.2 3.44 0.64
Below floor 2.4 2.52 0.95
Trench 1.9 3.05 0.62
Unidentified Centre 0.01 0.01 1.00
Unidentified area South of Trench 0.5 0.29 1.72

Total 15.21 19.22

Generally, faunal remains were fragmented suggesting either a high level of

processing of animal remains for food or some post-depositional process such as
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trampling and gnawing by animals. Remains of fish, bird, rodent, and large ungulates

were recovered. Bone was also found as a decorative element in a cobble floor at the

hospital (Figure 4.23). Only three long bone elements were used in the section of the

floor exposed during excavation but this technique was common in the Andes. Some

examples of cobble floors, such as those seen in the Old Cathedral in Cuenca (Figure

4.24) and La Casa de Las Palomas (Figure 4.25) were quite ornate.

Human Remains

During the 2005 field season, south of the Hospital North Site, a municipal

engineering project excavating two large trenches in the Riobamba Road (Figure 4.32),

which runs through the central portion of the hospital ground, discovered the remains of

at least two human skeletons. The project was designed to provide water to a house

being built in the northwest comer of the Hospital North site. After the remains were

discovered and partially exhumed, the project engineer approached me with an offer of

the remains. After consultation with workers, neighbours, the project engineer, and my

Ecuadorian crew I agreed to curate the remains with artifacts recovered from excavations.
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Figure 4.32 Map of location of human remains (Trench 2) discovered during municipal water
project

Riobamba

___I

10 m

As a result of little contextual data it is difficult to gamer much information from

either trench, however no evidence for structures was discovered within the walls of

either excavation. Trench 1 was located approximately 16 m to the east of the south east

comer the Hospital North site. It measured approximately 1 m in width and spanned the

entire width of the street, approximately 6 m. The trench was dug to a depth of slightly

over 1 m. The backfill of this trench contained fragments of tile, brick, and some

ceramIcs.

Trench 2, located approximately 21 m to the west of the same comer described

above contained the bones of at least two human skeletons. This trench was also

excavated as part of the canalisation project designed to bring municipal water to a house

being constructed in the northwestern portion of the Hospital North property_ When I

arrived, a large quantity of human bone had been removed from the trench and placed on

the road. The trench was located roughly in-between the two individuals with the
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cranium of one located in the western wall and the lower portion of the other in the

eastern wall. As the workers wished to continue their project I was only given 30

minutes to extract the remains.

The two individuals appeared to have not been disturbed prior to the municipal

project. The northern of the two skeletons, the female (based on the shape of the sciatic

notch), was located in the eastern wall of the trench. She was discovered in a prone

position with body oriented in a northeast to southwest position with the head to the

south. By the time of my arrival I was able to salvage only certain elements. The

cranium, bulk of the ribs and the left arm had already been removed. The right arm,

spine, pelvis, and top proximal femurs were still in situ. After recovering these elements

I had to abandon the salvage as I was undercutting the cobbled street to such a degree that

continued work was too dangerous and I was asked not to expand the trench.

The second individual (a male based on the shape of the sciatic notch), was

located approximately 2 m to the south of the female and was found in the west wall of

the trench. Although a large portion of the male skeleton was disturbed it appears as

though he was also oriented in a northeast to southwest direction with head towards the

south. The cranium was facing east when recovered from the trench wall. The cranium

was largely intact, but the mandible and lower portion of the face were fragmentary.

At day's end one of my Ecuadorian crew members returned to the trench while

the project was in the process of backfilling to collect any additional remains recovered

over the course of the afternoon and returned with several more elements. Given the

limited exposure and disturbed nature of the remains it is difficult to determine the nature

of their interment. These individuals were likely interments associated with the hospital
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cemetery. Spanish colonial hospital cemeteries have not been extensively studied

(Ubelaker and Rousseau 1993). The cemetery at the Hospital de la Real Caridad in the

latter half of the 18th century was used in order to generate income for the institution by

offering plots (Pazmino Acuna 2000: 64). This material was bagged and returned to the

field house whereupon all material was removed from the bags to allow the bones to dry

before being dry brushed and curated for future analysis.

Ceramics Associated with Human Remains

Four sherds were recovered in situ while salvaging the human remains from the

municipal water project (Table 4.48). Of these, half were imported ceramics. A rim

fragment from a porcelain bowl with a diameter of 18 cm and representing 5% of the

total rim circumference was recovered. Deagan (1987: 98) identifies this type as Ming

porcelain dating from the mid 16th to early 17'h centuries. The other imported fragment,

also a partial rim (7% complete) of a bowl with a diameter of 16 cm was recovered.

Based on the rim profile and glazing this vessel is possibly a Mexican majolica dating to

the early to mid 17'h century:"These findings suggest the remains postdate the mid 17'h

century, at least, and mayor may not be associated with the 1797 earthquake. No other

classes of artifacts were recovered.
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Table 4.48 Ceramics associated with human remains

Ceramic Type Vessel Type Ware Type* Date*

Porcelain Bowl Ming 1550 to 1644

Earthenware Bowl Possible Mexican Majolica 1600 to 1650

Earthenware Bowl Unidentified local ware N/A

Earthenware Unknown Unidentified local ware N/A

*Based on (Deagan 1987)

Chapter Summary

This chapter described the process by which the former hospital grounds were

located, using a 19th century map drawn from memory by a survivor of the 1797

earthquake. Finding the hospital was facilitated because Sicalpa has maintained the

overall Spanish gridiron plan of colonial Riobamba. This section was followed by a

discussion of how the sites that received intensive archaeological investigation were

chosen and tested for productive areas. A detailed examination of the approach to artifact

analysis was provided with a special concentration on ceramic quantification. Several

methods used to count ceramics were evaluated and the method employed for the

following sections was described. Although the original intent of the project was to

employ minimum number of vessels (MNVs) this was ultimately abandoned, as the

distribution of ceramics did not meet the necessary criteria for the application of this

method.

The method used in quantifying the remains discovered at the hospital was

followed by a detailed examination of recovered artifacts. Heavy emphasis was placed

on ceramic analysis because they represented 96% of the recovered assemblage. Inter-
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site comparisons of ceramic assemblages based on vessel form and ware and analysis of

non-ceramic artifacts employing non-metric multidimensional scaling were provided.

Based on this data the hospital assemblage could be characterised as fairly homogeneous

in vessel form and ware distribution. As a result, refined dating of excavated areas could

not be accomplished and it was concluded that all contexts were sheet deposits dating

associated with the 18th century Hospital de la Real Caridad. A limited discussion of

recovered human remains and faunal analysis were then provided. The following chapter

will examine the implications of the descriptive data provided in this chapter

incorporating the interpretive framework outlined in Chapter 2.
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CHAPTER 5 DISCUSSION

Introduction

This chapter integrates both archaeological and archival evidence to situate the

social role of hospitals in their colonial context. Drawing on Crandon-Malamud's (1991)

ethnographic study of medicine in the Andes, a social context for the process leading

people to enter a Spanish colonial hospital is presented. This section is followed by a

discussion of the importance placed on the hospital based on its size and position within

Riobamba's city plan. Existing literature related to town planning and the 1573 Royal

Ordinances for city planning provide the foundation for claiming the elite status ofthe

hospital. These sections are followed by discussion of Goffman's (1970) characteristics

of total institutions and their expression at the hospital in Riobamba based on

archaeological and archival evidence and with reference to other colonial period

hospitals. Finally, drawing on archival records, I show that indigenous people were not

always passive recipients of the institutional process and, at times, could use the medical

system to escape important aspects of the colonial economic system.

The Social Context of Colonial Medicine and the Hospital

Medicine during the colonial period would have operated within a complex social

context with hospitals representing only one potential option among many when seeking

treatment for illness. Several authors have commented on folk medicine's ubiquity in the

Andes (Crandon-Malamud 1991: 1-12; Finerman 1989; Miles 1998) and, as such, I take

for granted a basic level of medical knowledge operating in all households within
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colonial Riobamba. Household medical knowledge, or folk medicine, would have been

the first means to treat most medical conditions. Occasionally, however, during the

progression of some diseases, the household's capacity to provide effective treatment

would have been insufficient and outside help would have been necessary. Outside

assistance could have taken many forms from seeking the opinion of individuals within

the community perceived to have greater medical knowledge than that available at home,

consulting with priests, employing indigenous curanderos, or using the hospital.

Romanucci-Ross (1977) termed this process the "hierarchy ofresort" and Crandon

Malamud's (1991: 25-33) study of pluralistic medicine in an Aymara village illustrated

this process while providing insight into medicine's social aspects.

In Crandon-Malamud's (1991) examination of medical pluralism in the Aymara

town of Kachitu, Bolivia the case of Renita and her daughter Maria is illustrative of the

complex medical system operating in the Andes. One day, Maria developed a cough and

fever. Initially, Renita believed this arose from exposure to too much sun while working

in the fields resulting in excessive heat. She attempted to deal with the condition by

administering cold teas in order to restore the child's humoral balance. When this proved

ineffective Renita became worried that her daughter had lost her soul and, after several

attempts to find the missing soul, Renita turned to an indigenous healer, or curandero, for

assistance. After reading the coca, the indigenous curandero determined it was Maria's

fate to die. That night, Renita dreamt that the spirits of a local mountain had decided to

raise Maria themselves which necessitated her physical death. The following day, Renita

took Maria to her godmother, the daughter of one of the hospital's auxiliaries, who

diagnosed the child with pneumonia. Maria was taken to the hospital and the consulting
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doctor agreed that she was suffering from pneumonia but had become too weak to be able

to receive antibiotic treatment. She was given cough medicine in the hopes that she

would recover enough strength to allow for administration of antibiotics. Later that

afternoon Maria died. The following day Renita's neighbour indicated that Maria had

died because the Devil had stolen her soul, which could not have happened had Maria

been a Methodist.

In this case the medical symptoms, a cough and fever, were interpreted in several

different ways being informed by possible Galenic medical philosophy through attempts

to restore humoral balance, traditional Aymara medico-religious beliefs in the form of

soul loss, mountain spirits and coca reading, Methodist interpretations rooted in

diabolical explanations, and a modem medical approach. I believe medicine in colonial

Riobamba would have operated in a similar manner. Not only does Crandon-Malamud's

(1991) study show the coexistence of various medical systems but closer examination

also shows the social context in which the medicine was conducted.

Each of Renita l s consultations was done in the context of seeking treatment for

her daughter but was also informed by existing relationships. As an Aymara woman

Renita's indigenous faith led her to consult the indigenous curandero. Her godmother,

identified as a mestiza but ailing economically, went to great lengths not to discredit the

diagnosis of the indigenous healer while proposing pneumonia. This was, in part,

because her status was maintained through her economic relationships with people like

Renita and other indigenous people in the community, whom she did not wish to alienate

by discrediting the indigenous curandero. Renita's neighbour however maintained an
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aetiology rooted in Methodism in order to overtly differentiate herself socially from

Renita and, by extension, all indigenous people in the community.

This example illustrates how those espousing differing medical philosophies

within Kachitu used these views to reinforce existing social relationships. Renita's

acceptance or rejection of these competing views was also used in the same manner, even

holding two apparently contradictory views. Renita maintained the beliefthat Maria's

illness was caused by soul loss but that her daughter's death could have been avoided if

she had arrived at the hospital earlier. She rejected the Methodist interpretation in order

to maintain her Aymara identity. Crandon-Malamud points out that these relationships

may be used by individuals in order to profit either socially or economically.

Although the above example comes from the Aymara in Bolivia I believe these

relationships also existed in colonial Riobamba. During the colonial period, many

medical options would have been available to those within the community when seeking

treatment. These would have included consultation with people having greater medical

expertise, priests, or a medical practitioner in the hospital. Given the deliberate

persecution of indigenous curanderos by the Spanish administration, accessing this

knowledge may have been more challenging, particularly in urban settings.

The Spanish medical system viewed indigenous curanderos, both male and

female, with trepidation (Griffiths 1999; Silverblatt 1983); the core issue being a

perception that indigenous medical knowledge was diabolical in origin. This was

particularly true of curanderas (indigenous women healers) who, as Silverblatt showed,

were particular targets for the Spanish administration. This was, in part, the result of the

perception that the devil acted through women (Alchon 1991: 38-39) and that medicinal
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knowledge, especially botanical cures, was derived through diabolical pacts (Silverblatt

1983). Griffiths (1999) shows that this perception was also held for indigenous

curanderos, specifically male indigenous healers, but to a lesser degree.

In his work examining several indigenous curanderos' trials in Peru, the 1720

case of Juan Vasquez is illustrative of the relationship between indigenous curanderos

and the colonial system. Brought to trial for the superstitious use of medicinal herbs,

Vasquez was forced to explain the source of his medical knowledge. His initial

explanation was met with dissatisfaction, being considered too superstitious, and through

a process of interrogation and testimony from doctors and clergy, Vasquez reinterpreted

the source of his knowledge, rooting it in Christianity and the natural world. The court

declared that Vasquez was to discontinue treating people but, in a slightly contradictory

ruling, to be instructed in Christian doctrine by the members of the Bethlemite order.

Griffiths did not view the trial process as an indication of wholesale replacement of

indigenous religion with Christianity but its subordination. Although this may have

allowed Vasquez to maintain his indigenous beliefs presumably his role as curendaro

ceased or was heavily curtailed. The delegitimisation of indigenous curanderos was an

attempt to undermine the important socio-religious roles they played in native

communities and consolidate medicinal knowledge within the Spanish medical system:

the religious orders administering hospitals and medical education (Griffiths 1999). This

system may have forced indigenous curanderos into rural areas where the Spanish

administration had less control or required greater subterfuge on the part of those

practicing in urban centres.
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The decision to seek medical treatment at the hospital may have been a complex

one. As Crandon-Malamud (1991: 10) cautions, the patient/healer relationship should not

always be interpreted as a "Rational Man" in the economic sense where a patient seeks

the most efficient treatment available. Although it is possible the hospital offered better

treatment for some diseases, potentially epidemics, this cannot be assumed for all

illnesses. Disease has medical and cultural components and it may have been possible

that hospitals were consulted for more than purely medical reasons. Seeking effective

treatment may have been the primary factor for making use of the hospital but other

possibilities exist. Individuals may have perceived economic gain in the form of meals or

establishing economic relationships with medical staff which could be used after being

released from the hospital. These would also have social and political implications

within the community itself, especially in the case of the late 18th century doctor Don

Manuel Ponton, who became Riobamba's chief magistrate, or corregidor. Conversely,

intentionally avoiding using the hospital could be perceived as a rejection of the Spanish

medico-religious system and as an affirmation of indigenous identity.

Another important aspect to recall is the hospital's role as a hospice. For many,

the hospital may have represented one of the few locations where the sick, elderly, or

poor could find some respite prior to death. This aspect to colonial period hospitals was

highlighted in Van Deusen's (1999) study of the San Bartolome hospital in Lima. This

topic is worthy of further research, especially in relation to the colonial process and the

impact of "disculturation". As Goffman (1970) highlighted in his discussion of total

institutions, those who made use of the hospital as a hospice would have been subject to

the most intensive institutional process because of their prolonged stay but because they
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did not return to colonial society the intent of the hospital's role as a "total institution"

would be unfulfilled. Although I interpret the colonising effects of the hospital as a

fundamental aspect of the institutional experience this should not imply that this was the

hospital's sole role. Indeed, the function of the hospital as a hospice was probably

viewed as an important element of the charitable obligation of the state, and the elite

within colonial society, to Indigenous people. Ultimately, however, regardless of a

peoples' motivation for using the hospital, upon entry, they became subject to the

institutional process. The material correlates and documentary evidence supporting the

hospital's role as a total institution are described in the following section.

Town Planning and Riobamba's Hospitals

Colonial Riobamba was typical in structure to other Spanish colonial towns as it

conformed, at least in spirit, to King Phillip II's 1573 Royal Ordnances (Nuttall 1921)

governing colonial town planning. Most Spanish colonial cities never followed the plans

exactly but the general principles provided in the Ordnances are a hallmark of many Latin

American cities founded during the colonial period. Generally, the town was organised

around a central plaza, or plaza mayor, with important civic, religious, and residential

buildings located on the plaza's periphery. Typically, these buildings would belong to

the church, prominent religious orders, municipal buildings, and elite housing. Streets

ran parallel and perpendicular to one another resulting in the classic gridiron town plan

with neighbourhoods frequently organised around smaller plazas (Crouch 1991). In the

past, gridiron town planning and its codification in the 1573 ordinances, has been

credited by some as the pinnacle of colonial representation (Butzer 1992) but this idea

has become increasingly criticised (Hardoy 1968; Hyslop 1990; Low 1995, 2000).
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King Philip II's 1573 royal decree contained several points relating to hospitals.

Towns, particularly those on the coast, were to have two hospitals (Nuttall 1921). The

first hospital, designed for the poor and those suffering from non-contagious diseases,

was to be built close to the plaza mayor and the town's main church (Ordinance #124).

The second hospital, for those with communicable diseases was supposed to be built

downwind from the town and, if possible at a lower elevation than the town, in order to

protect against the spreading of infection (Ordinance #121 and #124).

In Riobamba, the 18th century Hospital de la Real Caridad conformed to the

prescribed location for poor hospitals for the sick suffering from non-contagious disease

and aligned parallel to the town's streets which run in a northeast-southwest direction.

This location was probably also where the Hospital San Andres had been located prior to

its destruction in the late 17'h century. I base this on archival evidence outlining a plan to

renovate the ruins of the Hospital San Andres in order to found a new hospital. The

general lack of archaeological contexts dating conclusively to the 17'h century, with the

possible exception of those below the cobble floor at the Lola site (90N/205E), may be

the result of clearing the ruins of the former institution prior to construction of the

Hospital de la Real Caridad. Given the location, this interpretation seems more plausible

than having an empty field that close to the plaza mayor in the 16th and l7'h centuries.

The location of the hospitals close to the main church and plaza mayor held symbolic

significance within the colonial system.

Jamieson (2000: 50-51) pointed out that there existed a complex negotiation

between colonial control and resistance. He suggested that the plaza mayor and the

cabildo, church, and elite houses which typically fronted it were the centre of colonial
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control and were where the tensions were enacted. He viewed the use of space and

architecture in colonial cities as having "encoded" this tension. If the plaza major was

the focal point for the negotiation of control and resistance then those institutions located

in proximity should also be viewed as having participated in this process. The hospital

was equal in size to the Conceptas Convent until the sale of the northern portion grounds

in the 18th century. These institutions were not only the largest in Riobamba but also the

most centrally located to the plaza mayor with the hospital being located two blocks and

the convent one block from the plaza mayor. The size of the hospital compared to other

institutions and its proximity to the plaza mayor indicate it was an important component

of the colonial mechanism.

Goffman's Total Institution and the Colonial Hospital: Archaeological
and Documentary Evidence for its Expression

The following sections examine the material and documentary expressions of the

colonial hospital as a total institution. Paralleling chapter three, the material correlates of

structured space and time, surveillance, and behaviour modelling are explored. Wherever

possible, documentary evidence and reference to existing studies of hospitals or other

institutions are provided as supporting arguments.

Structuring the Hospital's Interior: Space and Time

The use of structured space and time at the hospital was designed to isolate

patients. The most obvious means of structuring space with the intent to isolate was to

enclose the hospital grounds within a wall. Although no archaeological evidence for a

perimeter wall was encountered during excavations existing published references indicate

one was present (Freile Granizo 1996). Discussions with local land owners occupying
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the former hospital ground, specifically those adjacent to the Lola and Rosendo sites

(Figure 4.2), indicated that large foundation stones were discovered when their houses

were being constructed along the eastern periphery of their properties (Efrain Cargua,

personal communication, 2005). These areas were not tested because all excavation

blocks were placed a minimum of 10m from the former property boundaries of the

institution in order to minimise potential contamination of colonial contexts by

contemporary building activities. Colonial period masonry has been recycled into new

perimeter walls (Figure 4.8). This area corresponds to what would have been the eastern

wall, or front, of the hospital as depicted in the Nelasco Yepez map (Figure 4.1). The cut

stones would likely have been used to decorate the hospital's main entryway which may

have been similar in appearance to the San Bartolome or San Andres hospitals in Lima

(Figure 5.1), with the bulk of the walls being made of white plastered adobe (Fraser

1990: 14).

Figure 5.1 Entryways of San Bartolome (left) and San Andres (right) hospitals in Lima.
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The use of cut stone would also have reflected the status of the institution as most

indigenous houses in Riobamba, at least in the 17th century, were made of adobe and

roofed in thatch (Pazmifio Acuna 2000: 36). The extensive use of brick and tile at the

hospital has also been commented on (Freile Granizo 1996) and was exhibited by the

recovery of over 600 kg of complete and fragmentary brick and tile remains from

colonial contexts during excavation. The discovery of fragments of cut floor tile, and one

complete example (Figure 4.10), indicate deliberate floor tile modification, possibly for

decorative purposes. The use of these materials would have conveyed the hospital's

status as an elite institution because the Spanish viewed them as having higher intrinsic

value in what Fraser calls the "hierarchy of materials" (Fraser 1990: 27). Exterior use of

stone was meant to convey institutional authority to both those entering the hospital and

the public at large and, as Goffman noted (Goffman 1970: 101-105), assisted in

validating the authority invested in the institution by society. Adobe and thatch, the

typical building materials for indigenous houses, were located below both stone and tile

in this hierarchy.

Within the hospital, architecture was also used to isolate patients physically and

symbolically. Stone was used within the hospital, as opposed to just on the exterior, to

continue conveying messages of authority. The most overt elite architectural element

incorporated into the hospital's design was the stone finial (Figure 4.19) found at the

Rosendo site. Finials do not serve any functional role in maintaining a structure but are

architectural embellishments. They are designed to occur in series to decorate the tops of

walls, ornate doors, or placed in insets within walls. Finials are present in a variety of

colonial period structures in the Andes (Fraser 1990: 135,138, and 148; Gutierrez, et al.
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1986: 66, 73, 102; Kubler and Soria 1959: Plates 1,24,55). Decorating the hospital with

stone finials would assist in symbolically conveying institutional power as the Spanish

believed building decoration and authority were intrinsically linked. This is evident in

Ordinance 124 in the 1573 Royal Ordinances outlining city planning:

"The temple in inland places shall not be placed on the square but at a
distance and shall be separated from any other nearby building, or from
adjoining buildings, and ought to be seen from all sides so that it can be
decorated better, thus acquiring more authority; efforts should be made
that it be somewhat raised from ground level in order that it be approached
by steps, and near it, next to the main plaza, the royal council and cabildo
and customs houses shall be built. [These shall be built] in a manner that
wound not embarrass the temple but add to its prestige. The hospital for
the poor who are not affected by contagious disease shall be built near the
temple and near its cloister, and the [hospital] for contagious diseases shall
be built in an area where the cold north wind blows, but arranged in such a
way that it may enjoy the south wind (Crouch, et al. 1982: 15)."

Squared stone and bricks were also recovered in association with the finial

suggesting that select walls, or portions of walls, were made of these materials. The

cobble floor found at the Lola site (90N/205E) (Figure 4.23) and located near the front of

the institution is similarly a reflection of institutional power not only by the use of stone

as a building material but by the time it would have taken to construct the floor. This

type of floor construction also appears in the former Hospital San Andres in Quito and

the early colonial period church in Cuenca (Figure 4.24) and appears to have been

reserved for elite buildings. The use of both stone and construction techniques associated

with elite buildings at the hospital would have had the effect of distancing indigenous

patients from domestic architecture to enhance isolation by creating an unfamiliar

environment.
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Male and female patients were also separated into different wards in the hospital:

men on the ground floor; women on the second (Freile Granizo 1996) and within the

wards patients were housed on platforms deeply recessed into the walls. This would have

prevented them from seeing or interacting with their neighbours without leaving their

beds. Talking between beds would have been difficult as well as, acoustically, sound

would have been forced outwards, into the ward. Paintings depicting patients in 18th

century hospitals suggest this was the standard way of housing them (Yepes 2004: 63, 64,

81, and 85).

Staff also participated in the patient isolation process by stripping people of their

personal belongings. This occurred immediately upon entry to the hospital as all patients

were stripped of their personal belongings which were then held in a separate room for

the duration of their stay (Freile Granizo 1996). Archaeological corroboration of this at

the Hospital de la Real Caridad is difficult to determine. In part this is a result of

depositional patterns and only one object of those identified as potentially personal items,

such as figurines, shawl pins, or beads, was found in primary context. This was the llama

figurine head (Figure 4.17) found in the midden at the Rosendo site (l00N/200E)

unassociated with any structure. Existing published sources shed light on the isolation

process in hospitals.

In 1776, after an unfavourable audit ofthe Bethlemite run Royal Hospitals in

Cuba the crown produced a Reglamento, or series of rules, to restore order to the

facilities. The Reglamento (Nasatir 1942) outlined the obligations of staff at the hospital

and provided standards by which the institution should operate. Several duties related

directly to isolating patients. In particular, rules 8, 9, and 10 for the Comptroller
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indicated that he would be responsible for cleaning, mending and replacing clothing

provided to patients and for maintaining a reserve stock in the event of an influx of

patients. Later, Rule 124 describes the uniform as a nightshirt that reaches below the

knees with long, cuffless sleeves. Also, as patients entered the facility personal

information was to be recorded in a log book and individuals were to be assigned to a

numbered bed. Rule 110 outlines the ways and what material were to be used when

making beds. In part this resulted in uniform appearance. Rule 117 indicates that roan

sheets and pillow cases be used if certain patients need to be distinguished from others in

the ward. Finally, Rule 121 indicates a razor was to be kept in order to shave patients'

heads, genitals, and trimming hair was often associated with admission procedures (Risse

2000).

Patient isolation was also emphasised through the very means by which medicine

was practiced in the hospital. Formal Spanish medicine was not only based on different

medical and religious principals than indigenous medicine but it relied on the written

record. As Risse (1987) notes, medical texts were written in Latin and not Spanish.

Given that most indigenous Andeans were illiterate and for the few who could read their

instruction was in Spanish (Andrien 2001: 115), accessing medical knowledge through

written text would have been impossible. At the Hospital de la Real Caridad several

junior medical practitioners including the porter, nurse in the women's ward, and

nurse/curandero were all illiterate (AHCC/R 1796). Even ifpatients were allowed some

autonomy or participation in the treatment regime administered by the physician and staff

at the hospital the principals by which this process was governed were inaccessible.
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An important element governing the relationship between the patient and the

hospital in the context of Goffman's total institution and the disculturation process would

have been the length of time individuals were kept for treatment. Minor medical cases,

requiring only short treatment, probably would not have experienced the institutional

process in any significant any. Conversely, in cases such as leprosy, where patients may

have been kept in the hospital in perpetuity they would likely have experienced the most

profound form of disculturation, Goffman's "civic death". For most patients, except

those suffering epidemic disease, the hospital may have been more permeable than

comparable institutions such as convents or prisons. Unfortunately I was unable to

discover the processes governing patient discharge and what it entailed.

Surveillance

Surveillance is difficult to test archaeologically at the Hospital de la Real Caridad

and evidence for it relies more on documentary sources and references to other colonial

period hospitals. Surveillance took several forms but, one of the most important, may

have been symbolic observation by God. Patients would have been confronted

immediately with Spanish medicine's religious aspect. Not only was the hospital run by

a religious order but, after being assigned to a bed, the Chaplain was to hear patients'

confessions, and depending on the severity of the illness, administer the Eucharist

(Nasatir 1942). Religion was built into the hospital in overt ways, the most obvious of

which was the inclusion of a chapel, but subtle forms were also used.

The 16th century Hospital San Andres in Lima, Peru was oriented so that all

patients in the three wards were able to see the altar and cross and hear mass from their

beds (Bauer and Coello Rodriguez 2006: 26). Not only would this allow patients to
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participate in religious events but, by having the cross in direct line of site, the

metaphorical supervision by God became reified architecturally. Van Deusen' s (1999)

depiction of the floor plan of the San Bartolome hospital, also in Lima, showed a similar

orientation. With the inclusion of two altars at the intersections of two different wards,

almost every patient would have a direct line of site to a cross. Harth-Terre's (1964) plan

of Lima's Santa Ana hospital showed a similar orientation where the two independent

ward buildings, themselves in the shape of crosses, contained altars at the ward

intersections making the cross visible from every bed. Medieval hospitals in Europe

were typically designed this way (Thomas, et al. 1997: 99) and the Hospital de la Real

Caridad in colonial Riobamba seems to have maintained this architectural style.

As Granizo (1996) notes, the wards in which patients were housed were designed

with wide, open doorways so that those too sick to leave their beds could participate in

mass. Although no hospital plans were discovered for either the 17th or 18th century

institution the 19th century Yepez map suggests (Figure 4.1), given the orientation of the

ward, that patients could see the hospital's chapel from their beds. A cross visible from

the wards may have been considered part of appropriate Spanish colonial period hospital

design as well and were present in plans from several colonial period churches in Lima

(Van Deusen 1999). Although a cross would have been a more overt focal point

compared to the chapel building, in either respect the visibility of religious architecture

may have been intended as a metaphor for divine surveillance. Divine surveillance is not

restricted to Spanish colonial institutions and may be seen in Piddock' s (2001)

examination of the 19th century Destitute Asylum in Adelaide. She indicated that the

only location with windows looking out of the institution itself were located in the
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chapel. Metaphorically, this implies divine supervision in any interactions beyond the

institutional world. Within the institution surveillance took on corporal forms as well.

Although no direct evidence was discovered indicating that intentional patrolling

of the wards occurred at the hospital in Riobamba, surveillance could be assumed as part

of other activities. At the Hospital de la Real Caridad, the chaplain's daily

administration of the sacraments (AHCC/R 1796a) could also have been an opportunity

for him to encourage appropriate Christian behaviour and ensure that patients were living

according to institutional standards. Surveillance was also implied in descriptions of the

duties of the hospital staff. The Reglamento for the Bethlemite hospitals in Cuba

indicated that the Comptroller was to visit patients twice daily accompanied by either the

physician or surgeon and pharmacist to see if patients were receiving proper care and to

check if they had received their medicine and meals (Nasatir 1942). Hospital staff would

have frequented the wards while delivering patients' meals and snacks five times every

day. The chaplain was present in the wards to administer daily sacraments and the

physician performed rounds examining patients and administering medication. Finally,

hospital staff were present for daily cleaning of the ward (Nasatir 1942). These activities

would have resulted in permitting surveillance by hospital staff. A particular concern

outlined in the Reglamento (Obligations of the Cabo de Sala # 86) which would have

required observation of patients was the illicit eating of unapproved food. When patients

were caught, the Comptroller was to be informed, the food or drink confiscated, and an

investigation conducted to determine how the patient received the food with the offender

receiving some form of punishment. This may have necessitated puJIing apart the

patient's bed in order to search for food. This was to be conducted publicly so that both
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patients and staff could be warned against further infractions and was clearly intended to

model appropriate patient behaviour at the hospital.

Modelling Behaviour at the Colonial Hospital

Archaeologically, modelling behaviour at the Hospital de la Real Caridad might

be inferred from the presence of majolica ceramics. As mentioned in chapter five, the

study of majolicas has been a focus for archaeologists examining the Spanish colonial

period. Complementing descriptive studies of these ceramic wares have been attempts to

situate their use in a social context. Both Deagan (1983: 265) and McEwan (1988: 200)

note that majolicas were part of a category of artifacts that were socially visible and as

such carried social meaning, particularly as status indicators. Drawing on the works of

Bourdieu (1977) and Giddens (1984), Jamieson (2001) argued that majolicas played an

active role in the maintenance of Spanish ethic identity and power relations within

colonial society and were not solely reflecting these relationships. Majolicas were linked

to notions of proper dining and, by extension, proper elite modes of conduct.

Explaining the symbolic role of majolicas at the hospital is difficult as several

possibilities exist for their role. Majolicas, which represent 3.1 % of the ceramic

assemblage by number, did not appear to be concentrated in any statistically significant

way in any area of the former hospital grounds. This is as a result of post-depositional

mixing through agricultural practices, rebuilding, and natural disaster. Deagan (1983:

248-250) refers to these as "sheet deposits". Because the deposits are not in primary

context it is not possible to determine exactly who may have been using material derived

from them. With the lack of 19th century material it is possible to date this material to the

colonial period and, given the wall surrounding the hospital, be reasonably certain the
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material is hospital refuse. Two possibilities exist for which group within the hospital ate

from majolica vessels, either staff or patients.

Given the symbolic importance of majolicas to Spanish identity these wares may

have been reserved exclusively for the hospital's administration and senior medical staff,

particularly the physician who, according to blood purity laws, had to be of Spanish

descent (Risse 1987). If this interpretation is correct, majolicas within Goffman's

theoretical framework, would have acted to emphasise the separation between patients

and those running the hospital. However, it is not entirely clear if the staff at the hospital

were actually eating there. Documentary evidence dating to 1782 offering a position at

the Hospital de la Real Caridad to a doctor in Quito included a house (AHCC/R 1782)

indicating that the physician was living at the hospital itself. Given the scarcity of

physicians within the colonies, and if Manuel Ponton, who functioned as the town doctor

and later the corregidor, can be used as an example, he would have had at least one

servant (AHCC/R 1790). If this was the case then the physician's meals may have been

prepared and eaten at home. Determining where the members of the Bethlemite Order

lived and ate is more challenging as very little archival information directly related to

them was discovered. It is possible that some, or all, of the members of the Order lived

and ate at the hospital. Were this the case it is also possible that majolicas were reserved

for the members' order. This would serve to distinguish between the members of the

order and the patients and, as is the case if the physician and seniors staff were using

them, act to isolate patients. The use of majolicas by the members of the order would be

fascinating because it may suggest selective adherence to their vows of poverty and that

the role of majolica to distinguish between the order and patients superseded vows of
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poverty. Also, the Bethlemite Order, unlike some of the other religious orders operating

in Riobamba such as the Conceptionists (Nimmo 2003: 17) did not appear to have blood

purity regulations governing full membership but majolicas could have been important in

maintaining distinctions within the order between its membership. Given the lack of

archaeological and documentary evidence supporting these hypothesis they should be

viewed as speculative. Archival evidence did conclusively demonstrate that patients ate

at the hospital. Only indigenous people can be confirmed to have eaten at the hospital.

This came in the form of a 1796 document containing depositions from several hospital

staff members and, in combination, it provided a partial weekly menu for the patients

(Table 3.1). The following discussion focuses on the role that majolicas played assuming

that indigenous people were eating at the hospital.

If Van Buren's (1996) examination of Torata Alta, an early colonial period

Andean settlement in Peru can be used as an example, then indigenous people did not use

majolicas. Several reasons exist explaining this including a preference for traditional

ceramics, potentially for their value as ethnic or identity markers, desire to avoid the

symbolic association of majolicas with Spanish identity, or inability or unwillingness to

purchase the more expensive wares. In the hospital, eating from undecorated

earthenwares would be a familiar practice to indigenous patients and would undermine

the isolation process. Providing meals on majolicas would not only further isolate

patients but, because of the symbolic importance of majolicas in maintaining Spanish

modes of behaviour surrounding eating, they could provide an opportunity for the

modelling of behaviour.
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The idea of behavioural modelling and alteration of habitus is implied in the early

calls for founding of the Hospital de la Real Caridad in the 18th century when the

institution is described as necessary to provide " ... refuge and freedom from the hunger

and neglect of their homes I4
... (AHCC/R 1749)". Not only was the hospital a location at

which the perceived neglect and malnourishment experienced by indigenous people could

be remedied but behaviour change could be attempted in order to solve this problem in

the long term. The solution was, ultimately, to abandon indigenous ways of living and to

"practice" a lifeways more consistent with a colonial ideal.

Majolica frequencies at the Hospital de la Real Caridad are low and cannot be

considered elite as represented by domestic contexts from Buenos Aires, Argentina

(Schavelzon 2000), the Santo Domingo Monastery in Quito (Buys 1997) or Conceptas

Convent in Cuenca, Ecuador (Nimmo 2003). They do correspond to other 18th century

sites in the Andes typically associated with mestizo occupants (Figure 5.2). Smith (1991)

interprets the frequencies of majolica ceramics occurring in the bodegas of the Moquequa

Valley Project as indications oftransculturation or the mixing of both indigenous and

Spanish culture, what many researchers call mestizo.

14 " •. Refugio de salir del hambre y desamparo de sus Chosas..."
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Jamieson's (2000: 156) excavation of Calle Bolivar 9/20 in Cuenca is not directly

comparable given that the context was dated to the 17'h century but was included because

so little work on Spanish colonial sites in the Andes has been conducted. Although the

majolica frequencies fall within a range similar to the Hospital de la Real Caridad and

the Moquegua Valley bodegas, documentary evidence indicates that the colonial contexts

come from an elite household. Bolivian Tarapaya (Van Buren 1999), an elite Spanish

retreat for the wealthy Potosi mine owners, likewise dated to the 17'h century, showed

comparable majolica frequencies to those at Calle Bollivar 9/20 and were included

because of the limited work conducted. Finally, the site of Torata Alta (Van Buren, et a1.

1993) was included as the only published excavation of an indigenous site dating to the

colonial period. It should not be considered representative of all indigenous Andean sites

but I have included it to illustrate that it follows the trend of associating majolica with

either elite Spanish or mestizo contexts.

Indigenous use of majolicas would not only isolated them by being a ceramic

ware typically not in use by indigenous people but because of its symbolic value, it would

to represent an ideal behaviour sought by the institution. Indigenous people may have

been able to emulate mestizo modes of conduct represented by majolicas, and other forms

of material culture, but it is doubtful they could or would ever be considered mestizo. I

do not consider adopting the outward appearance of being mestizo a complete acceptance

of it by indigenous people but more as an economic or social strategy to gain advantage

in the colonial system. However, the attempt itself necessarily would have resulted in

supporting that system and, from the perspective of the hospital, the ultimate goal was to

encourage and sustain this behaviour outside the institutional context. Reinforcing this
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behaviour would have occurred by contact with other colonial institutions and those elite

and mestizo individuals operating within them. Within the context of Bourdieu's theory

of practice, an individual's habitus would necessarily be altered by successful

engagement in the "field", be it within the hospital itself or other elements of colonial

society.

Mestizos were invested in the Spanish colonial system but occupied the social

interstices between the Spanish born elite and indigenous populations. They were

"anyone of mixed European and indigenous ancestry or, in the social and cultural

hierarchy, status somewhere between European and indigenous peoples (Jackson

1999:4). Initially denigrated as a group, mestizos became integral components of the

Spanish colonial system (Ibarra Davila 2002: 129), acquiring social, economic, political

and legal advantages unavailable to indigenous people. By the mid_18th century, mestizos

were not subject to the mita or labour taxes (Ibarra Davila 2002: 130). Andrien (1995:42)

suggested that indigenous people would frequently attempt to "pass" in order to gain

economic advantage where possible. Appointment of mestizo authorities within the

indigenous system of rule in the southern Andes suggests that Spanish authorities viewed

mestizos as sufficiently indigenous but also invested enough in the Spanish colonial

system not to be threatening. Indigenous protest of these appointments supports this idea,

as mestizos were not accepted as Indians per se but their repressors (Serulnikov

2003: 107-8, 165). This tension can be seen in the 1777 uprising in Otavalo.

In 1777, Otavaleiio residents revolted after the crown's attempt to conduct a

census which would have resulted in raising taxes in the region. Mestizos were caught

between crown and indigenous factions and were forced to choose sides. Those siding
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with the crown fled yet the remaining mestizos who sided with the indigenous population

experienced violence nonetheless (Andrien 1995: 130). This could have been the product

of a perception that mestizos were actively repressing indigenous people or the product of

resentment over the economic advantages mestizos held.

Mestizo identity expanded social, economic, and political opportunities but, as

Goffman suggests in regards to resisting total institutions, this required intimate

knowledge of and participation in the colonial system. Gaining access to previously

unavailable resources by adopting these modes of behaviour helped sustain the colonial

system and provide incentive for others to abandon indigenous modes of conduct, at least

publicly. The use of material culture was not the only way in which an ideal behaviour

was modelled. Hospital staff played a key role in this process as well.

A series of rules, the Reglamentos, for the 18th century Bethlemite hospital in

Cuba illustrate how staff participated in encouraging the adoption of mestizo identity.

One of the most overt forms of behavioural modelling occurred through Chaplain's

instructing patients in Christian doctrine (Nasatir 1942). More subtly, games were also

strictly forbidden in the wards and patients were restricted to their beds. Patients were

also prevented from occupying the same bed. These last two Reglamentos were

important in preventing patients from interacting with one another and undermining the

disculturation process by potentially reaffirming indigenous identity through contact with

one another and the outside world through new patients. Within the context of

Goffman's framework for understanding total institutions patients occupying the same

bed and, potentially, engaging in sexual activities would have been particularly
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threatening. Sexual activity within the hospital would have been viewed as reforming

familial bonds and had to be prevented because it jeopardized disculturation.

The processes operating within the Hospital de la Real Caridad were designed to

isolate, observe, and impose on patients an ideal model of behaviour that would

ultimately support the colonial system. This process was time dependent and would have

had different impacts on patients based on their duration of stay within the facility.

Hospitals likely played key roles as total institutions supporting the colonial system as

they could acquire patients, attempt to replace indigenous identity and instil a desired

behaviour, and then return them to the non-institutional world. The changes the hospital

could instil would have been supported by other colonial institutions (Risse 2000) and, if

social, political or economic resources could be accessed through adoption of

institutionally modelled behaviour the benefits of accepting the colonial system should

have been self evident. I suggest that this process was generally successful but it is

important to recall that the medical system itself could be used to the advantage of

indigenous people who intentionally sought escape from mita by consciously engaging

with the medicalisation process. Further research is required in this area to support this

model as no data on 18th century hospitals have been published. The interpretation of the

Hospital de la Real Caridad presented here requires additional support from expanded

excavation in colonial Riobamba and other locations within the former Spanish colonies.

Until further excavation confirms the findings presented here, the possible use of

majolicas as symbolic representation of an ideal behaviour sought by the hospitals as

total institutions this model should be viewed as tentative.
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Future Research

Faunal and botanical analyses for this project have yet to be conducted. I

consider these analyses a priority for future research as they provide important

subsistence evidence for the hospital. Given the availability of the partial menu provided

the patients it would, at the very least, be valuable to confirm documentary claims as to

what the patients were eating. The level of butchering or butchering patterns and faunal

composition may indicate not only how intensively animals were being used but also if

traditional Andean versus Spanish meals were being served. Within the framework of

Goffman's total institution traditional Andean food would undermine the disculturation

process and as such I would expect the assemblage to be composed of Old World species.

With the documentary evidence suggesting the hospital was a location at which

indigenous people could escape the "neglect of their homes" the modelling of appropriate

behaviours is implied. Examining how this extended to the consumption and preparation

of food would be valuable in attempting to assess how intensive the modelling of

behaviour was as part of the colonisation process.

Analysis of medical plants in the archaeological record is particularly challenging

as distinguishing which plants were used as medicinal agents is difficult. The systematic

collection of botanical samples from the Hospital de la Real Caridad allows an excellent

opportunity to identify medical plants. Identification of Old and New World plants could

also be valuable in assessing the degree to which food and medicine are being hybridised

at the Hospital de la Real Caridad. If New World medicinal plants can be identified at

the Hospital de la Real Caridad then it may be possible to examine to what extent

indigenous medical knowledge was being mined and employed.
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The study of historical hospitals both within the Spanish colonies and without is a

fascinating topic with tremendous potential. One area which has received little attention,

and to which archaeology may be able to contribute, is the role of women as both

workers and patients in the hospital setting. From the Civil War period Sheridan Field

Hospital (Whitehorne, et al. 2000), St. Mary Spital in London (Thomas 2004; Thomas, et

al. 1997) and the Hospital de la Real Caridad in Riobamba women were represented

either in the staffing of these facilities or as patients. Researchers have, as yet, to explore

this topic in detail and investigations into the role of women in these contexts would be

informative. This is particularly true in the context of Richard Veil's (1996) work in the

late 19th century and the period in which the institutionalisation of women's health

occurred.

Concluding Remarks

The role of medicine as a mechanism supporting Spanish colonialism is still not

very well understood but I have attempted to show through a combination of archaeology

and documentary research a means by which hospitals participated in this process.

Further research in this area is needed as the increasing rate of development threatens

hospitals as an archaeological resource particularly in unique settings like colonial

Riobamba. Investigations such as these not only provide a broader social context and

more nuanced view of the colonial process but helps us to understand the legacy of

colonialism today.
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REFERENCES

Primary Sources

Note on Citation Style

At the time of investigation the AHCC/R were in the process of sorting

documents with the vast majority of the fonds filed loosely by year. As a result it was

rarely possible to cite particular files according to volumes, boxes, or pages. I have opted

to present the year and the opening words of the document to a degree sufficient enough

to allow identification when referencing to volumes (lorna) and particular files was not

possible. For those holdings in the National Archives in Quito volume (lorna), year, and

file numbers are provided.

AHCC/R 1624
PROTIEP tomo 15, afios l600s - highly damaged document dated to 1624

AHCC/R 1684
"En la Villa de Riobamba en once dias del mes de mayo de mil seiscientos
ochenta y quarto afios el General Don Antonio Luis de Bustamente ... "

AHCC/R 1711
"El Capitan Francisco Martin de Hirrera Vesino de esta Villa en Cumplimento de
poder... "

AHCC/R 1718
Burnt document with note in margin regarding the "Refacci6n del Hospital" starts
with "General Don Miguel [section burnt] mayor de esta dicha villa por su
Magistad ... "

AHCC/R 1719
"El Capitan Francisco Marlen (?) de Herrera Vesino de esta CilIa en
Cumplimiento del poder y facultad ... "

AHCC/R 1729
"Hallandoze de este Cavildo con el pedimento del Procurador General y con el
deseo ... "

AHCC/R 1730-34
"El General Don Joseph Anselmo de Villavisencio y Torres Alferez y
Procurador... "
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AHCC/R 1748
"En la Villa del Glorioso Apostal San Pedro de Riobamba en treinta dias del mes
de Disiembre ... "

AHCC/R 1749
"El GenJ

• Don Joseph Anselmo de Villavisenso y Thorres Alfarez... "

AHCC/R 1752a - document damaged, page starts with
" ... y quinientos pesos de sensos principal y sus reditos a favor de los padres del
Hospital Real de la Caridad ... "

AHCC/R 1754
"Intendente de Cabildo, Los diputados nombrado intendente de cabildo para las
refacciones ... "

AHCC/R 1757
"En la Villa de Riobamba en veinte y cuarto dias del mes de septiembre... "

AHCC/R 1768a
"El Protector de los Naturales en nombre de Pablo Chirao, Indio Natural del sitio
de Sicalpa ... "

AHCC/R l768b
"El Protector de los Naturales en Nombre de Felix Guacha, Indio Natural del sitio
de Sicalpa ... "

AHCC/R 1770a
"El Protector de los Naturales de esta partido, en nombre y defensa de Nicolas
Bacachela ... "

AHCC/R 1770b
"Sepan cuantos esta Carta Vieren, como yo Don Ignacio de Elola Vecino de esta
Ciudad de Lima..."

AHCC/R 1771
"El Protector de Naturales de este distrito, por la protecci6n de Antonio Patarum,
Indio Natural..."

AHCC/R 1772
"Simon Velasco, Enfennero, y Curador de los Enfennos ... Hospital, ante V.SS.
parezco en la mejor. .. "

AHCC/R 1775a
"Don Juan Antonio de la Carrera y Gonzales Regidor perpetuo de esta villa ... "

AHCC/R l775b
"El Protector de los Naturales de esta villa, en nombre de Estevan Chela... "

AHCC/R 1776
"El Doctor Don Miguel Vallejo Pefiafiel Clerigo [section damaged] visitero, y
vecino de esta villa ... "
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AHCC/R 1778
"Don Pedro Gontaire y Goieneche Vecino de la Villa de Riobamba ante vrnrd.
Como mas aia lugar... "

AHCC/R 1782
"En la Villa de Riobamba en Quince dias del mes de Sepc de mil Setescntos ochenta
y dos anos Lose Senores Diputados de esta Ospital Real..."

AHCC/R l786a
"Miguel Ximera de Garcias Vezino de esta Villa Administrador del Hospital
Real ... "

AHCC/R 1786b
"EI Doctor Don Andres Falconi, Presbitero Capelhin del Ospital Real de la
Caridad ... "

AHCC/R 1787
"EI Of. D.nAndres Falconi Presbitero Capelhin del Hospital Real de la Caridad de
esta Villa ... "

AHCC/R 1789
"Fray Joseph del Rosario de la Religion Betlemitica, Profesor de Medicina... "

AHCC/R 1790
"EI Admof del R1 Ramo de Aguardientes de esta Villa, dice: Que habiendo pasado
de su Orden ... "

AHCC/R 1791a
"Dona Manuela Albares, y Coello mujer legitima de Don Manuel Barberan, y
vecina... "

AHCC/R 1791 b
"Dona Manuela Albares, y Coello, mujer, u conjunta persona a Don Manuel
Barberan... "

AHCC/R 1791c
"Dona Manuela Albares, y Coello mujer legitima de Don Manuel Barberan, con
licencia que tengo"

AHCC/R 179ld
"En la Villa de Riobamba en cinco dias de el mes de Noviembre de mil
setecientos noventa y un anos ... "

AHCC/R 1792
"El Protector Partidario de esta Villa, por la proteccion de Antonio Leon Indio de
los Chimbos ...""

AHCC/R 1793a
"Los Tasadores nombrados por el Real Cabildo de esta vukka en Cumplimento..."

AHCC/R 1793b
"EI Protector Partidario de esta Villa por Ia proteccion de Manuel Gauin Indio del
Pueblo de Calpi ... "
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AHCC/R 1795
"Yo el [intra]escrito Notario Publico y de monjas de esta villa y su
jurisdicci6n ... "

AHCC/R 1795a
"Yo ellnfra escrito Notario Publico y des Monjas de esta Villa y su
Jurisdicci6n... "

AHCC/R 1795b
"El Protector Substituto de Naturales en nombre de Pasqual Colcha Indio natural
del Guaro (?) ... "

AHCC/R 1795c
"El Protector Substituto de Naturales de esta partido en nombre de Luis Cutupala
Indio natural del Pueblo de Calpi ... "

AHCC/R 1796a
"El Fiscal RS.M. dice: Que ha llegado [am nota (?)] que siendo el Hospital ... "

AHCC/R 1796b
"Recibi del S.rReg. r D.n Fran.co Xavier Davalos, ciento cuarenta y tres ... "

AHCC/R 1796c
"El Protector de los Naturales de este partido por la protecn y defensa de Antonio
Munda Indio de este Pueblo... "

AHCC/R 1796d
"El Protector de naturales de este Partido pr la Protecci6n de Gregorio Yuquilema,
Intio natural del Pueblo de Punin... "

AHCC/R 1802
"En la Villa de Riobamba, en doce dias del mes de Noviembre de mil ochocientos
y dos afios ... "

AN/Q 1668 Hospitales tomo 1, afios 1598-1701, file #5
AN/Q 1678 Hospitales tomo 1, afios 1598-1701, file #12
AN/Q 1707 Hospitales tomo 1, afios 1598-1701, file #8
AN/Q 1768 Hospitales tomo 3, afios 1746-1768, file #15 U
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Appendix A - Hospital Administrative and Staffing Structure

Years Name Title Notes Source
1759-1776(?) Doctor Don Miguel Capel/tm (Freile Granizo 1996)

Vallejo Peiiafiel
1759- Pedro de la Parra Cirujano (Freile Granizo 1996)
1759- Antonio Camacho Medico (Freile Granizo 1996)

1770-1771 Fray Geronimo de la Religioso AHCC/R 1770b
Anunciasion del

Order Bethlemitica
de la Provincia de

Peru
1771- Don Eugenio Urquis Maestro de Campo y AHCC/R 1796a

Administrador de los
Hasiendas

Pertenesiente a el
Hospital Real de la

Charidad
1776-1777 Doctor Don Miguel Administrator del AHCC/R 1796a

Vallejo Peiiafiel Hospital
1777 Antonio de Valencia Administrator del (Freile Granizo 1996)

Hospital
1782- Senior Doctor Don Mayordomo Mayor AHCC/R 1796a

Pedro Velasco
1791- Regidor Don Mayordomo Mayor AHCC/R 1791d

Fransisco Zavier
Davalos

before -1796 Don Domingo Former Mayordomo AHCC/R 1796a
Zapaten Mayor

1796- Senior Regiador Don Sindico del Ospital AHCC/R 1796b
Francisco Xavier (lawyer)

Davalos
1772- Simon Velasco Curandero/ 26 years old, AHCC/R 1772

Enfermero illiterate, still present AHCC/R 1796a
in 1796

1776- Doctor Don Miguel Clerigo Document damaged, AHCC/R 1776
Vallejo Peiiafiel exact relation to

hospital uncertain
1776 Dr. Tomas Coello Procurador del (Freile Granizo 1996)

Hospital

1776- Gaspar Gomez Medico y Cirujano (Freile Granizo 1996)

1781- Pedro Zambrano y Capel/tm (Freile Granizo 1996)
Vallejo

1781- Don Pedro Velasco y Mayordomo (Freile Granizo 1996)
Vallejo

1786-1793 Miguel Ximenez Administrator del AHCC/R 1786a
Garcias Hospital
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Years Name Title Notes Source
1795- Doctor Don Andres Clerigo, Presvitero AHCC/R 1795a

Falconi Cura Capel/an del
Ospital Real

1796- Marcela Zapia Enfermera en Sala 80 years old, AHCC/R 1796a
de Mujeres illiterate, present in

womens' ward since
its opening

1796- Antonio Sarmiento Portero de Hospital 50 years old, illiterate AHCC/R 1796a
Real

1796- Doctor Don Bernardo Not Provided In charge of AHCC/R 1796a
Falconi pharmacy

1790-1796 Gervasio Ruis (or Administrator del AHCC/R 1796a
Rius) Hospital

1802- Don Marian Davalos Mayordomo Mayor AHCC/R 1802
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Appendix B - Dates Consulted at AHCC/R

List of Years

1616 1659 1726 1760 1785
1617 1727 1761 1786

1684 1728 1762 1787
1620 1685 1729 1788
1621 1686 1730 1764 1789
1622 1731 1765 1790
1623 1688 1732 1766 1791
1624 1689 1733 1767 1792
1625 1734 1768 1793
1626 1692 1735 1769 1794
1627 1736 1770 1795
1628 1696 1739 1771 1796
1629 1740 1772 1797
1630 1698 1741 1773 1798
1631 1699 1742 1774 1799

1743 1775 1800
1633 1710 1744 1776 1801

1711 1745 1777 1802
1636 1712 1746 1778

1713 1747 1779
1638 1714 1748
1639 1715 1749 1783
1640 1716 1750
1641 1717 1751
1642 1718 1752
1643 1719 1753
1644 1720 1754
1645 1721 1755
1646 1722 1756
1647 1723 1757
1648 1724 1758
1649 1725 1759
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Appendix C - Ceramic Tables

Table C. 1 Ceramic rim sherds recovered from the Midden (95N/200E) by vessel form and
decoration at the Hospital North Site

Vessel Form Rim Sherd (N) Total (%) Avg. %Rep. MNV

Plato hondos
slip 3 3.6% 5.7 2
glaze, polychrome on cream 8 9.6% 4.5 7

Subtotal 11 13.3% 4.8 9

Bowls
plain 1 1.2% 5 1
slip 10 12.0% 6.1 9
glaze, polychrome on cream 2 2.4% 6.5 2
glaze, green lead 3 3.6% 9.3 2
glaze, other 2 2.4% 7 2

Subtotal 18 21.7% 7.5 16

Dep.Rest.
glaze, polychrome on cream 1 1.2% 21 1
saltpeter 1 1.2% 8 1

Subtotal 2 2.4% 14.5 2

Plates
plain 14 16.9% 7.3 7
slip 19 22.9% 6 7

Subtotal 14 16.9% 7.5 14

Ollas
plain 1 1.2% 7 1
polished 4 4.8% 6.5 2
slip 7 8.4% 9.9 7
glaze, polychrome on cream 5 6.0% 12.6 4
glaze, green lead 2 2.4% 2.5 1

Subtotal 19 22.9% 10.6 15

Total 83 77% N/A 56

Non-Vessel Ceramics
ceramic disk 2
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Table C. 2 Ceramics recovered from the Midden (95NI200E) by ware type and decoration at the
Hospital North Site

Ware Type Sherd Count (N) Total (%) %Hearth Blackened

Coarse Earthenware
unidentified and slipped 1628 87.6% 50.6%

Local and Unidentified Coarse Earthenware
glaze, polychrome on cream 75 4.0% 1.8%
glaze, green lead 97 5.2% 3.3%
glaze, other 5 0.3% 0.2%

Imported Coarse Earthenware
Cuenca
glaze, polychrome on cream 19 1.0% 0.2%
glaze, other 16 0.9% 0.3%

Panama
glaze, polychrome on cream 4 0.2%

Spain
11 0.6%

Olive Jar

Enlgand/Holland
0.1%

Delftware

Refined Ceramics
Germany

0.1%
Stoneware

China (porcelain)
white 0.1%

Total 1858 100.0% 56.4%
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Table C. 3 Ceramic rim sherds recovered from the West Side of Wall (95N/190E) by vessel form
and decoration at the Hospital North Site

Vessel Form Rim Sherd (N) Total (%) Avg. %Rep. MNV

Plato hondos
slip 1 7.7% 6 1
glaze, polychrome on cream 2 15.4% 5 2
glaze, other 1 7.7% 5 1

Subtotal 4 30.8% 5.3 4

Bowls
plain 1 7.7% 8 1
slip 2 15.4% 5 2

Subtotal 3 23.1% 6 3

Plates
slip 2 15.4% 5 2

Ollas
plain (Olive Jar) 1 7.7% 25 1
slip 3 23.1% 7.3 3

Subtotal 4 30.8% 11.8 4

Total 13 100.0% N/A 13

Non-Vessel Ceramic
circular disk 2
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Table C. 4 Ceramics recovered from the West Side of Wall (95N/190E) by ware type and
decoration at the Hospital North Site

Ware Type Sherd Count (N) Total % % Hearth Blackened

Coarse Earthenware
unidentified and slipped 257 78.8% 34.0%

Local and Unidentified Glazed Wares
glaze, polychrome on cream 34 10.3% 1.5%
glaze, green lead 19 5.8% 4.6%
glaze, other 5 1.5% 0.6%

Imported Coarse Earthenwares
Cuenca
glaze, polychrome on cream 2 0.6%
glaze, other 1 0.3%

Panama
glaze, polychrome on cream 2 0.6%

Spain
Olive Jar 4 1.2%
Redware 2 0.6%

Total 326 99.7% 40.7%

Table C. 5 Ceramics recovered from the East Side of Wall (95N/190E) by vessel form and
decoration at the Hospital North Site

Vessel Form Rim Sherd (N) Total (%) Avg. %Rep. MNV

Plato hondos
slip 16.7% 5

Bowls
slip 2 33.3% 9 2
glaze, other 1 16.7% 6 1

Subtotal 3 50.0% 8 3

Ollas
Plain 1 16.7% 5 1
slip 1 16.7% 7 1

Subtotal 2 33.3% 6 2

Total 6 100.0% N/A 6
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Table C. 6 Ceramics recovered from the East Side of Wall (95N/190E) by ware type and
decoration at the Hospital North Site

Ware Type Sherd Count (N) %of total %Hearth Blackened

Coarse Earthenware
unidentified and slipped 171 79.5% 31.2%

Local and Unidentified Coarse Earthenwares
glaze, polychrome on cream 17 7.9%

glaze, green lead 16 7.4% 4.2%

glaze, other 1 0.5%

Imported coarse earthenware
Cuenca
plain 0.5% 0.5%
glaze, polychrome on cream 0.5%
glaze, other 0.5%

Panama
glaze, polychrome on cream 0.5%
glaze, green lead 0.5%

Spain
5 2.3%

Olive Jar

Total 215 100.0% 35.8%

Table C. 7 Ceramics recovered from Above and in the Wall (95NI190E) by vessel form and
decoration at the Hospital North Site

Vessel Form Rim Sherd (N) Total (%) Avg. %Rep. MNV

Plato hondos
glaze, transparent

Total

2

2

100.0%

100.0%

3.5

N/A
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Table C. 8 Ceramics recovered from Above and in the Wall (95N/190E) by ware type and
decoration at the Hospital North Site

Ware Type Sherd Count (N) %Total %Hearth Blackened

Coarse Earthenware
unidentified and slipped 41 71.9% 38.6%

Local and Unidentified Coarse Earthenwares
glaze, polychrome on cream 7 12.3% 1.8%
glaze, green lead 3 5.3%
glaze, other 5 8.8%

Imported Coarse Earthenwares
Cuenca
glaze, other 1.8%

Total 57 100.0% 40.4%
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Table C. 9 Ceramics recovered from the Midden (IOON/200E) by vessel form and decoration at the
Rosendo Site

Vessel Form Rim Sherd #) Total (%) Avg. %Rep MNV

Cups
porcelain (Ming) 5.9% 5

Plato hondos
glaze, polychrome on cream 2 11.8% 4.5 2

Bowls
slip 3 17.6% 6 3
glaze, polychrome on cream 1 5.9% 5 1

Subtotal 4 23.5% 5.8 4

Ollas
plain 1 5.9% 6 1
slip, red 4 23.5% 9 4

Subtotal 5 29.4% 8.4 5

Unidentified
plain 1 5.9% 4 1
slip, red 2 11.8% 4.3 2
glaze, cream 2 11.8% 4.3 2

Subtotal 5 29.4% 4.5 5

Total 17 100.0% N/A 17

Non-Vessel Ceramic
circular disk 1
figurine 2
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Table C. 10 Ceramics recovered from the Midden (100N/200E) by ware type and decoration at the
Rosendo Site

Ware Type Sherd Count (N) %Total % Hearth Blackened

Coarse Earthenware
unidentified and slipped 615 94.3% 34.4%

Local and Unidentified Coarse Earthenwares
glaze, polychrome on cream 19 3.7%
glaze, green lead 5 0.8%
glaze, yellow 1 0.2%

Imported Coarse Earthenware
Panama
glaze, polychrome on cream 8 1.3%
glaze, green lead 2 0.3%

England/Holland
Delftware 0.2%

Refined Ceramics
China (Porcelain)
white 0.2%

Total 652 100.0% 34.4%
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Table C. II Ceramics recovered from the Wall Area (IOON/210E) by vessel form and decoration at
the Rosendo Site

Vessel Form Rim Sherd # Total (%) Avg. %Rep. MNV

Cups
glaze, polychrome on cream 1 2.1% 10 1
porcelain 1 2.1% 6 1

Subtotal 2 4.3% 16 2

Plato hondos
slip 2 4.3% 6 2
glaze, polychrome on cream 9 18.8% 5.7 9
glaze, other 1 2.1% 5 1

Subtotal 12 25.5% 5.7 12

Bowls
slip 13 27.7% 7.3 12
glaze, polychrome on cream 1 2.1% 7 1
glaze, green lead 6 12.8% 6.2 3

Subtotal 20 42.6% 6.9 16

Plates
plain 2.1% 5

Ollas
plain 2 4.3% 8 1
slip 1 2.1% 11 1
slip (Inka) 1 2.1% 7 1
glaze, green lead 1 2.1% 8 1

Subtotal 5 10.6% 8.4 4

Dep. Rest.
slip 2.1% 7

Unidentified
eroded 1 2.1% 4 1
slip 4 8.5% 4.5 4
glaze, polychrome on cream 1 2.1% 4 1

Subtotal 6 12.8% 4.3 6

Total 47 100.0% N/A 42

Non-vessel ceramics
circular disks 4
unidentified ground sherd 1
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Table C. 12 Ceramics recovered from the Wall (lOON/210E) by ware type and decoration at the
Rosendo Site

Ware Type Sherd Count (N) Total (%) %Hearth Blackened

Coarse Earthenware
unidentified and slipped 511 82.2% 24.3%

Local and Unidentified Coarse Earthenwares
glaze, polychrome on cream 29 4.7%
glaze, green lead 60 9.6% 5.5%
glaze, other 6 1.0%

Imported Coarse Earthenware
Cuenca
glaze, polychrome on cream 4 0.6%

Panama
glaze, polychrome on cream 6 1.0%
glaze, green lead 1 0.2%

Spain
2 0.3%

Olive Jar

England/Holland
Delftware 2 0.3%

Refined Ceramics
China (Porcelain)
white 0.2%

Total 622 100.0% 29.7%
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Table C.l3 Ceramics recovered from the Floors and Above (90N/20SE) by vessel form and
decoration at the Lola Site

Vessel Form Rim Sherd (N) Total (%) Avg. % Rep. MNV

Cups
plain 5% 6

Plato hondos
slip 1 5% 5 1
glaze, polychrome on cream 4 20% 5.25 4
glaze, green lead 1 5% 4 1

Subtotal 6 30% 4.75 6

Bowls
slip 1 5% 5 1
glaze, polychrome on cream 1 5% 9 1
glaze, green lead 1 5% 6 1

Subtotal 3 15% 6.7 3

Plates
plain 1 5% 10 1
slip 1 5% 6 1

Subtotal 2 10% 8 2

Dep. Rest.
slip 5% 8

011as
plain 3 15% 5.7 3
slip 2 10% 9 2

Subtotal 5 25% 7 5

Unknown
slip 1 5% 5 1
glaze, other 1 5% 7 1

Subtotal 2 10% 6 2

Total 20 100% N/A 20
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Table C. 14 Ceramics recovered from the Floors and Above (90N/205E) by ware type and
decoration at the Lola Site

Ware Type Sherd Count (N) %Total %Hearth Blackened

Coarse Earthenware
unidentified and slipped 625 83.0% 28.7%

Local and Unidentified Coarse Earthenwares
glaze, polychrome on cream 47 6.2%
glaze, green lead 50 6.7% 2.7%
glaze, other 15 2.0% 0.7%

Imported Coarse Earthenware
Cuenca
plain 4 0.5%
slip 1 0.1%
glaze, polychrome on cream 2 0.3%
glaze, other 1 0.1%

Panama
glaze, polychrome on cream 2 0.3%

Spain
4 0.5%

Olive Jar

England/Holland
Delftware 2 0.3%

Total 753 100.1% 32.0%
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Table C. 15 Ceramics recovered from Below the Floors (90NI205E) by vessel form and decoration
at the Lola Site

Vessel Form Rim Sherd (N) Total (%) Avg. %Rep. MNV

Cups
slip 1 3% 8 1
glaze, polychrome on cream 1 3% 23 1

Subtotal 2 6% 15.5 2

Plato hondos
slip 2 6% 6.5 2
glaze, polychrome on cream 4 12% 5 4
glaze, green lead 1 3% 5 1

Subtotal 7 21% 5.5 7

Bowls
slip 6 17% 5.5 6
glaze, other 1 3% 6 1
glaze, brown lead 1 3% 6 1

Subtotal 8 22% 5.6 8

Plates
plain 1 3% 4 1
slip 4 12% 6.8 4

Subtotal 5 15% 6.2 5

Drain Pipe 3% 5

Ollas
plain 2 6% 12.5 2
polished 2 6% 8 2
slip 8 22% 9.8 6
glaze, other 1 3% 10 1

Subtotal 13 36% 9.9 11

Total 36 102% N/A 34

Non-Vessel Ceramics
figurine
cockspur
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Table C. 16 Ceramics recovered from Below the Floors (90N/205E) by ware type and decoration at
the Lola Site

Ware Type Sherd Count (N) %Total %Hearth Blackened

Coarse Earthenware
unidentified and slipped 929 82.5% 35.3%

Local and Unidentified Coarse Earthenwares
glaze, polychrome on cream 68 6.0% 0.2%
glaze, green lead 89 7.9% 4.1%
glaze, other 14 1.2% 0.2%

Imported coarse earthenware
Cuenca

plain 2 0.2%
glaze, polychrome on cream 5 0.4%

Panama
glaze, polychrome on cream 10 0.9%

Spain
2 0.2%

Olive Jar
Redware 4 0.4%

Refine Ceramics
China (Porcelain)
glaze, white 1 0.1%
glaze, white with blue 2 0.2%

Total 1126 100.0% 39.7%
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Table C.l? Ceramics recovered from the Unidentified Area South of Trench (90N/230E) by vessel
form and decoration at the Lola Site

Vessel Form Rim Sherd (N) Total (%) Avg. %Rep. MNV

Cups
slip 14% 15

Plato hondos
glaze, other 14% 5

Bowls
slip 4 57% 6.8 4

Ollas
slip 14% 5

Total 7 100% N/A 7

Table C. 18 Ceramics recovered from the Unidentified Area South of Trench (90NI230E) by ware
type and decoration at the Lola Site

Ware Type Sherd Number (N) % Total %Hearth Blackened

Coarse Earthenware
unidentified and slipped 151 83.9% 28.9%

Local and Unidentified Coarse Earthenwares
glaze, polychrome on cream 12 6.7%
glaze, green lead 10 5.6% 4.4%
glaze, other 1 0.6%

Imported Coarse Earthenware
Cuenca
glaze, polychrome on cream 0.6%

Panama
glaze, cream with blue 0.6%

Spain
4 2.2%

Olive Jar

Total 180 100.0% 33.3%
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Table C. 19 Ceramics recovered from the Trench (95N/230E) by vessel form and decoration at the
Lola Site

Vessel Form Rim Sherd (N) Total (%) Avg. %Rep. MNV

Cups
glaze, white (unidentified Chinese) 4.2% 15

Plato hondos
glaze, polychrome on cream 6 25.0% 5.3 6

Bowls
slip 5 20.8% 5.6 5
glaze, green lead 1 4.2% 8 1

Subtotal 6 25.0% 6 6

Plates
slip 5 20.8% 7.2 5

Ollas
plain 2 8.3% 11 2
slip, black 3 12.5% 77 3
glaze, green lead 1 4.2% 5 1

Subtotal 6 25.0% 8.3 6

Total 24 100% N/A 24
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Table C. 20 Ceramics recovered from the Trench (95N/230E) by ware type and decoration at the
Lola Site

Ware Type Sherd Count (N) %Total %Hearth Blackened

Coarse Earthenware
unidentified and slipped 721 81.3% 32.0%

Local and Unidentified Coarse Earthenwares
glaze, polychrome on cream 68 7.7% 0.5%

glaze, other 11 1.2% 0.6%
glaze, green lead 55 6.2% 3.4%

Imported Coarse Earthenware
Cuenca
glaze, polychrome on cream 3 0.3%
glaze, other 1 0.1%

Panama
glaze, cream 3 0.3%
glaze, polychrome on cream 6 0.7%

Spain
14 1.6%

Olive Jar

England/Holland
Delftware 3 0.3%

Refined Ceramic

China (Porcelain)
glaze, white 2 0.2%

Total 887 100.0% 36.4%
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Appendix D - Rim Forms
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Plato Rondos (1000-1199)

1010 16 em

16 em

1115 34 em

1117 18 em

16em1112

1111 17 em 1113
~------------ I""""l~------
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1118 18 em 1120 18 em

~ ~
1121 18 em 1150 22 em

~

1160 22 em 1165 18 em

1180 18 em 1181 16em

1185 16em 1190 14 em
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Simple Bowls (1200-1299, 1400-1499, 1501)

1201 14 em 1203 22 em

13 em

1209 20 em

1210

20 em

smoothed ----\

1211

1204 18 em

1215 26 em

1212 16 em

1214 16 em

~
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1218 26em 1219 12 em

14em1221 16 em 1222
pieerust - ...... -:~-------~......,....---------

1223 16em 1225 20 em

1226 22em 1227 24 em

1228 16 empieerust - ...... roo•• 0:;:---------

1231 •
with handle

304

1230 18em



1233 16 em 1240 16 em

1234 18 em

1241 20 em 1250 16 em

1430 22 em

1285 16 em'flat ---.....~-------

24 em

1290 16 em

1425

1501

smoothed {

16 em----..;:--------

1286 24 em
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Plates (1300-1399)

1300 28 em 1310 28 em

1320 36 em

~
1322 24 em

1327 24 em

~
~

24 em

sharp edge .c===:=
1377 28 em 1378 20 em

~
1382 24 em 1384 22em

1385 40 em

1388 20 em

~
1387 20 em 1390 20 em

c:s ~
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~s (1600-1699, 1800-1899)

1603 8em 1605 8em

1800 Bem 1810 10 em

Drain Pipe (1700)

1700 12 em

1820

punetate-....

307

12 em



Ollas (2000-2999)

11 em2007 12021

2021_~
with incised

diagonal lines

2005 12006 13 em

2001 13 em 2003 13 em
,rr-------- 2004 --..r.""'"~~-----

pieerust

2006 --..
with handle

2008 16em 2009 18 em

2010 16em 2015 10 em
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2016 14 em 2017 10 em

2019 20 em

2040 Bem 2043 20 em

2050

2063

2061

16 em

14 em

12 em

2060

2070

18 em

12 em

2075 14 em
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2100 24 em

14em

20 em2117

21 em

2125
pieerust --. ".........---------

18em

2112

2116

2201

2202 16em

C0
2214 18em

2213 14em
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2220 22 em
flat -+

2230 18 em

2288 12 em 2289 12 em

14em

16 em

16 em

2240

2390

2615

12 em2379

2600 36 em

~
2610 14 em

~
2990 6em

( )
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~endent Restricted (3000-3999)

3100 16 em 3150

I
6em

3200 >4 em

~
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Unidentified (9000-9999)

9101 14 em 9200 16 em

9210 24 em

9205 22 em
pieerust .\\external

9215 unknown 9240 14 em

~ ~
9270

9510

16 em

unknown

9400

9800

20 em

10 em
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